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Down on his knees, the wolf begs for for-
giveness from his lady love. The antics of
the mascots kept crowds amused through
the football and basketball seasons.
Tom Olsen

“can."
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Giving new meaning to the phrase "moving in, "
freshman Tim Goodson transfers his stafffrom
car to room in one easy step. Unfortunately, this
system only worked for people who lived on the V , V , . . V , _
first floor. Chris Hondros . ,i' V .' ' -‘ , ,V i , '
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S w e a t
poured, bodies
a c h e d , l i n e 8
formed, and stu-
dents partied --
these things could
apply to almost
everything in life
at a major univer-
sity. It all started
with move-in day
when the elevator
broke and three
months of clothes
had to be carried

The

B'E'S'T

ength

up eight flights of
stairs. And it
c o n t i n u e d
throughout the
year with students
doing things that
are only done in
college -- going to
play putt-putt at
three o'clock in the
morning or storm-
ing Hillsborough
Street after win-
ning a big basket-
ballgame.

Running under the railroad tracks, the Free
Expression Tunnel provides a way for students
to get to and from class as well as giving them a
forum to express their opinions. Andrew Liepins

U/lg

Depsite the
complaints ofpain
and suffering that
went along with
all of these kinds
of activities, stu—
dents had fun
d o i n g t h e m.
Dorms were not
air-conditioned,
but generally too
much was going
on for anybody to
notice how hot
they were.
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Clowning around at
t h e S t u d e n t
Involvement Fair,
S t u d e n t B o d y
President Brian
Nixon and Student
Center President
R o d e r i c k
Spearman activate
their "Wonder Twin"
powers. The fair was
sponsored by Student
Government to cele-
brate the return of the
brickyard.
SwayneHall



Following a tour ofa Physics lab
in Cox Hall, President Bush [is-
tens to presentations from. busi-
nessmen representing companies
from Research Triangle Park.
Michael Russell

Working out at the
gym made mus-
cles sore, but they
were tolerable
when Spring
Break and bikinis
were taken into
consideration.
Naturally, the
mornings after
were always the
worst but, oh,
those parties!

Fraternity
Row was always
hopping with a
Late Night or a
band party. Not
to mention the
bars and clubs on
Hillsborough
S t r e e t a n d
Western Boule-
vard. All ofthese
things provided

diversions from
the stresses of
school and the
pressures of work.

Students
spent hours in the
library research-
ing papers and
m e e t i ng w i t h
study groups.
Even more time
consuming, were
computer pro-
grams, dynamics
problems, and
design projects.

Top-ranked
sports teams, like
the women's soc-
cer team, took
State to the fore-
front of national
attention. And
W0 lfp a c k e r s
excelled at both

p la y i n g a n d
watching.

Club sports
was a great way to
get fit and meet
people. There
were organiza-
tions for almost
every interest from
French to law to
poultry science.

All of these
things worked
together to make
the year what it
was. Each and
every experience
prepared students
for the future in
some way and
taught them to be
Leaders of the
Pack I

5
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Remember when summer

vacation was coming to an end? Or,

better yet remember when

Christmas, Thanksgiving, or Spring

Breaks were just a day or two away?

Each moment during the year had

its own special kind of fun that

made it memorable. There were

concerts, Wolfstock, nights spent

camping out for tickets, and just

hanging out with friends.

Being out of school was

completely different from school

days because there were no

presentations, no getting up early to

catch the bus, and most

importantly, no studying. But that

was not the only reason vacations

Time off from

school gave students, faculty and

the

opportunity to relax and recover

were so welcome.

administrators alike

from the pressures ofschool.

So, whether students were

taking a night off from studying to

go to the fair or spending some time

working out in the gym, it all came

down to making themselves the best

they could be. It all came down to

being Leaders ofthe Pack!

Student Life



Broadcasting from the parking lot
of Carter-Finley, a U93 9 disc
jockey gives tailgating a try.
Ninety-three point nine, along with
WKNC 88.1, was a leading station
with students. Tom Olsen
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Talk about having conversations on
' /

Every year students look forward to two different levels. One of the
the North Carolina State Fair / , advantages to having a prominent

' design school was the interesting
architecture on campus that caused
situations like this. Jim Mahaffee

a

Day or night there were ‘plenty’of
things to ride, eat'or see. W , xi”
Tanya Stephens ,fl. / /

Student Life Divider



Dizzying rides and fantastic fun had us

High As A Kite

If you were Elvis and you sud—
denly had an urge to eat fried
dough while riding a roller coaster
with the world’s largest pig,
where would go?

Only one place — The State
Fair.

For ten days out of every year,
the city of Raleigh became host to
a melting pot of entertainment
and fun.

It’s true. Only at the State Fair
could a person win an oil painting
of Elvis simply by pounding rub-
ber frogs with a mallet or tossing
rings on a Coke bottle. The mid-
way games offered any guy or gal
the chance to show off their skill
and dexterity to their mate. You
might have even won your best
girl a nearly life size Opus doll
just for shooting hoops.

As one of the more popular rides at thefair, the Round Up required patience tostand in the long lines'that formed.
Most students: thought it worth their
time and money, especially onWednesday, October 18, when Pepsiofferred free admission to anyone bring-ing in six empty Pepsi cans. 'Jim Mahaffee (2)

.1 ‘a State Fair

The rides at the fair were sec-
ond to none when it came to twist-
ing and turning one’s body into
some of the most unflattering and
nauseating positions.

For those with the need for
speed, the fair offered rides such
as the Enterprise, the Twister, the
Pirate Ship, and the Himalaya.
Definitely not for the weak at
heart — or stomach. You absolute-
ly could not leave the fairgrounds
without getting a beautiful View
of the Raleigh area from about 15
stories up, high atop the ferris
wheel.

At the fair you found food and
entertainment for nearly every
walk of life and background.
Youngsters got their fill of tradi—
tional fair food such as, hotdogs,
hamburgers, cotton candy, and

imew7““

““in

Viewing lights from the top of the dou-
ble ferris wheel was one of the things
students enjoyed doing. at the State Fair.
Another favorite preoccupation was mak-
ing jokes about the way the livestock
buildings made the fairgrounds smell.



The lights at the fair just begin to work
their magic at dusk. Many people went
to the fair just to watch the lights and
the fireworks show that was held nightly.
Under normal circumstances, it would
be difficult to get a better View than that
from the top of the ferris wheel, but the
passengers of a hot air balloon manage a
way to pull it Off. Jim Malta/Tee (2)

StateFaW\



Crafts, cooks and cows

Something For All

candy apples, while their parents
enjoyed their contemporary ribs,
steak, barbeque, and shish-ka-
bobs.

Don’t forget the animals. The
fair’s livestock exhibits and pet-
ting zoo offered both young and
old the chance to get upclose and
personal with even the hairiest of
friends from horses, rabbits,
lamas, camels, and even ducks,
chickens, mules, sheep, goats and
pigs.

The morbid at heart enjoyed
Viewing the devil boy, giant rat, or

the five-legged cow at the freak
show. On the other hand, the
romantic folks took a ride through
the tunnel of love while you wait—
ed for your friends to pet the hair-
less dog.
Whether it was food, rides,

music, or simply a good time you
were searching for, the State Fair
offered everything under the sun.

Shining down on the fair grounds, the
moon helps to light the midway at the
State Fair. Many students thought the
hghts added excitement and a carnival-
like atmosphere. Jim Mahaffee
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Geese enjoy the warm
October sunshine in their
cages outside of the livestock
exhibit. Since North Carolina
is an agricultural state, farm
animals have always played a
major role in the fair activi-
ties. Tom Olsen

Hitting the stars with darts was not as
easy as it sounded. These students give
it their best shot so they can win a
Batman doll. Batman fever abounded
after the major motion picture, Batman,
was released over the summer.
Tanya Stephens

StateFEW



Food, fun, and football had Wolfpackers saying

Come and Get It

Fall semester weather may have
changed from fiercely hot
September evenings to chilly
November afternoons, but one
thing remained the same -— tailgat-
ing.

"It was one of the single great-
est experiences of my college
career which I can't remember,"
said senior Larry Gaither.

Hours before kick—off, the pro-
cession of cars, vans, and trucks
loaded with refreshing kegs in the
cab rolled slowly toward the grassy
lots of Carter-Finley. Once inside
the gates, fans of Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Subway, or Mom's home-
made barbeque sandwiches
swarmed around their respective
territories. Wolfpack fans were
ready to feast before another Victo-
ry.

Some people enjoyed the rough
life, eating hotdogs and chicken
from the hood of a well-traveled
Cutlass. Others, dressed to kill,

delicately placed ironed red and
white tablecloths on portable pic-
nic tables covered with a spread of
ham biscuits, veggies and dip,
cheesecake, and bubbling cham-
pagne.

Tailgating, however, brought
more than food. Footballs flew
carelessly through the air. Radio
station U93.9 broadcasted live
from our turf. Portable potties
remained everyone's friend (or
enemy). And masses of red and
white invaded the home field.

"Tailgating has become just as
important as the game itself. It's a
great way to have fun and meet
new people," said sophomore
Gabriel Smith.

The countdown to kick-off began
as tailgating drew to a close. The
game started, ended, and everyone
headed home. The grassy lot
remained with its conversational
leftovers, ready for the next week-
end of tailgating Wolfpackers.

Just gimme a full keg of Bud! Kegs lit-
tered the lawn on Carter-Finley every
game day and were always surrounded
by thirsty tailgaters. Steve Blair



Dressed in traditional red and white,
senior Susanne Hackney enjoys a drink
with some friends before the game.
Socializing was an important aspect of
tailgating. Steve Blair

Hot dogs and hamburgers on a portable
picnic table -— the perfect way to begin a
football game. Fans wer blessed with
sunny afternoons rather than the com—
mon chilly fall weekends during football
season. Steve Blair

Rain, rain, go away! Senior Lisa Coston
didn't seem to mind this dreary game day
afternoon. Jim Buynitzky

Tailgating



Students stand in line outside of one ofthe more popular dining areas at NC.State, the Emporium at D. H. HillLibrary. Students could get theirfavorite kinds of ice cream and assortedpastries there. Saju Joy

Weather too good to pass up eatingoutside? Students take advantage of thewarm weather to socialize, and of allthings, to eat. Saju Joy



FWith fourteen different locations, UD provided

00d For Thought

When you found yourself on
campus around noon and your
stomach growled, where did you
go?

The Dining Hall, the Atrium,
the Cutting Board, the Commons,
the Tunnel Inn.

University Dining was all
around campus to satisfy
everyone's tastes and appetites. It
was convenient and fast.
Especially when you only had
twenty minutes before your
Psychology class.

Whether it was a hot dog or a
real, hot lunch or dinner, there
was always somewhere to go on
campus to get something to eat.

AllCampus cards with meal
plans could be used virtually
everywhere on campus. It. was
like getting dinner on credit. Fast
and easy.
A unique bonus of University

Dining was the Special Edition.
Located in the Student Center,
steaks and chicken were served
for a break from the everyday
atmosphere of the Dining Hall.

University Dining was one of
the campus departments that was
sometimes taken for granted. But
think, if University Dining had
not been there to serve you, who
would have been?

, g students stopped
=*11brarybetween cl,
time to grab m the l1brary. .

at lunchinthe

University Dining % 15;;



Through rain, sleet and snow students were

Facing the Elements

Of all the things in life you
could count on, North Carolina
weather was not one of them. If
the weatherman said it was going
to rain and you actually
remembered to bring your
umbrella it was dry as a bone
outside, but if you forgot your
umbrella just once, it poured.

Unpredictability was only one
problem to contend with. The
other was inconsistency. How
many days can you remember in
February when it was 65 degrees
one day and 42 the next? Even as
maddening as it could be, the mild
weather in the state was one of
the charming things about going
to a Southern university.

Sunshine brought many studentsoutside to work on homework. Gettingout of the library and into the sunhelped many students to concentrate ontheir studies. Jim Mahaffee

Changing leaves warned students of theonset of winter and cold walks to class.
Temperatures, however, did not drop lowenough to be uncomfortable for most
students; Jim Mahaffee

I Weather

Students from north of the
Mason-Dixon Line had no
sympathy for the natives of the
South who froze when it got down
to 45. Still, overall everyone
enjoyed being able to get outside
during the winter months to
prevent cabin fever.

At the beginning of the Fall
Semester and the end of the
Spring Semester, studies took a
bit of a backseat to recreational
activities. All over every bit of
green grass there were people
hurtling frisbees through the air,
tossing baseballs back and forth,
as well as playing volleyball,
badminton, or whatever else came
to mind. Not to mention those

who decided to bronze their
bodies. This is not to say that
people did not study. It was a
common sight to see people laying
on the grass or sitting on benches
studying.

After a while, the weather
became something you just took
in stride. You learned not to put
away your summer clothes at the
end of October and you learned
not to be bothered when you had
to walk from Caldwell Hall in
torrential downpour. It would
seem, North Carolina weather
served as an educational
experience.

1- I



Checking for rain before leaving cover,
students at the Delta Sigma Phi Lawn
Party did not let rain dampen their
spirits. Rain on school days was always
a hassle, but nothing could ruin a party.
Tanya Stephens
Basking in the sun, students often took
a break between classes to enjoy spring-
like weather. Students relaxed in the
sun before they had to return to the
reality of class. Jim Mahafl‘ee
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Hack! Wheeze! Cough! Sniffle! Ouch!

hat's The Matter.

It was inevitable.
You woke up with a sore throat,

a fever, and a terrible headache.
Of course you had three tests i
the next two days and you did no
think you could even make it out o
bed. What were you to do? Did yo
skip class and miss your tests? Lie
in bed and moan for a few hours?
Or did you go to the Center fo
Health Directions? The cold self
help counter allowed you t
diagnose yourself and receiv.
aspirin, decongestant, and othe
medications to help you throug

I

was;
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your illness.
If you tripped and sprained

your ankle during an intramural
game, the Center for Health
Directions had a cure for that, too.
A certified medical doctor looked
at your injury and gave you any
treatment that was necessary.
Broken bones and sprained joints
were prevalent around the Center.

The Center offered help for any
kind of medical or psychological
problem a student might have had.
Most often treatment was received
at the Center itself, but students

with more difficult problems were
referred to other facilities.

Bizarre stories came from
students after Visits. There were
claims that women were always,
always asked about pregnancy
whether they had a sore throat or
a broken arm. Men claimed that
the Center was obsessed with the
subject of venereal disease.
On one occasion, senior Scott

Jackson went in to have his ankle
checked. "I had sprained my ankle
and for some reason they gave me
a throat culture!"

Having your temperature checked wasone of the routine things done at theCenter. The staff felt it was good to have
records of stuff like that in case of an
emergency or a serious medical problem.Alice Patterson

Center for Health DirectionsW9:
\
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A marriage of football and royalty created

A Ruling Passion

The Homecoming football game
against Virginia ended in defeat,
ut one Wolfpack fan will always
cherish her feeling of victory on

, hat hot November day.
\ Junior Kathryn Lee had no
idea that being nominated by her
ooyfriend's fraternity, Delta Sigma
Phi, would lead her so far in the
Miss NCSU competition. After the
nomination process, Kathryn com-
pleted an application and essay
which placed her as one of the 20

finalists. Interviews came and
went, and Kathryn soon found her-
self as one of the eight finalists.
She and more than 50,000
Wolfpack fans anxiously awaited
the announcement of Miss NCSU
during halftime of the game.

"The crowd was just a blur. It
didn't seem as if people were
watching you. I was able to notice
a few of my friends, but then
everything was over before I knew
it," said Kathryn.

Escorted by her father, Kathryn
noticed him laughing once she was
crowned Miss NCSU. ”My grand-
mother saw him and said,'He
looked like he had just had anoth-
er baby. He was so proud.”
As Miss NCSU Kathryn's

responsibilities included planning
the 1990 Homecoming festivities.
She hoped to organize the events
so that all activities ran on a bet-
ter schedule.

Another of her responsiblities

Looking over at her father after hearing Accepting the Caldwell Cup from
her name announced, Kathryn Lee's face representatives of Student Affairs,
shows pure joy. Miss NCSU was awarded Sigma Phi Epsilon president Tracy
a crown, roses and a scholarship. Moore looks over to fellow Sig Ep and

Inter-Fraternity Council president
Matthew Brenner.

Homecoming Eg 21
\



Homecoming

Basking in the warm Autumn weather,
Kathryn Lee and her father enjoy the
roar of the crowd. Neither of them
seemed to mind the loss to Virginia
because they were too happy about the
turnout of halftime. Chris Mervin (3)

'Preparingfor the end of her r 7
7 INCSU 1989', Sonyat'Windhazn; take
Cminute to survey the stadiu' ':It.was
bittersweet day for her as she retur

: to'Carter—Finley to pass alon he he



Passion

included participating in the
Brotherhood Dinner at the
McKimmon Center with the Afro-
American Society of Raleigh.

Aside from the functions that
kept Kathryn occupied as Miss
NCSU, she also stayed busy
preparing for student teaching. As
a math education major and
Teaching Fellow, she hoped to
galn a lot of experience in the
teaching field.

To try to get a feel for real-life
teaching, Kathryn taught a CSC
200 lab. "It will be interesting to

Waving and smiling, former Student
Body President Pam Powell acknowl-
edges the cheers of the crowd. Each of

compare my lab experience with
the real world of teaching," said
Kathryn.

Originally from Greensboro,
Kathryn enjoyed her experiences
at NCSU. "I like it here. Most of
my experiences have been positive
in my academic classes and
extracurricular activities. Overall,
I really enjoy it here."

Miss NCSU 1989 Kathryn Lee
was very proud of NCSU. Just as
proud as her father was of her on
November 4, 1989.

the finalists were given roses when they
were presented at halftime.

23u,Homecomin “- ‘f :9. ,g... @593“



Campus Hangouts
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What wasn't a campus hangout?
Every little knook and cranny

was considered a campus hangout
at some time or another.

If you were like most people
who lived on campus, your suite or
hallway probably seemed like it
was the hangout for every student
within a five-mile radius.
And when the party got too

crowded, there was only one place
to go -- no, not a bar —- the Student
Center.
Throughout the year, many

campus organizations held dances
and various social activities in the
Student Center that were open
and usually free to students as
well.

If the action was not at the
Student Center, it was probably
just down the road at the Cultural
Center. The Cultural Center
offered many people a place to

The NC. State campus was the place to

atch the Action

hangout, party and make sure
they did not miss a beat on the lat-
est hype.

The great landmark of years
gone by. The memories. The par—
ties. The Brickyard. During class-
time, the Brickyard was the place
to see and be seen. And When the
basketball team beat Carolina —-
watch out!

When the weather was nice,
you better believe that central
campus residents were being seen.
Tucker Beach was the most popu-
lar place on campus to bare your
soul to the world and get started
on that tan.
Whether it was the Free

Expression Tunnel, Carmichael
Gym, the Student Center Plaza, or
the room down the hall, it cannot
be said that students did not have
a place to hang out.

5%
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Gotta earn those bucks! On orcampus, working was very mucgnecessity for most college students.
Pizzimenti is seen here working ajob in the Cards Etc. shop
Hillsborough Street. Sehoya Harris

Student Jobs
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You had to make
somewhere.
Whether it was working on

campus at the bookstore, at the
mall, or at Research Triangle
Park.

It was a fact of life. You went to

money

‘ college, you went out and had to
pay bills, and, therefore, you

, needed money to live on.
The most convenient place to

get work was either on campus or
on Hillsborogh Street.
On campus, you could work for

Student Development, DH. Hill
Library, or even the yearbook!
You'd barely get enough to pay the

phone bill, but money was money.
The many different businesses

on Hillborough Street offered
students a choice of where they
wanted to try to make some cash.

If you were a waitress, there
was Brothers, Two Guys, Mitch's,
Michaels -- the list went on and on.
A night out at the movies could be
easily paid for by a night of tips at
most restaurants.

If you were a sales person, you
could try the Lodge, Cycle Logic, or
DJ's for some extra bucks.
And if you were into making

copies, US Copies and Kinkos were
the places to work.

Just a little more off the top! Nancy
Ballard works as a hairstylist at
Shockwaves in the Electric Company mall
during her spare time. Sehoya Harris

Ifyou wanted money for college, you had to learn

he Art of Living

Because NC. State was so close
to Crabtree Valley Mall, many
students opted to try their luck
there. With all those shops and
restaurants, it was fairly easy to
get a job somewhere at the mall.

Research Triangle Park was for
those who wanted serious money.
Companies like IBM and Northern
Telecom were great places to work
while in school. The jobs at RTP
helped train part-time employees
for their future full—time careers.

Work, work, work, work.
You did not like it too much.
But as a starving college

student, it had to be done.

Working at Mitch's Tavern is not so bad
for Dave Loyack, Bill Gorman, Greg
Badway and Kevin Leite.
Sehoya Harris

StudentJobs :% 27g



Belting out another song, Robert Smith
mesmerizes the crowd with his voice. The
Cure performed some of their most
popular songs, including "Fascination
Street". Tom Olsen

Jammin' on a guitar solo, Mike Campbell
takes the stage for Tom Petty. Petty was
touring to support his new album, ”Full
Moon Fever". Tom Olsen

Concerts
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Rock, Roll And Remember

Listening to Legends

The crowd roared as the lights
went down on Carter—Finley
stadium. The music rose into the
evening air causing a wave of
excitment to rush through the
crowd. Carter-Finley became
home for two of rocks legendary
groups. The Who appeared on
July 27 and the Rolling Stones
played on September 16.

"It was the best concert I've ever
seen," senior Rob Roberts
exclaimed, commenting on The
Who concert. The Who performed
for nearly three hours playing
everything from ”Pinball Wizard"
to ”Magic Bus". The biggest
response from the crowd came
when Roger Daltrey broke into
"My Generation”. The lyrics to
this tune were sung by not only the
band, but everyone in the audience
as well.

Living Colour primed the crowd

for the Rolling Stones concert.
They performed their popular
tunes "Cult of Personality" and
"Glamour Boys".

The Rolling Stones ran on stage
belting out "Start Me Up” and the
crowd did just that. The Stones
sported one of the largest stages
ever

"Incredible!" was all that junior
Dean Fuqua could say when
leaving the stadium. The Rolling
Stones played out their extensive
rock and roll history including
songs from their most recent
album, ”Steel Wheels".

Both concerts had incredible
turnout and the Stones concert
sold out in less than a day. The
decision to open Carter-Finley to
such events definately widened the
musical choices available to the
population of the triangle area.

(‘oncu‘ts$5,632” 9



Making use of a megaphone, Pop Will
Eat Itself performs to a wild crowd . Pop
Will Eat Itself performed September 21 at
the Brewery on Hillsborough Street.
Tom Olsen

Ending the concert at Cameron Indoor
Stadium, Robert Smith pauses in thedarkness. The Cure stopped in Durham
during their Prayer Tour. Tom Olsen

Concerts

,Helping out on vocals, Mike ,Connell joins
Doug McMillan at the microphone. The
'Connells performed at the Civic Center in
Raleigh on' September-22; ’

’ Thnya Stephens
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The Cure, Tom Petty, Billy Joel.
Whether you were a fan of

country, rock and roll, or
progressive music, somewhere,
sometime, someone was playing
your song.

If rock and roll was your calling,
there were plenty of good concerts
to attend. Eric Clapton and Tom
Petty played at the Dean E. Smith
Center in Chapel Hill. Billy Joel
made his appearance in nearby
Charlotte and Motley Crue tried
their luck in Chapel Hill.

If modern music was what you
wanted, Pop Will Eat Itself and
The Usuals performed at the
Brewery on Hillsborough Street.
The Connells took the stage at the
Civic Center in Raleigh and The
Cure made an appearance at
Cameron Indoor Stadium in
Durham.

In 1990 dance music made its
appearance around the area. The
B—52's performed at the Civic
Center in Raleigh, While Janet
Jackson and The New Kids On the

Planning and performing shows takes

Concerted Effort

Block performed in Chapel Hill.
Country music followers had

their own concerts to attend.
Conway Twitty and Merle
Haggard played the Raleigh Civic
Center. Reynolds Coliseium
hosted Alabama, while the
Longbranch welcomed names such
as Sawyer Brown, Tanya Tucker,
and Kris Kristofferson.
Whatever your musical heart

desired, concerts in the area were
there to please you.
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Adding in a bit of theatrics, J ‘
Hondrosmixes up some Screwdrivers for
some of his friends
an easy tocle' , g"bar.’

Parties
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Sometimes, things at N.C. State got

ompletely Out OfHand
Phone rang.
It was your best friend calling.
"What’s up?"
"Nothing much," you replied.

"What’s going on tonight?"
You stopped. If you tried to

answer that question, you and
your friend would never have got-
ten off the telephone.
Need a break? NCSU was the

appropriate weekend happening
place. Contrary to popular belief,
there was some kind of party going
on every weekend at N.C. State.

Fraternity Court was definitely
the place during the first two
weeks of school. Partygoers headed
across Western Boulevard in
search of a good party which was
usually not hard to find.

But just in case the fraternity
party was not the ticket, there was
always something happening at
Avery Close or Parkwood apart-
ment complexes. In August 1989
one party began as a small birth-
day celebration for about 25 people
and turned into a gathering of

more than 2,500 revelers.
According to witnesses, people

brought couches and lounge chairs
and listened to the music of
Kaleidoscope.

“There was lots of diversity (in
the crowd),” said Drew Huggins,
a student who attended the event.
“The band was incredible, a killer
bash.”
A killer bash. Eighty kegs. Live

music. Friends for everyone. The
right mix for the NCSU student ——
the serious party animal.

Social! Everybody drink! Three Man
was one of the more popular drinking
games played at parties.
Mark Kawanishi

Fun and laughter abounded at parties.
After long hours during the week spent in
class or studying, students needed an out-
let on the weekends. Mark Kawanishi

Parties fig 33 2



Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, . . . weekends were

The Great Escape

Weekends.
Were they made for Michelob?
No, I don’t think so.
Weekends.
A time to take advantage of low

long-distance rates?
No, I don’t think so.
Weekends.
Were they made to read The

News and Obsever?
Yeah, right.
Weekends.
Were they made to party with

your fellow classmates at NC.
State?

Most definitely.

{@534%' Weekend Activities

On any given weekend at
NCSU, you can bet your bottom
dollar that there was some sort of
party occuring. Since NCSU for-
bade alcohol on campus and
because most fraternities practiced
dry rushes, students realized and
came to enjoy having fun without
alcohol.

One of the best ways to have to
fun on the weekends at NCSU was
at the annual UAB All-Nighter.
Students twisted the night away,
played Win, Lose or Draw, and had
personal buttons made. It was a
lively experience.

Is this how you Lambada? The guy in thebackground does not think so. Actually,
Mark Inman, Bina Jangda and Saju
Joy are attending an infamous
Technician party -- just one of the many
ways to have a good time on the weekend.
Andrew Liepins

Just because students could n01
have alcohol in their rooms did not
mean it was not there.

Chandeliers. Three-Man
Thumper. Sound familar?
And after few hours of partyin

in their rooms, the posse went ou‘
on Hillsborough Street an
Western Boulevard to hit the vari
ous dance clubs and bars to kee
the night alive.

But all good things must com
to end. And when the posse go
together Sunday afternoon, on
thing came to mind: What will w
do next weekend?

You go back to your room one day an
you can't get the door open. Yes, yo I
laundry has overtaken the room. Many l
weekend night was spent cleaning tho
nasty socks just as this young man
doing. Andrew Liepins
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IRemember who was

11 The Spotlight

What did a New Hampshire
Yankee, a fast talking Italian bas-
ketball coach, 24 pairs of Nike bas-
ketball shoes, and a rabbit have in
common?

Controversy.
The resignation of former

Chancellor Bruce Poulton, the
firing of Jim Valvano, the trou—
bled basketball program, and
Playboy kept N.C. State
University in the headlines as well
as on the tips of tongues.

Poulton resigned after wrongdo-
ings and reports of academic mis-
conduct surfaced in Peter
Golenbock’s book ”Personal
Fouls." His resignation, he
claimed, was in NCSU's best inter-
est.

"I feel that part of the problem
is the personal attack that's been

directed at me, and I frankly feel
like by taking myself out of that
situation, I might lessen the attack
on the university," Poulton told
reporters outside Holladay Hall
August 22, 1989.

Poulton's resignation only
served as a stepping stone. On
August 25, UNC system president
C.D. Spangler ordered Jim
Valvano to step down as athletics
director and stipulated that no
UNC system coach can serve in
the dual role as athletics director
and coach.

But the controversy did not end.
Valvano’s future appeared secure.
Students continued to support him
as well as Wolfpack Club mem-
bers.
Former player Charles

Shackleford admitted to taking a

Joining team members in showing sup-
port for Jim Valvano, Jim Rehbok,
itii'cctor of Sports Medicine, observes
events at the rally. The participation of
Rehbok and others involved in the basket-
ball program proved how deeply support
for the coach ran. Saju Joy
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Since the average student did not get to
speak out in interviews and such like the
players did, they resorted to the written
word to convey their feelings. That is not
to say that the rally was quiet. There was
plenty of noise generated to show support
for Valvano. Saju Joy

Just like a normal pep rally, the cheer—
leaders were on hand to keep the crowd
pumped up and in the spirit of things.
Saju Joy

Television interviews were nothing new
to any of the basketball players. but cer-
tainly not to Chris Corchiani who
seemed at times like the team spokesper—
son. What was new was the intense emo-
tion he felt about his subject. Corchiani
considered transferring to another school.
but Valvano encouraged him to do what
was best for Chris. In the end, Chris
decided to remain for his final season.
Saju Joy



60vControversy and protesters were notlal
enougn to keep the models from the "Girls dr
of the ACC" edition of Playboy from p‘
signing autographs at local convenience ‘
stores. Mark Kawanishi '91
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$60,000 loan while playing under
Valvano. An unidentified player
admitted during a ABC news
report that he and several mem-
bers of the 1987-88 team helped
shave points during the season.
Newspapers across the state

called for Valvano’s resignation.
Technician even went so far as to
call for the temporary shutdown of
the basketball program.

Still, Valvano supporters
showed up at a rally in an effort to
convince interim chancellor Larry
Monteith to retain Valvano as
coach. Valvano even had the sup— _
port of the NCSU Board of
Trustees until Monteith told the

BOT that academic abuses contin-
ued within the basketball pro-
gram.
The BOT voted to negotiate a

settlement to release Valvano as
head basketball coach. On April 7
Valvano was "terminated . . . with-
out cause." Valvano received more
than $238,000 from the university
and a reported $275,000 from the
Wolfpack Club.

Valvano was the dominant fig-
ure in NCSU news for awhile, but
he was not the only source of con-
troversy at NCSU.

Playboy decided that its "Girls
of the SEC" issue was so success-
ful, that a "Girls of the ACC" spe-

The 1989-1990 years at NCSU were filled with

* Campus ControverSIes

cial would be even bigger. On
October 16, Playboy photographer
David Chan made NCSU his first
stop. A protest organized by the
Women’s Resource Coalition met
Chan at the Brownestone Hotel.

"We are trying to promote a bet-
ter atmosphere for women on cam-
pus — and treating us like sex
objects will destroy everything we
have done until now to increase
our status as serious students,"
said Melea Lemon Bryan of the
Women’s Resource Coalition.

Controversy. It was a hit for
Prince, but a headache for NCSU
and its supporters.

Campus Controversy



At the end of a long hard day at school its
time to go home and unwind. For many
students who live off campus, the bus is
an inexpensive way to travel back and
forth to school. Michael Propst

You know them and you love them, yes
they may have even whizzed past you on
the way to class. That teenage pasttime of
skateboarding has become one of the
newest ways to get around campus.
Michael Propst

Transportation
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To get around campus, you had to get

ff The Beaten Path

Any way you got there, you had
it timed to a science.

Twelve minutes from Sullivan
Dorm to Harrelson Hall, eight
minutes from the parking deck to
Riddick Labs, and nineteen
minutes from the fringe lot to
Winston Hall. You got there just
in time to make that 7:50 and take
that quiz.

Walking,
Driving.

There were lots of ways to get
around campus.

Most students walked to class if
they lived in the dorms or
anywhere close to campus. It was
the fastest, easiest, and usually
the safest way to get to your
Biology class in Bostian Hall.

Some brave souls pedaled their
way around campus. N.C. State
became a veritable obstacle course
for those who winded their way
around the masses of pedestrians.

Biking, Riding,

And when you had to go through
the Free Expression Tunnel,
juggling your books and carrying a
Schwinn through the crowd was
not too easy.

The Wolfline was always there
for students who lived too far away
to walk, but too close to drive.
This year, bus riders were blessed
by free, comfortable rides to
campus.

If you were lucky enough to get
one of those treasured parking
permits, driving to campus was
the best way to go. The one catch
was finding a parking spot
somewhat close to your class. The
walk from the fringe lot to your
political science class in Caldwell
Hall was not a memorable part of
the day.
However you got to class, you

got there. And (hopefully) you got
there on time. At least for part of
the semester.

Feed me. If parking stickers aren't hard
enough to get a hold of, try to find a
parking meter on campus when you are
late for class. And then try to find the

money to keep the meter running for an
hour.

Transportation %A% 41
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Living on-campus offered

A Room WithAView
were also the most accessible
source of information.

At the beginning of the school
year, each room was bare. It was
up to the students to decorate and
furnish the rooms with the essen-
tial items. Wall-to-wall carpeting,
posters, dart boards, recliners,
street signs, and a constant supply
of beer and pretzels were common
in most rooms. A well-decorated
room would often become the cen—
tral hangout of a suite or hall, so
interior design was key.

The central planning agency of
each of these communities was the
hall council. They were the ones to
planned cookouts and parties for
the halls. All of these committees
together formed the IRC, whose
job it was to plan Wolfstock and
other activities for the residents.

The parties, the lack of sleep,
the water fights in the suite, and
the panty raids. College life just
wouldn’t be complete without the
experience of living on campus.

TWO major
used by car



Getting used to the roar of trains in the
middle of the night took some time for
most people. Before long though the
railroad tracks were merely a part of the
view from Sullivan and the Tri-Towers.
Michael Propst

Having a pool right out back was a great
advantage or diversion for the residents
of University Towers. For students living
in other residence halls there was always
the pool at the gym, but it was not the
same on those hot August days.
Tanya Stephens
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This was the scenario.
You were married and had a

child. You did not make much
money in your job, so you wanted
to go back to school. Or maybe you
were a graduate student returning
for further education. You did not
have the money to rent an
apartment, so Where did you go?

E.S. King Village.
King Village was the NC. State

University married student and
graduate student housing complex.
Made up of one- and two-bedroom
apartments, the Village was a low—
cost housing alternative for
families and grad students.

King Village provided the basic
necessities -- bedrooms, private
bathrooms, and kitchens -- at an
affordable price. Child care was
also available for parents

E.S. King Village helped keep those

amlly Tles

attending classes.
The Village recently celebrated

it’s thirtieth anniversary. The
celebration included a party and a
speech by Mr. E.S. King, for
whom the community was named.

The Village residents were a.
close-knit group. They elected
their own representative
government, including a council
and a village mayor. The elected
representatives of the village had
been instrumental in highlighting
problems with the housing at E.S.
King and in getting those problems
fixed.

E.S. King represented an
excellent alternative for married
students and graduate students
looking for a place to live while
furthering their education.

E.S. King Village

Cutting the ribbon for the re-dedication
of E.S. King Village to the King Family,
Cyrus King smiles cheerfully as his
family looks on. This celebration also
marked the 30th anniversity of the
complex. Mary Pellettieri



Ksses were all around at the ES. King
30th anniversary celebration. Young
residents Maria Song and Jordan Su
show their affection.
Mary Pellettieri

Walking hand in hand, these residents of
BS. King Village return home. Many
married students and their families lived
at ES. King Village. Mary Pellettieri

E.S. King Village



Weekends and weekdays students were

Caught Up In The Action

Saturday nights.
What did you wear? What did

you do? Where did you go?
Saturday nights.

decisions.
Did you go dancing? Did you

have fun? Did you drink?
Saturday nights.
The bars and clubs on

Hillsborough Street and around
Raleigh always seemed to have the
answers to these questions.

Did you wanna drink?
Most students spent their time

socializing over a drink at Mitch's,
Barry's, or the ACC Tavern. But
when the club scene was too much,
students headed on down to the
Cantina bar and grill to eat, drink,
and relax. Whether students
wanted Mexican food, beach music,
or a pitcher of beer, one of these
clubs was definitely the place to
be.

Did you wanna catch the big
game?

Because most students did not
enjoy the luxury of cable
television, bars seemed to be the
happening place to be to cheer on
their favorite teams. So it was no
coincidence when sports
enthusiasts gathered at Darryl's or
Rock-Ola.

But What if you wanted a good
laugh?

Well, have no fear, because
Charlie Goodnight's and Laff's
Comedy Club were here -- right
here in Raleigh, that is.

But some people just wanted to
dance.
Did you have too much

Saturday Night Fever in the

More

4 » Bars and Clubs

blood? Could not get enough Dirty
Dancing? Raleigh had the spots to
cure these ailments. Local dance
clubs like Shooters II, Dreams, and
Cheers managed to keep the
dancing maniacs satisfied. If that
was not enough, drink specials and
various contests -- including the
popular "best buns" contest at
Shooters II -- provided more than
enough entertainment.
No questions went unanswered

on Saturday nights.
Did you wanna party? Did you

wanna dance? Did you wanna
drink?
The bars and clubs on

Hillsborough Street and in the
surrounding area had ,all the
answers.

The movies made the job seem
glamorous, but it was not a glitzy type job
at Darryl's Where the bar was almost
always full of students trying out new
tension breakers. Jim Buynitzky



Watching the television, Matt Byers
draws up a pitcher of beer. Mitch‘s
Tavern was a popular place to go have
some beer and watch the ballgames.
Jim Buynitzky

Bars and Clubs ‘ 49
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Bands, comedians, and games kept students

p All Night

When was the last time you
pulled an All Nighter?

If you thought that studying for
a Chemistry test, pounding out an
English paper, or cramming for a
French midterm qualified as an
all-nighter, you were not at the
Student Center on the night of
November 3.

Hundreds of students filled the
Student Center to stay up all
night -- well, actually until 1:00
am. -- to play Win, Lose 0r Draw
in the Green Room, watch movies
in Stewart Theater, and dance to
the driving beat of Johnny Quest
in the Ballroom.

”The All Nighter was a pretty
casual thing. We got to play Wi n,

WMINighter/ 2:27

Lose or Draw. We lost, but I still
had a good time," said senior
Dwuan June.
A recording studio and an

indoor putt-putt course were con-
structed in the Student Center
offering unique activities to do all
evening.

The event, sponsored by the
Union Activities Board, was one
All Nighter that may students did
not want to forget.

With rubber bands in hand, sohpomore
twins Julia and Beth Keller create their
tie-dye shirts. Making your own tie—dye
was another fun activity at the All
Nighter. Tanya Stephens (3)
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Concentrating intently on senior Dwuan
June's drawing ability, juniors Fred
Hartman and Swayne Hall try to guess
the phrase "belly up to the bar" in Win,
Lose or Draw. Junior John Burke of the
Student Leadership Advisory Team acted
as host for the game.

I?!

Clad in sweat shorts and not much else,
Joe Farmer of Johnny Quest plays up to
the fans during the group's show. The
concert was given in the Ballroom of the
Student Center.
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Friends of the College was a
non-profit organization with offices
located in the University Student
Center. They brought some of the
best music and dance perfor-
mances to North Carolina State
University and the Triangle Area.
Each year's series was one of the
most highly recognized cultural
activities in North Carolina.
The organization entered its

30th season in 1989-1990.
Memberships started out with a
scant 3,363 in 1959, and have bal-
looned to well over 20,000. Costs
for memberships ranged from $30
for one season to $300 for a
Sponsoring Patron membership
which was an eight season mem-

The Friends of the College provided

Touch of Class

bership for an individual or firm.
Current president Dr. Preston

Gada wanted a new look for a fan-
tastic, fresh beginning. All shows
took place in Reynolds Coliseum at
8 in the evening.

World-famous Victor Borge and
the Moscow Philharmonic high-
lighted this season's activities.

In addition, The Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra, The San
Francisco Girls Choir, Shalom,
Vladimir, and Sherrill Milnes put
on excellent shows.
An ovation ended every perfor-

mance and each person left with a
smile on their face and a song on
their heart.

' central part of
formed is the
rhythmic inter-



. Doing the Darani, the Tamagawa
Perfornnng arts programs at the University Dance and Drama Group per-
UnlverSIty. attracted World class artlsts form at Stewart Theater. The dance de-from Vlohnlsts ’60 ballerinas. scribed life, prayer, and awakening.Jim Mahaffee Tom Olsen
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One of Thompson Theatres most popular
productions of the year was the religous
musical, "The Amen Corner."
Courtesy ofThompson Theatre
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Actor Jackson Trent portrays the
downtrodden Prince and Anderson
Moore plays Mentora in the production
of The Prince and the Pauper.
Cortesy of Thompson Theatre



A
Comedy and tragedy, music and

dance, speeches and ceremonies.
At any given time, you could

have found one of these going on in
NC. State's Thompson Theater.

The theater, located on Dunn
Avenue just off Pullen Road, was
home to drama classes and put on
a number of shows each year.

Comedies like "Once Upon a
Mattress" shared the playbill with
classical dramas such as "Oedipus
Rex," American classics like "Lone
Star" and "Laundry and Bourbon,"
and student productions like ”The
Radio Show."

Directors Bertram Russell,
Barbara Washer, and Pat Caple
led students through every stage of
production. Students from any
major were welcome at the theatre
and participated in all phases of
production -- from props to set
construction to acting.

Directing and acting were done
on a professional level, and the
quality of the productions reflected
that professionalism.

John Dalton and Chris Goff portray
sailors while Marilee Spell portrays an
actress in the production, "The Radio
Show." Courtesy of Thompson Theatre

Thompson Theatre always had

Show Of Hands
Students also wrote and

produced their own shows.
”The Radio Show," a smash

success during the fall of 1989,
was put together entirely by
students -- who culled old radio
scripts to produce a unique show.

Student working with Thomp-
son Theater put on the annual
Madrigal Dinner, held each year in
the Student Center Ballroom.
The production was an actual

medieval dinner set in the court of
the high king. The show featured
roving mimes, minstrels, singers,
and mummers, much like the court
dinners of old.
No matter how you sliced it,

Thompson Theater was quality
entertainment at a bargain price.
The theater was close to
everything on campus and student
tickets were inexpensive.

Whether you were looking for
an inexpensive date or just a break
from your homework, Thompson
Theatre was the place to go.

Thompson Theatre ‘



Technician and Agromeck photographers
socialize at Technician Editor Wade
Babcock's house. Chris Hondros,
Michael Russell, and John Ilzhoefer
spent many late nights just hanging out
with frinds and drinking beer.
Andrew Liepins

56 ' Late Night Activities
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Remember in high school when
you had to be in by midnight?
Well, in college it was a totally
different scene. Most weekends
(and some weeknights!) you did
not even leave your room until 11
p.m. when the parties began to
heat up.

The library was a popular place
to get things done late at night.
DH. Hill was the best quiet place
to sit and think, study for that big
test, catch up on your reading, or
even socialize.
Homework. That nasty eight

letter word. You waited until the
last minute to do it. It was usually
at 2 am. before you started that
English paper or began solving
those free body diagrams.

Design majors spent most of
their evenings in studio working
on projects. Aspirin and caffeine
were usually how these students
made it through the night.
And then there were parties.

Many people headed to Fraternity
Row or any place with alcohol.
Some students held private parties

Late Friday nights were made for
relaxing. Joe Johnson at University
Towers spent this night reading and
napping. Chris Hondros

What N.C.

usk 'Til Dawn

State did from

with close friends and played
drinking games until dawn.

Hillsborough Street was the
campus hangout late at night. The
bars were filled with students
watching television, meeting with
friends, or just relaxing. This kind
of break after the sun went down
helped students to regain their
sanity.

Late night movies were also
popular. It was not rare to call up
some buddies at a moment's notice
to catch the late show at the local
cinema.
When 2 am. rolled around, your

stomach growled. Where to go,
where to go? The Waffle House,
International House of Pancakes,
Hardee's, Taco Bell, Krispy Kreme,
Subway. Or back to your place to
raid the fridge. And if you could
not find any food there, SaV-A-
Center and Fast Fare were always
open.

It seemed as if Raleigh never
shut down. You could always find
something to do.

Decision, decisions, decisions! When he
was terribly hungry, everything at Waffle
House looked good to sophomore John
Huggins. Chris Hondros
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Basketball had these guys i , ,

otting Around The G10 .

The antics of the Globetrotters amused
not only the audience but also fellow
team members. Saju Joy

Globetrotters

V



Rolling a basketball from fingertip to
fingertip was just one of the many fancy
moves the Globetrotters used to entertain
a packed house at Reynold's. Saju Joy

in
Interactions with the audience were
always a major part of the Globetrotters
shows. Children, like this audience
member, are the most willing volunteers
to receive instructions and flex thier
muscles. Saju Jay

W {x rcGlobetrottcrsm 03



Student sales on campus were never a

Risky Business

Whether you were looking for a
morning snack, a new shirt, a
poster for your room or even Girl
Scout cookies, there always
seemed to be a sale going on at
NO. State.

Fraternities, sororities, resi-
dence halls, clubs -- just about
everyone else on campus got in on
the action. Sales were a great
source of revenue for many cam-

pus organizations.
Sometimes it seemed as if the

brickyard or the entrance to the
Free Expression Tunnel were car-
nival midways with vendors on all
sides waving their products and
calling to passers by.

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Wolf-
stock tickets, as well as a Wide
variety of shirts expressing anti-
Duke and anti-Carolina themes

Sales on Campus

were among the more memorabl '
items sold. Students could evenn-
purchase Bart Simpson Sprin‘l
Break shirts at the Free Expres
sion Tunnel.

Sales on campus not only pr0'
Vided an opportunity for groups t l
make money, they also lent a bit ‘
character to the atmosphere of th l
entire campus. '

l

Fraternity fundrasing. T—shirt sellin,
remains the constant money-maker fol
most of State's fraternities. TKE's Todo ?
Holmes and Alex Cochrane sell t-shirt i
during a sunny day in January. ‘
Andrew Liepins
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Several members of the National Society
of Black Engineers sell doughnuts outside
the Free Expression Tunnel. This is one of
the more popular fundraising methods on
campus. Sehoya Harris
Don't you know computers are a college
student's best friend? Several unsuspect-
ing college students look on as Laura
Dritt and Bill Vanke make their sales
pitch for Zenith computers.
Michael Propst

Sales on Campus



The place to be whether you were

Working Hard or

Hardly Working

It was the place to sweat it out,
build it up, take it off, and run
around.
Not to mention swim some

laps, shoot some hoops, climb a
wall, or play a set.

Carmichael Gymnasium was
the place to get in shape, meet
people, and have fun.
The luxury of the modern

workout equipment and the com-
fort of the indoor track brought
many students out to the gym to
exercise. And with the extended
hours of the facility, students
could fit time to work out into
their usually busy schedules.

"It's a great way to wind down
from the stress of classes," said
sophomore Malissa White who

Sometimes it is better to lay down and
relax. This student decides to take it
easy after an intense workout.
Marc Kawanishi

A62 Working Out

ran on the indoor track at least
twice a week.
Many students used the gym as

a place to release tension. The
physical sports such as basket-
ball, racquetball, and volleyball
helped to take student's minds
away from classes, tests, and
papers.

Equipped with one of the only
rock-climbing walls in the coun-
try, NCSU satisfied everyone who
had a unique workout program.
Swimmers, divers, body-

builders, runners, joggers, rac-
quetball players, fencers, volley-
ball players.

Carmichael Gymnasium had
something for everyone.

No pain, no gain is the old adage.
David Butler, a senior business major,
hits the weight room in the Carmichael
Gym addition in an effort to improve
his physique. Marc Kawanishi



Easy does it. Eric Turner, a junior in
biochemistry, grimaces as he lifts a set of
dumbells with the helpful spot of junior
Chad Thomas. Marc Kawanishi

Working Cu“.1;9‘



Fans cheered, protesters jeered, but it was still

Hail to the Chief

President George Bush arrived
at NC. State Friday morning,
November 2 to tour two physics
laboratories and participate in a
Hi-Tech Competitiveness
Roundtable Discussion with
North Carolina business leaders.
On the Air Force One flight

from Washington DC, Bush was
accompanied by NC. Senators
Jesse Helms (R) and Terry
Sanford (D). Energy Secretary
James Watkins, Education
Secretary Lauro Cavazos, and
several members of the national
press.

Bush was shown several semi-
conductor processing systems
including an ultra-high vacuum
which prevents contamination of
surfaces.
He also saw how electron

beams and intense ultraviolet
light are used to clean film
deposits from these surfaces.

Bush Visited two more labs in
the Cox Hall basement.

After the president completed

Many students protested the president"s
Visit. Junior Ted Quinn questions the
integrity of George Bush.
Andrew Liepins

President Bush,1

his tour, he sat in on a roundtable
discussion, to listen to panel
members’ plans to promote edu-
cation and research in North
Carolina and in the nation.
Members of the business com-

munity from Research Triangle
Park joined in on the discussion.

The president briefly outlined
some of his education and
research goals which he
addressed in his State of the
Union message February 7.

Bush later said, the concept of
academic excellence and coopera-
tion between the administrative
departments at NCSU and
research-backed industries,
including those located at RTP,
was one of particular importance
for education, business and politi-
cal leaders in our state.

The president made the trip to

With members of his entourage looking
on, President Bush examines equipment
in Cox Hall physics laboratory. This was
one of the stops made by the president.
Michael Russell

NC. State because he found
"interesting and educational t, |
see in practice what I’ve outlinem "
(in the State of the Uniol.
Address) to improve education." ‘

Before leaving the roundtable?
discussion, Bush said the two and.
a half hour visit was "worthg.
while...it’s been a good day, a '
learning day." '

Q



Stressing his Views on education and
research, the president contributed to a
roundtable discussion with business lead-” ' «a RTP. Michael Russell
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1 After weeks of exams and papers, we were r

Walk On The Wild ‘
Sun, snow, sand, skis, surf, sail-

ing, slopes . . . or even home!
From the cold of Vail, Colorado,

to the sunshine of the Bahamas, or
home to Greensboro, N.C., no mat-
ter where you went, Spring Break
was a week without classes and a
deserving break from school.

Friday morning we were faced
with the ultimate question -- to
skip or not to skip? The choice
made the difference between 12
hours of more sun or one more day
on the slopes.
And so, on that wonderful week

in March, thousands of Wolfpack-
ers left Raleigh to experience one
of college's greatest parties:
Spring Break.

It was a week to forget about
that term paper and relax, away
from the pressures of classes.
Do you remember what hap-

pened?
Senior Scott Benfield summed

up his week stay at the Florida
Keys. "There is nothing like two-
for-one drinks in Key West!" he

pring Break

exclaimed.
If we were lucky, a picture-per-

fect week crept across the nation
so all could enjoy nice weather
during their break.

"I've been to Jamaica and
Aruba, and in my mind Bermuda
is the clearest and most beautiful
island of all," said senior Robin
Ferguson. "On top of that, the
people are friendly and the night
life is incredible."

Going home for Spring Break
was the cheap way to enjoy your
break from classes. Just sleeping
late and watching television all
day was great relaxation.
And then it came. The day class-

es again became a reality. After
being in a dream world for a week,
you found yourself sitting in your
early morning French class
instead of on the beach.

Sun, snow, or a relaxing stay at
home -- Spring Break, the high-
light of the semester, was never
long enough.



Not everybody decided to head for the
balmy, tropical climates for break. Tanya
Stephens accompnied her boyfriend on a
trip to Washington, DC. The same
sculptor that created the statue she is
posing with made the walking professor
statue located on campus.
Dorian Henderson

While on Spring Break, many people do
things that they would never do back at
school under normal circumstances. One
such event was the National Lampoon
World Belly Flop Championship held in
Daytona. Chris Hondros (3)

Spring Break



After two years of getting rained
out, Mother Nature finally cooper—
ated and shined her bright rays
down on Wolfstock.
And the concert was better than

ever.
The price hike on tickets, up

from the concert in 1987, didn’t
keep the concert-goers away. More
than 7,000 people turned up to jam
Checking IDs at the gate was just one of
the many jobs assigned to staff members.
By limiting the amount of beer per person
and underage drinking, the IRC hoped to
keep the necessity for security officers at
a minimum. Mark Kawanishi

to the sounds of the Smithereens,
Dirty Looks, Richard Barone,
and Brice Street on Sunday,
April 8 on the lower intramural
fields. Unfortunately, The Jungle
Brothers, a rap band, didn’t per-
form. They missed their flight out
of John F. Kennedy Airport in New
York.

To entertain the masses during

Rocking hard and having a good time,
bassist Mike Mesaros puts on a good
show. It was the second Wolfstock
apperance for The Smithereens.
Mark Kawanishi

” Even afterSitting in“the sun and“ L
partying with friends all day, students
somehow foundthe energy to jam to The
Smxthereens late afternoon performance [

‘ lea



, Although not all students took the day
completely off from studying, they at
least studied under more realxed
conditions than usual. Tanya Stephens

Playfulness among friends was a common
sight at the festivities. The day provided
a tension breaker from school, just as it
was planned. Mark Kawanishi

Not everyone had the time of their life at
Wolfstock. The heat and the proximity of
so many people made some tempers run
high and got a few people into trouble.
Mark Kawanishi

Wolfstock



When you lived in a dorm, you had to

Make Room For Two
Not only was N.C. State

University a place to learn, it was
also a place to live. Seventeen resi—
dence halls spread across campus
housed several thousand students
throughout the year.
Each hall was a home away

from home for students. Sharing
small living quarters with a room-
mate and several varieties of the
animal kingdom, plus all the
necessities (refrigerator, micro-
wave, stereo, TV, Nintendo, etc.)
made it a maddening but cozy
place to stay.

In these halls, students lived

like kings. Cooking was limited to
nuking a can of Spaghetti-Os in
the microwave or making the old
reliable peanut butter and jelly
sandwich. No moms to tell you to
clean up your room. And a magic
trash can that, when placed out-
side your door, would miraculously
empty itself every morning! Not to
mention the self-cleaning bath-
rooms!

The "parents" of these students
were the resident advisors, or RAs.
It was their job to keep the stu-
dents in line and to resolve any
differences among them. They
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Celebrating their graduation, Scott
Greenough and his friends from the
College of Physical and Mathemetical
Sciences give two thumbs up for the
commencement exercises. Seniors who
went through the ceremony considered itan all out party time. Saju Joy

Raising her hand to make a point, 1
Maya Angelou, speaks to the
graduates at Carter-Finley. Saju Joy

Graduation



The perfect opportunity to meet the
leader of their children's alma materwas presented to parents at the

theChancellor's Reception after
graduation exercises. Saju Joy

Graduation left the real world only

One Step Away

Excitement mounted in Carter-
Finley Stadium as the procession
began. It was not halftime of a
football game or the beginning of a
major concert. It was the
beginning of graduation.

After so many years of
dedication and hard work the
seniors were understandably
thrilled to be in that particular
spot on May 12, 1990. Parents,
grandparents, and siblings were
also happy to be there. For some it
was the satisfaction and pride of
having a child achieve a college
degree, for others it was the relief
of not having to pay any more
tuition bills, and for others, (the
siblings), it was the sheer delight
of being able to scope the crowd for
babes and hunks. Whatever the
reason, the stadium was a happy
place to be.
The ceremonies themselves

were treated as a party and the
graduates cut-up accordingly
throughout. Nobody minded really
because everyone was aware of
what lay ahead. LIFE. It was sort
of an official goodbye to the state of
suspended disbelief that college
provided. And, perhaps in a way,
it was an attempt to usher in new
responsibilities as painlessly as
possible.

Most who could afford it took
time off before starting on their
careers. Others jumped right in
with both feet. Of course, there
were also people who took
temporary summer jobs while they
planned their weddings and
prepared their future homes.

It was fun, exciting, and scary.
No matter what they were saying
hello or goodbye to, no one could
say that graduation was not an
emotional experience.

Graduation



SEcology, Earth Day, and Enthusiasm

aving The orld
Festivities continued at
the Fayetteville Street
Mall downtown. Here a
participant creates an
Earth Day picture with
colored sand and glue.
Tanya Stephens

As part of the celebration, Earth Day participants
march down Hillsborough Street to the State Cap-
itol. Banners and signs advertised their convictions
for all to see. Tanya Stephens
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A human chain was
formed around the
capitol to demonstrate
the unity needed to
solve the ecological
problems of the world.
Tanya Stephens

The Earth Day group
organizes at the Bell
Tower for the march to
the capitol. Tanya
Stephens



Who could ever forget the

hardest class they took? Or better

yet the easiest, most fun, or most

interesting class they took? There

were classes that required note

taking, memorizing things, and

some that had experiments.

Preparation for class took

much more time than actually

going to class did. Lab reports

had to be written, presentations

prepared, and books had to be

read. Not to mention design

projects, computer programs and

research papers.

Since some classes required

more time than extracurricular

activities, it was up to both

students and professors to create

an informative and stimulating

Through

cooperation and hard work

classroom environment.

students made the grade and were

doubly thankful for their

opportunities to become the

Leaders ofthe Pack!

Academics
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As an alternative to spending
hours in the library with their
head stuck in a book, students
copied materials to be read at
home. Kinko's was an option for
those who did not want to copy
things for themselves. Saju Joy

, «aw 331/

Getting comfortable in a library
carrel is no easy task, but with his
feet propped up, this student gives
it a try. The bookstacks provided a
quiet place to study. Saju Joy

Academics Divider



A New Beginning

Inter/m Chancel/0r Larry K. Monteith was ready for the challenge.

In a year of adversity for NC.
State, a quiet, soft-spoken engi-
neer stepped into the center ring
to lead the university.

Interim Chancellor Larry K.
Monteith, former dean of the
College of Engineering, took on
quite a challenge when he accept-
ed the appointment from the
NCSU Board of Trustees. He said
he felt this would be a great oppor-
tunity to serve the university he
loves so much.

"I feel much like the person who
came here in 1956. The excitement
of discovery, the challenge — that
hasn’t changed," he said.
The new job, however, placed

him in a very public role. "I’m basi-
cally a very private person, now
I’m public. I’m adjusting."

[3. 78 g”: Chancellor Monteith

Anyone who takes a position of
leadership must be prepared for
the attention.

Monteith said the public looked
to him for answers to their ques-
tions when he became interim
chancellor. He set aside the first
three days of his tenure aquaint-
ing himself with the the new posi-
tion.

In a time when quality leaders
came to the forefront, Monteith
was there. “Effective leaders
demonstrate concern for their peo-
ple, they make consistent decisions
and admit when one is bad,” he
said.

”Integrity is another part of
leadership, it makes people able to
believe in their leaders. People
gather for a purpose, there must

be order in our life. Leaders play a
role in facilitating that."

As for the future of N.C. State,
Monteith said, "Enormously
important challenges lie ahead.
The future of NC. State has
already been determined by the
faculty and students of NCSU over
the past decades. The directions
are pretty well set."

Chancellor Monteith focused on
education "from the ground up, on
moral grounds and on practical
grounds. We must educate a larger
part of our work force."

"Education is the history of
humans. We’ve learned to destroy
our world, now we must learn to
preserve it. Without education, it
can’t be done."
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Putting on

Today's

Face

Design projects spark
imagination

Staying up late, sleeping in
strange places, working yourself
into a frenzy--these things
sounded more like the attributes
of a Wild party, but they were
actually the side effects of being a
student in the School of Design.

Over each semester students
worked on at least one major
project. Hours upon hours were
spent in studio honing and
perfecting each detail. No matter
how early one got started there
never seemed to be ample time to
complete a project without losing
days of sleep.
Whatever naps could be

squeezed in were usually taken
over in Brooks Hall. There were
cots set up in studios and when
those were not available students
slept just about anywhere they
could find.
On first thought this did not

sound too bad, but when you
considered that it was done with
a full load of other classes, it took
on a different dimension all
together. Some projects were
practical and some were bizarre,
but they all served the purpose of
teaching design students to
stretch the limitations of their
minds.

Creating masks to be painted as
representations of themselves was one
design project for the year. A few extras
were made up for the Design Fest--the
time for the students to show off all of
their hard work and have fun doing it.
Alice Patterson

Design Projects fig 81 g



Selling pots and smiling, potter/designstudent Jack Barns takes a moment tocount his cash. The Design Festival gavestudent an opportunity to show off theirwork and make some money.Mary Pellettieri

ll

Food was one thing that was popular atthe design fest. Students sold munchies t0 .the spectators as they roamed around to ‘1see the exhibits.Alice Patterson .



New Dimensions

The Design School shows off at Schmest

The Design Council put on an-
other awesome show.
The annual Design Festival,

.. sponsored by the College of
Design, was held in April.
Students sold pottery, T—shirts, and
food to the students of NC. State.
The Design Festival was held in

the School of Design Addition and
Brooks Hall with bands perform-

ing on the second level of Brooks
Hall.
The band's "Beatless" and

"Twice Over" played at the event.
More than 100 people attended

the festival and most of them were
design students. Less people at-
tended the event this year than in
years past because the event was
not publicized as much and the

rainy weather did not help much.
One highlight of the festival was

the games. Trying to throw slime
in the Ghostbuster character
Slimer's mouth and one game
called the Barbie toss were fre-
quented attractions.

The design festival was present-
ed each year as a pressure release
for the design school students.

Musically inclined students played for
the crowd at the festival. The festival
show-cased visual as well as auditory
arts. Alice Patterson
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Give Them A Hand

The university did with convocations, forums and modules

Teaching students to be effec-
tive leaders and communicators
was one of the major goals of col-
lege professors and administra-
tors. As a result of this, many
incentives and opportunities
were given to student 8 to develop
these things.

The Honors Convocation was
held in October for the fourth year
to recognize those students who
were exceptional scholars and
leaders. Classes were cancelled
for the morning to encourage stu-
dents to participate.
The Emerging Issues Forum

was held at the McKimmon
‘Center on February 8 and 9.
Speakers were brought in to talk

Thousands of honor students gather at
the Honors Convocation to listen to vari-
ous speakers. The Convocation was held
each year to honor academically gifted
students. Swayne Hall

WOHMS

about the environment and
responsibilities of companies and
leaders to preserve it.

The Student Leadership Center
under the direction of Cathy
Cleveland Bull was one of the
major ways students were taught
the fundamentals of leadership.
Leadership modules were pre-
sented by various members of the
NC. State faculty and adminis-
tration including Mike Borden of
Student Development and Dr.
Tom Stafford of Student Affairs.

Every aspect of college taught
something about life but these
were major ways the university
specifically tried to do something
for the students.



The Honors Convocation invited several
speakers to address the excellence of
scholars. Swayne Hall

Speaking during the Emerging Issues
Forum, Carl Sagan speaks to the student
body and prominent members of the com-
munity. Sagan spoke about the treat-
ment of the environment and its effects.
Chris Hondros



Give Them A Hand

Labs, MS and tutors helped with the hard courses
For any student who took a

science class, and that included
just about everybody, labs, TAs,
and tutors were almost a way of
life. Genetics, biology, chemistry,
physics -- they all had required
labs and teaching assistants
executing them week after week.

Those who were not particularly

inclined toward any of these
curricula took advantage of the
other half of the TA's job --
tutoring. Tutorials were provided
in each science department Where
students could go to get any help
they needed in studying for tests
or working out homework
problems. There were also private

tutors for hire for people Who
wanted more one on one, intensive
help. ‘
Whether students needed or

took advantage of these services, it
was reassuring to know they were
there.

Taking advantage of an unexpected break
in lab, Kevin Kimball reads his geology
lab book. Students and professors were
forced out of Withers Hall during a gas
leak in April. Scott Jackson

Labs, TAs, and Tutors



Labs, TAs, and Tutors
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All aspects of the university felt thecrunch of the budget cuts, but in no areawas it as apparent as it was in photo-copying. The one and a half inch syllabusjunior Eric Nobles got in Latin 102 prettymuch summed up the campus wide atti-tude. Chris Hondros

Budget Cuts
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After the budget cuts, that was all there was
No more pencils, no more books.

No more teachers dirty looks.
Massive state—wide budget cuts

caused classes to be cut at the
start of the spring semester in a
desperate attempt by university
officials to save what was left of an
already depleted budget. Governor
Jim Martin was forced to cut
approximately $9.4 million dollars
of NCSU's budget.
The cuts at State occured for

several reasons. Lower than pre-
dicted out-of—state tuition revenue
and relief aid for Hurricane Hugo
lowered the amount of money
available in the state budget.

All state-funded groups received
proportional cuts in funding.

At N.C. State, the amount of
cuts ranged from from about
$82,000 in the Chancellor's office
to over one million dollars each for
the Colleges of Humanities,
Physical and Mathematical
Sciences, and the School of
Veterinary medicine.

Every department on campus
felt the crunch of having no paper
to print tests on. More absurd than
that, many professors did not have
ample paper to print course syl-

labi.
Many faculty and staff were

forced to buy paper and pens they
needed because the file cabinets
were empty.

Students lost the luxury of
attending computer labs. Labs
were either done away with or saw
cut—backs in operating hours.

Nothing affected students more
than the cuts that were forced on
DH. Hill Library. The Annex and
Hillsborough Street entrances of
the library were closed off because
there was simply no money to pay
the employees to sit and watch
those entrances.

The new addition to the library
neared completed during the
spring semester, but because of the
cuts, there were no books to fill the
shelves. The library also had to cut
over 1,000 periodical subscriptions
to save money.

The budget cuts raised the eye-
brow of many an indivdual as to
the complexities of running a bil-
lion dollar budget. The domino
effect was put to light in its best
display yet, as people saw the type
of chain reaction a sudden loss of
money can cause.
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What did I do to deserve this? Tara
Niederer and Alisha Tigner wash poor
little Tessa Ann at the Vet Club dog wash.
Debbie Mathis

College of Veterinary Medicine
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Hey you, let me outta here. Two
unidentified three-week old goats are
caught trying to escape the friendly
confines of the Veterinary School.
Sehoya Harris
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Animal Magnetism

The ALS farm and Vet School worked to save our creatures

As with every other year, 1990
brought more applicants and more
accolades for the College of
Veterinary Medicine. Having
earned a reputation for having
high admission standards and a
tough curriculum, the faculty of
the college set about to train
students to be skillful
veterinarians. Hands on
experience was a key part of the
process and students certainly got
plenty of that!

Pig and sheep farms gave
students in Animal and Life
Sciences the chance to work

directly with live animals instead
of simply studying text book cases.
This "on the job training" gave
students a much better idea of
what they would actually be doing
when they got out of school. Not
only this, but it was also a fun way
for them to learn.

The animals that the students
worked with were adopted as pets
much like medical school students
name and adopt their cadavers as
friends. An attraction to the
school and an attraction to the
patients -- what more could a
budding young vet student ask for?
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Not Just For T

Health Of It

University policy required four semesters of PE
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The End or An Error

Computers changed life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness

How did you keep a university
of more than 24,000 students run-
ning smoothly and at the same
time provide a wide variety of stu-
dent services? Well, one thing was
for sure, if it wasn't for computers,
this whole university would have
been an endless nightmare of
paperwork and administrative
hassles.

Without computers we couldn't
have had AllCampus Cards. These
cards acted like student credit
cards, instantly deducting from
your account and informing you of
your current balance.

Without computers we wouldn't
have had the BIS system in the
D.H. Hill Library. The system
made any amount of research less
time consuming by virtually
replacing the card catalogue.
Fast becoming one of the most popular
computers around, the Macintosh wasused in everything from typesetting to
computer science classes.
Tanya Stephens

' ”t Importance of Computers

Computers provided a much-
desired alternative to typewriters.
Anyone who ever did a term paper
on a word processor was usually
spoiled by the powerful features
that these systems provided. Many
students vowed never to use a
typewriter again.
The most welcome computer

system at NC. State, however,
was the Telephonic Registration
Access to Computerized Schedul-
ing, better known as TRACS. This
system abolished the much-hated
registration change day by allow-
ing students to register for classes
by phone.

Computers became a welcome
part of life at NC. State and we
could only guess at the benefits
computers held for us in the
future.
Since computers were such a central part
of life, it was no surprise to find comput-
ers in the library instead of a card cata-
log. The system gave students access to
information on the holdings of Duke and
Carolina as well as State. Chris Hondros



Importance of Computers



Check It Out!

Studies of all kinds were found at the library

Books, magazines, journals,
microfiche, movies -- it could all
be a bit overwhelming at times,
but it was great to have DH. Hill
Library there when it was needed.

After spending some time
there, students learned where to
go when they wanted to study and
where to go when they wanted to
socialize. The tables lined up
near the East Wing door were
better for socializing than actually
getting a whole lot of work done.
If serious work was in progress it
was better to go to the bookstacks
or to a carrel on the first floor
somewhere.
The ultimate socially

happening place at the library
was the Annex Atrium. Down the
stairs of the Erdahl-Cloyd Wing,
was the place to eat, drink, and be
merry. Unfortunately, this was all
put to an abrupt end when a five
percent budget cut for the

university closed the Hillsborough
Street entrance and the entrance
from the Annex.

Still, spending time at the
library was a must for most
students and they made the best
of it. The Annex was still open;
students just had to enter and
exit from the doors facing the
Brickyard. Friends met for lunch
and study groups met to munch
and the social life of DH. Hill
kept on going.

Just as things were looking
dim for the college student in the
area of convenience, the library
implemented a new computerized
check out system. It shaved off
time for checking books out from
the circulation desk and on the
whole made life a lot easier.

So, whether students went for
studies or social studies, the
library was a great place to be.

the opportunity to work t'oget'
sometimes met at t.

v .‘ectsior to study.
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sing the front entrance to the library
"s not a popular decision by the
ministration. The entrance was closed»
6 to budget cuts imposed by the North
elina State Legislature. Saju Joy

Looking intently through the book
stacks, Steve Dunn tries to find a book
for a research paper. The bookstacks
became so extensive that an addition
was built onto the library. Saju Joy
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Who could imagine a football

season without getting a bowl bid?

Or a swimming season without

being conference champions, or even

a track season without gold-medal

runners? The precedent set forth by

earlier athletes was excellence, and

athletes in almost every sport pulled

through to continue the tradition.

There were last second baskets, last

sudden death

goals cheered on by innumerable

inning runs, and

fans.

There

achievements like beating Carolina

were special

in the Dean Dome and going to the

Final Four in the NCAA playoffs for

women's soccer. There were

outstanding players like Ray

Agnew and the backcourt of Fire

and Ice (Chris Corchiani and

Rodney Monroe). It was successes

such as these that made the state

and nation take notice. It was

another way the athletes proved

they were the Leaders ofthe Pack!

Sports



In a season plagued by illness and
injury,the women's soccer team
really bound together to pull off a
winning season. The exhaustion of
the hard work shows as freshamn
Linda Kurtkya leaves the field.
Samantha Adriance

Showing his enthusiasm for the
Wolfpack, a devoted fan cheers on
the football team and stands out in
the crowd. Fans always tried to
give the squad incentive to win at
Carter Finley. Chris Mervin



he 1989 ver-
sion of
W o l-fp a c k
football will
long be

remembered as the year
of two seasons.

Pre-season expecta-
tions saw head coach
Dick Sheridan and his
young squad going all the
way to a possible New

Football

Year’s Day bowl bid.
Sheridan knew the road
ahead of him was going
to be tougher than the
critics had said — and he
was right.

After beginning the
season with a 6-0 start,
the remainder of the year
was anything but bright
for Sheridan’s squad as
they went 1-4 in their

AM fired Up

last five games. The team
ended its somewhat anti-
climatic season with a
berth in the inaugural
Copper Bowl.

Sheridan was mainly
concerned with his four
game opening stint
against ACC foes
Maryland, Georgia Tech,
Wake Forest, and North
Carolina.

“Our first goal for the
season is to set our sights
on four very tough confer-
ence games,” said
Sheridan. “This is a very
difficult way to start a
season. We feel that we’ll
be in good shape if we
can win those first four
games.”
The Pack won their

first three games against ,



"I‘d let myself and
my teammates
down if I didn't go
out and play as
hard as I could."
-— Todd Varn

Following an interception
against Carolina, Chris
Corders holds the ball up in
triumph. The bitter rivalry
was kept alive when the
Tarheels were steamrolled for
the second year in a row.

Squaring off at the line, Stateand Clemson prepare for
another bone- crushing
sequence The Pack fell to
Clemson in a disappointing
game at Death Valley.
Michael Russell

Chris Mervin

teamgone {)3to} losethe _;
gamebut they alsolost;

Sneaking through a hole in
the defense, sophomore
Anthony Barbour runs for a
first down. The team looked
to Barbour in fourth down sit-
uations to get the needed
yardage. Chris Mervin
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Surrounding Georgia Tech's
runner, the Pack moves in for
the kill. The defensive squad
took the sting out of many
opponents' drives.
John Ilzhoefer

Football

Using all his force, senior
Barry Anderson, holds back
Duke's Dave Colonna. The
defense played hard but it was
not enough to get a win in
Wallace-Wade Stadium.
Samantha Adriance
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first three games against
Maryland, Georgia Tech,
and Wake Forest and
were then ready to face
arch-rival Carolina.

The only problem
with this game was the
fact that UNC forgot to
show up. The Wolfpack
simply embarrased the
Heels 40—6. Dick
Sheridan had
accomplished his first
goal for the season by
going 4—0 in ACC com-
petition.

“Of course I am
pleased to win our fourth
ACC game of the season,”
said Sheridan. “At the
beginning of the season,
we knew we could gain
an early advantage if we
could win these games,
and now we have that
edge?

After beating Kent
State and Middle
Tennessee State, the
Pack upped its record to
6-0 and became the 12th-
ranked team in the coun-

1n a
game against Maryland,
Anthony Barbour runs with
obvious determination.
Barbour lived up to his high
billing in his second season
with the Wolfpack.
Tanya Stephens

Receiving the kickoff
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Hits A Whole

New @oime

Evaluating the situation from
the sideline, Coach Dick
Sheridan and his staff led the
pack to numerous victories.
Coach Sheridan was offered
various coaching positions,
both pro and collegiate, none
of which he accepted.
Chris Mervin

try. This was the highest
ranking they saw all
year

“It hasn’t always been
pretty,” said Sheridan.
“But, we’ve scratched and
clawed our way to six
straight victories.”

The Pack’s first season
was over and they were
then introduced to a not—
so-nice second season.

State quickly recov—
ered from their loss by
beating the South
Carolina Gamecocks in
Columbia, SC. A breath
of life was pumped back

into the ailing egos of the
Wolfpack players.

State suffered proba-
bly its toughest loss of
the season on
Homecoming to the visit-
ing Virginia Cavaliers.
Statistically, the Pack
controlled every aspect of
the game, but they were
simply unable to get the
ball into the end zone.
Senior quarterback
Shane Montgomery
was knocked out early in
the game.

After the Homecoming
loss, the Pack fell to

l



Leaving the Tarheels in the
dust, Greg Manior, heads
toward the end zone and
another touchdown. The Pack
crushed the University of
North Carolina 40-6.
Chris Mervin

"Like all big
rivalries, this one
should bring out
the best in both
teams."
-- Dick Sheridan

Cheered on by thousands of
enthusiastic fans, the entire
team charges onto the field.
The Wolfpack had a winning
7-5 season. John Ilzhoefer
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Football

@@ West, Young Men

Duke and Virginia Tech.
The final game of the
season was the perfect
synopsis for how the
entire season had gone
for the Wolfpack.
Even though the

Wolfpack ended the sea—
son with three straight
losses, the Copper Bowl
still saw it fit to offer
State a bid to its inaugu-

ral game.
“Although we fell

short, I think the team
can feel a real sense of
accomplishment,” said
senior defensive tackle
Ray Agnew. “Not many
teams in the country are
fortunate enough to have
7-4 records or go to a
bowl game at all.”



M» i

Rising above Georgia Tech's
defense, Andreas O'Neal,
blocks a pass. N.C. State's
defense played an important
role in the season game plan.
John Ilzhoefer
Breaking away from a tackle,
Greg Manior, barely escapes
the University of South
Carolina linebackers. The
Wolfpack downed the
Gamecocks 20-10.
Michael Russell
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U of A proves the good guys don't always win

f you did not see
the final score, you
would have never
believed it.

Even though the
Wolfpack out-gained, out-
defensed and generally
outplayed the Wildcats at
Arizona Stadium the
game turned Arizona's
way and left State with a
7-5 record and its fourth
straight loss. Arizona fin-
ished at 8-4.

After two big plays by
the Wildcats, a 37-yard

Houston, and Fe , '”
Vinson take down .,
piayer. Michael Rusé. , .

W
Attacking from all sides?”
Barry Anderson, Bobby?

touchdown pass and an
85-yard interception
return, State had one
final shot late in the
game.
Down 17-10, Arizona

blitzed as quarterback
Shane Montgomery
lofted a pass to tailback
Chris Williams, but it
was an inch or two too
long. That was enough.

"I was getting one-on-
one coverage whenever
that happened," Williams
said of the blitz. "I was

open but the ball was just
out of my reach. I don't
know if it went off my
fingertips or came loose
when I hit the ground.
All that mattered was
that I didn't come up
with it and that was our
last chance for a win."
Montgomery said he

knew the pass had to be
perfect.

"They were sending a
lot of people and we
couldn't get out as many
receivers as we wanted,"

he said. "That was a play
where it was either hit or
miss. IfI could have got
it to him, we would have
had a touchdown.

"I knew that I had to
put some air under it--I
just put too much." =
With that play, the
"could-have-beens" were
over for the Wolfpack in
1989. It was a particular-
ly frustrating loss for
States defense, which
held the powerful Wildcat
running game to a season



Down 17—10, State had
one final shot late in the
game, quarterback
Shane Montgomery said
he knew the pass bad to
beperfect

"That was aplay where
it was either bit or miss.
If I could have got it to
him, we would have load
a touchdown;

, "I knew that I had to
put some air under zit—J
justput too mac .l’

low for Arizona..
"I don't know if I've

been around any finer
effort than what we had,"
coach Dick Sheridan
said. "We played hard, we
played with a lot of
enthusiasm, we played
smart."

Defensive tackle Ray
Agnew said, "We stopped
them in every phase
except that pass. It's
A punishing hit by Ray
Agnew takes down a Wildcat
runningback. State held
Arizona to 130 yards of total
Offense. Michael Russell

phase except that pass.
frustrating, but we play
as a team."

"Facing a defense like
Arizona, we knew we had
to play without and we
didn't do it," Sheridan
said. "We got down in
scoring position a num-
ber of times and wasted
opportunities by turning
the ball over."

109Copper Bowl



Battling a Carolina defender,
junior Charmaine Hooper
goes for the ball. The All-ACC
striker often went head to
head with the opposition to
score a school record 25 goals.
Michael Russell

Women's Soccer

When you lose
your top recruit to
academics before the
season starts, you might
begin to worry. If you
then had a top starter
need ankle surgery and
another catch
mononucleosis all before
the first game, you knew
it was going to be a long
season.

This was what
faced women's soccer
coach Larry Gross at
the start of the 1989
campaign.

"We thehad

Agoflmst All @olols

toughest schedule in the
country facing us, while
our ranks kept getting
thinner," said Coach
Gross.

Indeed, NC. State
had to face thirteen of the
Top 20 teams in the
country -- often more
than once -- while dealing
with an increasing
number of women unable
to play. By the time the
season was over, only two
players, junior Linda
Hamilton and
sophomore Shani
Horne, started every

game. In 1988, on the
other hand, ten players
were there for every drop
ball.

With this type of
adversity facing a team,
it could have been a
convenient excuse to play
with less enthusiasm and
end up with a terrible
season. Or, in the case of
a team of champion-
caliber players, they
could have taken the}
opportunity to rise to the ;
challenge and give the ‘
top teams a run for their
money.

NCSU 0
Virginia 0
Methodist 2WILLIAM AND MARY O

ELON COLLEGE 0North Carolina 3
2
3
1
4

California
Santa ClaraUNC-GREENSBOROCOLORADO COLLEGE
MARYLAND

Hartford
Villanova

2
4
1
4
O
0
O
2
3
7
1
2
8 Marymount
UC-SANTA BARBARA

MONMOUTH
GEORGE WASHINGTON

RADFORD

0
2
l
0DUKE 1
2
0
0

Massachusetts 3
Connecticut 1
Virginia 0NORTH CAROLINA 5

GeOrge Mason 0William and Mary 1
3

2
5
5
4
3
2
0
2
3
3
2
5 NORTH CAROLINA
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The Wolfpack did
more than just challenge
those teams. They often
beat them. The team
pulled together and won
enough matches to go to
the Final Four of the
National Championships
before losing to UNC, the
eventual winner, in the
semifinals.

In order to deal
with the nagging lack of
depth, players were often
called on to play
positions foreign to them.

"We would rotate
players in and out all
over the field," explained
coach Gross. "We had
defenders and halfbacks
on the front line. Once we
even brought in our

Going around a Carolina play-
er, Mary Pitera tries to steal
the ball. The Wolfpack
defense had a successful year,
allowing an average of less
than one goal per game.
John Ilzhoefer

backup goalie, Judy
Lewis, to play striker."

One of the
positions hit hardest was
striker. The depth
problem often allowed
opposing teams to
collapse on star
Charmaine Hooper.
Nonetheless, the talented
junior came through with
an NCSU record twenty-
five goals.

But, as the coach
put it, ”Soccer is a
contact sport, and
injuries happen. But the
way the team handled
them says a lot about the
team. It gave them
experience handling
adversity, and made
them a better team."

In an intense struggle for the
ball, freshman Shani Horne
emerges with control. It was
aggressive playing like this
that took the Wolfpack all the
way to the Final Four.
John Ilzhoefer



Women's Soccer

Surviving a slide tackle is not ‘51}
an easy thing, but Kelly U;
Keranen manages to do so. X35
State went on to beat William my;and Mary and advanced to the ewe
Final Four. egU‘!
Samantha Adriance Ill



In the semi-finals of theNCAA tournament, Alana
Craft fakes out a Carolinaplayer. The two teams metse eral times throughout the
regular season and the play-
offs. John Ilzhoefer



@etting Their Act Together

young N.C.
State men’s
soccer team
survived play-
ing in one of

the hardest soccer confer-
ences in the country to
finish the season with a
8-8-1 record.
Head coach George

Tarantini was faced
with the challenge of
finding the right combi-
nation of players to offset
his star trio of Henry
Gutierrez, Dario
Brose, and Chris
Santo. In 1989 the
squad looked to be a
major contender for the
NCAAs, but Tarantini
Attempting to score against
Rutgers, Henry Gutierrez
takes aim at the goal. The
men's team unfortunately lost
this game. Tanya Stephens

\9114 ‘ Men's Soccer.1

first had to find a combi-
nation that worked for
him.

“It won’t be easy,” said
Tarantini. “We’ve got
some very talented play-
ers, but we also have
some question marks and
we’re young.”
The squad included

only four seniors, and one
of them, Tom Tanner,
ended up redshirted for
the season due to a knee
injury from the previous
year. Tarantini utlimate-
ly had to rely on his
entire roster that includ-
ed six sophomores and
five freshmen.
The Pack won their

first two matches while
hosting the UMBRO
Tournament at Method
Road Stadium.

Inexperience began to
show as State went on to
lose four out of their next
seven matches. Injuries
and inexperience spelled
the symptoms for the
team's mediocre start.

The Pack went on to
Win four of their next
seven games, including

7



Using all of his strength,
freshman Scott Schweitzer
prevents Carolina from reach-
ing the ball. The men's team
defeated Carolina 3-2.
Samantha Adriance

115Men's Soccer



Motivating the team, coach
George Tarantini gives his
team members a halftime pep
talk. Coach Tarantini had a
successful season with a team
full of young players.
Samantha Adriance

Stealing the ball from his op-
ponent, Jose Mera heads to-
ward the goal. The men’s team
edged out Fordham by a score
of 1-0.
Tanya Stephens

:wm mum; «
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victory of the season at
home versus North
Carolina.
The Carolina game

was sandwiched between
two non-conference
games that gave the Pack
a three-game winning
streak which ended the

1—1/—\11:11 ‘ iym\ Q Th? F“?
L; ._J »._1 1_J

season. This provided
much needed momentum
as the Pack headed into
the ACC Tournament.

Post—season play was
not kind to the Wolfpack
soccer team as State lost
to Duke in the first round
of the ACC Tournament.

TN . @
D©Wfis

Their season was over
and Coach Tarantini
looked to the future for
his young players.

“It was nothing beauti-
ful, but the intensity and
willingness to give it 120
percent was there,” said
Tarantini. “You saw a

bunch of people who gave
it everything they had.

“This year our kids
just did a great job,” said
Tarantini. “Winning the
ACC is very important to
us and I think we will be
capable of doing just
that.”

NCSU
UNC-GREENSBORO

FORDHAM
Portland

Santa Clara
RUTGERS
Winthrop
Maryland
CATAWBA
CLEMSON

Duke
VIRGINIA
Davidson
Wake Forest
RADFORD

NORTH CAROLINA
FURMAN

o
0
0
2
3
2
0
1
1
0
1
4
0
3
0
2
0

Duke 2

2
1
O
1
1
2
0
3
0
O
0
2
0
4
3
3
1
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Consoling team member
Dario Brose, Coach Tarantini
leaves the field after a disap-
pointing loss. The immaturity
of the Pack led to heart-break-
ing losses, but thoughts of a
great future. Tanya Stephens

Men's Soccewfigflfi
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n a sport like foot-
ball, weight is a
great thing.
Coaches encour-
age their players

to gain weight and put on
bulk. With wrestling,
though, it is a different
story.

Before every match,
wrestlers were required
to weigh in and they
must have been at or
below the weight at
which they were quali-

fied to wrestle.
Sometimes, the athletes
ate a few too many
snacks over the week and
they were over weight.
The most amazing

tricks were used to shed
water weight. Some
wrestlers wrapped their
bodies in plastic wrap
and ran laps others
would just stop eating for
a day or so before the
match so they could
make weight.

Losing weight was not
the only concern. The
wrestlers were conscious
of trying to add muscle to
their bodies just as other
athletes were. Strength
played a big role in
wrestling to perform
some of the holds, take
downs and pins.
Undoubtably,

wrestling was a strenu-
ous sport that required
dedication and determi-
nation.

Senior Stephen Dinard plots
his next move against a weary
opponent from the University
of Virginia. The Pack crushed
the Cavaliers ?—4 in Reynold's
Coliseum. Jim Buynitzky
Senior Mike Lantz battles for
position over his opponent
from the
Virginia. Lantz pinned his
opponent two minutes into the
first period for the victory.
Samantha Adriance

11 8 I Wrestling

University of



Getting the upper edge on his
opponent from the Naval
Academy, senior Ty Williams
works on defeating Dave Roby.
The effort was not good
enough to secure the match as
the Wolfpack lost 13-20.
John Ilzhoefer

Wrestling 11 9
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retching as 1i 5 he can,-
m Gugliotta ti4 the ball

”Basketball
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As famous for his courtside
antics and his off court
personality as he was for his
coaching ability, Jim Valvano
never failed to keep the crowd
entertained. In his typical,
dramatic style, Valvano pleads
his case with the referee about
a call during a game aginst
Georgia Tech.
Tanya Stephens (4) @owms

Penetrating the defense,
Chris Corchiani goes for a
lay up against Georgia Tech.
Tanya Stephens

Basketball % 123 1
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Concentration shows as Brian
D'Amico tries to get the ball
in the basket before a defender
from Georgia Tech has a
chance to do anything about it.
John Ilzhoefer

Waiting was something the
referees had to do a lot of,
especially during televised
games. Jim Mahafi'ee

With determination on his
face, Chris Corchiani
struggles to get to the basket
in a game against Wake
Forest.
John Ilzhoefer

Basketball ' 125



Going up for a lay up, Chris
Corchiani shows off his
ability to penetrate the
defense that has been the talk
of the ACC. His mid-season
flat top haircut all but took
over the talk of his playing
ability as sports commentators
took on responsibilities as
fashion consultants.
Jim Buynitzky

1265; Basketball
We

During a deafening ovation,
Jim Valvano says goodbye to
Wolfpack fans before his last
home game in Reynold's
Coliseum. It was an emotional
day and the team gave
Valvano a fitting farewell by
defeating Wake Forest.
Sehoya Harris
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s expected,
Clemson and
State were the
teams to beat
in the ACC

track and field champi-
onships.
As expected, Clemson

edged the Pack 161-135
in a closer meet than the
score indicated.

State got to a great
start April 20. The men's
team swept the top three
spots in the long jump to
finish in a tie for first
place with Virginia. But a
costly injury and a

changing of the guard
probably cost NCSU the
ACC title.

Decathalon favorite
Marco Meulink injured
his hamstring in the first
event. He eventually
dropped out of the meet,
costing State a potential
10 points. Still, the Pack
scored 37 points on the
first day. The crucial
events, and perhaps
upset of the tournament,
occured during the
sprints.
Clemson freshman

James Trapp won the 100

and 200 meters and
anchored the Tigers' win-
ning 400-meter relay
team. Clemson sprint
wins along with State's
disqualfication in the
relay made the differ-
ence. Still, head coach
Rollie Geiger was
happy

"I still think we had
the capability of winning
the ACC championship"
he said. "We had some
unfortunate things hap-
pen that took us out o
the meet, which made the
margin appear large."
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t took people who
could put in long
miles, even when
injuries and sick-
ness stopped mere

mortals.
"The first mile is the

hardest part. We usually
have our longest runs
right after a race, and
you have to work the
race out of your legs.
After that, it's not too
bad until you've been
running for an hour. If
I'm by myself, I'd want to
stop after ten miles but
we draw on each other
for support to keep us
running," said Laurie
Gomez, one of N.C.
State's top women cross-
country runners.

For the Wolfpack,
training runs of more
than ten miles were com-
mon. Another thing that
was not unusual for the
team was victories. The
women won the ACC
title all but once in the
last ten years, the excep-
tion being when they did
not field a team due to
injuries.

Moving up on a Wake Forest
runner, All-America Bob
Henes makes a bid for the
lead in the ACC
Championship meet. After
being out for a year with a foot
injury, the leader of the Pack
was able to regain the individ-
ual ACC crown he had won
two years before.
Jim Buynitzky

/ 144 ‘ Cross Country, «V

For the men, Bob
Henes won the individu-
al conference title two of
the last three years. But
races were not won on
the glory of past years.

For the women, the
season started out well.
At their first race in
Wilmington, they swept
the first five places.

"That first race
showed that we would be
strong, not just at the
top, but the whole team.
That's what makes a
team good -- the depth
through the 5th and 6th
runners," said Laurie

A Ru n n i n@ Tr @1 cl me)n

Gomez.
Then at Wisconsin

they beat two of the top
15 teams, including an
upset of highly ranked
Iowa.
At the ACC confer-

ence, N.C. State took
home the crown. Then, at
the districts, the top
female runner Suzie
Tuffey was kept out with
a hip fracture. The team's
second place finish was
enough to advance them
to the national meet
where they finished 14th.

After not fielding a
team the year before, the

men's All-American team
also had a host of injuries
to overcome. Bob Henes,
the team leader, could
not even begin running‘
until June.

"At first the foot injury
that kept me out the year
before kept hurting. It*
wasn't until August or
September that I was
able to get past the pain
and the year of not run-.
ning."
He bounced back

rather well. His victory
at the conference meet
paced the team to a third
place finish.



WIngs
Wake Forest
Nc1emson 121310 State
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Duke Mgryland_ er

Men's Cross Country

Psyching herself up for the
district meet, Nikki
Cormack contemplates the
race ahead of her. "Before
every race you're nervous, you
know it's going to hurt," she
said.
After finishing the district
race, N.C. State's top placer,
Laurie Gomez turns to
watch her teammates. "We
weren't sure how well we
would do without Suzie
(Tuffey)," she said.
Jim Buynitzky(2)

Cross Country
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Women's Tennis~
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Showing a victory sign, Katie
Carpenter listens to Coach
Kelly Key's pep talk before a
match. Team spirit and

positive thinking were
important in keeping up
morale throughout the season.
SajuJoy



In the midst of her backswing,
Susan Saunders prepares to
fire off a backhand. Susan
was the number two player on
the team. Saju Joy

Adjusting the strings on her
racket, number one seed
Jenny Sell flashes a relaxed
smile at her opponent.
Saju Joy
Showing off her hustle,
Stephanie Donahue pre—
pares to hit a backhand.
Saju Joy

men's Ten



With perfect form, Simon
Jackson performs a back
dive. Jackson finished fourth
in the 1 meter springboard
competition and 12th in the 3
meter competition.
Sehoya Harris

152 Diving
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0 l f p a c k
diving fin-
ished in
s u p e r b
fashion as

senior Kurt Candler
and sophomore Simon
Jackson both qualified
for the NCAA Tourn-
ament.

Jackson qualified for
the one-meter dive While
Candler qualified in the
three-meter.
The road to Indiana-

' polis and the NCAAs
included big wins over

and South

Candler took first in
' the three-meter dive over
the Tigers while Jackson

Finishing off his dive, Simon
Jackson prepares to enter the
water. Many hours of practice
were required to attain a
Winning form. Sehoya Harris

(wry/arraiai”

won the one-meter.
Against South Carolina,
Candler’s first place
finish in the three—meter
along with top five
finishes from Jackson
and junior Pat McCord
boosted the Pack over the
Gamecocks by 5 points.
The ACC touranment

saw McCord edge
Candler to win the three-
meter, but With a con-
sistent third place finish
in the one—meter, Candler
took the tournament
MVP award. Showtime
and the NCAA’s was
next.

To reach the NCAAS
the divers had to compete
in a regional tournament

Placing first and second, Pat
McCord and Kurt Candler
receive their awards. McCord
earned 476.90 total points and
Candler received 469.03 points
in the com etition.
Samatha driance

with 48 other divers.
Candler finished sixth,

just at the cut-off mark,
in the three-meter and
Jackson finished fifth in
the one-meter to qualify.
McCord also made a try
for the NCAAs, but
missed the cut by placing
11th and 13th
respectively in the one
and three meter.

"Going in I thought we
had a chance to qualify
all three boys and we got
two," said diving coach
John Candler. "I would
have been elated if
Patrick could have made
it, but I’m happy with our
performances.”

qualifying,After

Candler said, "I haven’t
seen a regional in my
four years that was this
competitive. I’m not
setting any goals for
myself -- I’ll just do the
best that I can."

All year long, Candler
earned the reputation for
consistent diving and his
efforts showed through at
the NCAAs as he took
20th place in the three-
meter dive.

Jackson nailed 21st in
the one-meter and as a
team, the divers just
missed their goal of
placing in the top 30 by
finishing 35th overall.



Drastic improvement in the
swimming team over the year
earned coach Don Easterling
the ACC Coach of the year
award. Easterling called the
1989-90 women's team his
most improved team of the
decade. Samantha Adriance

/

Even after he set the school
record for the 1 OO-meter
freestyle earlier in the season,
senior co—captain Dan Judge
was still concerned about his
time at the ACC men's swim-
ming championship.
Samantha Adriance



wimming coach
Don, Easterling
o p e n e d t h e
1989-90 men’s
swimming sea-

son with high expecta-
tions.

“This year we’ve got an
impressive and rather
ambitious schedule
against several national-
ly ranked teams,”
Easterling said. “Yet, we
don’t think there’s any-
body on there that we
can’t beat.”
And there was hardly

a team that could beat
the Pack. State finished
the season 10-2, with its
two losses coming at the
hands at defending ACC
champion Carolina and
perennial power Virginia.

Easterling’s squad met
those high expectations.
The Pack finished third
in the conference champi-
onship behind winner
UVa and second-place

Carolina. State’s perfor-
mance earned Easterling
the ACC Coach of the
Year Award.

“It feels good but it
really should be the team
of the year, not the
coach,” Easterling said.

Perhaps no statement
was better justified.
State's 400 free relay
team of Dan Judge,
Nick Paleocrassas,
Jimmy Forrester and
David Fox qualified for
t h e N C A A
Championships. The
Pack’s 200 medley relay
squad of Steve
Bradshaw, Adam
Fitzgerald, Fox and
Judge as well the 800
freestyle relay team of
Will Jason Heisler,
Toburen, Forrester and
Bradshaw qualified for
the NCAAs. Final tally
showed that the 100 and
200 backstrokes, the 100
butterfly and the 50, 100,

Hm the swim of Wings

and 200 freestyle quali-
fied for the NCAAs.

Easterling must have
been a prophet. Before
the season started, he
predicted where the
women’s swimming team
would finish.

“We’ve already had a
huge amount of tough
luck with two of our
swimmers having
surgery, and another
coming down with
mononucleosis,” he said.
“Yet, I still feel that we
are better than one year
ago. At the ACC’s, we
should challenge for
fourth place.”
The Pack finished

fourth in the meet, but
by far, it was their best
meet of the season. The
meet made Easterling
proud and confident
about the upcoming
men’s championship.

“I have to be real con-
fident because of what
the girls did,” he said. “I
think it helped the guys
to see the girls do so
well.”

Perhaps it is a sign of
good things to come for
the back.

“I have a shirt that
has a slogan saying
’We’re back,’ and I almost
wore it,” Easterling said
after the ACC men’s
championships. “We’re
not back yet but we sure
have turned the corner.”

Racing to a sixth place finish,
Adam Fitzgerald competes
in the 200-meter breaststroke
at the ACC Tournament.
Samantha Adriance

Swimming“\~
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Bending down to see under the
net, Alice Commers and
Susan Drew get ready for a
serve in a match against
Duke. N.0. State was unsuc-
cessful in its attempts to
defeat the Blue Devils over the
season.
Tracy Mollura
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nexperience plus
one of the toughest
schedules in N.C.
State volleyball
history added up

to a rather disappointing
season for Judy

n Martino's 1989 squad of
:l Wolfpack spikers.
'l The Pack was forced to
; try and replace four of its
top players from 1988.

9 Seven of State's 10 play-
ers, in fact, were fresh-

r men and sophomores.
And the inexperience

showed.
After going 5-4 in its

first nine matches, the
Wolfpack hit a difficult
road stretch in which
they played only one
home match in
Carmichael Gym. The
schedule took its toll, as
the young team went 3-
11 during the span.

“Our lack of experience
is hurting us at crucial
times,” Pack assistant
coach Leigh Anne
Barker.

Despite several tough
performances and close
matches, State did not
win anymore matches
and entered the ACC
Tournament with a sixth-
place regular season con-
ference finish.

In the tournament, the
Pack fell to third—seeded
Virginia in the first
round. The game was the
first-ever first round loss
for a Wolfpack volleyball
team.

But the Pack’s perfor-
Going airborne in a match
against the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte,
freshman Lisa Kasper sends

!—-" Mowing An Entromce """""
mance in the final game
of the season was one of
the encouraging things
about the season.

Senior Pam Vehling,
a first-team academic all-
American, said the Pack’s
record was deceiving.

“The thing that’s
wrong is that everyone
judges your performance
by your won-lost record,”
Vehling said. “We played
much better near the end
of the season, but
couldn’t win a match.”
the ball across the net. State
went on to win the match 15-1,
15—12, and 15-4. Tom Olsen

EAST CAROLINA
WILLIAM & MARYLIBERTY
UNC-CHARLOTTE
WESTERN CAROLINAMOREHEAD STATEDUKE
BALL STATE
WYOMING
Georgia Tech
Clemson
EAST TENN. STATENorth Carolina
TEXAS A&M
Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Virginia
Toledo
EVestern Michigan
astern Mi '

Duke Chlgan
MARYLAND
PENN STATE
NORTH CAROLINA
FLORIDA
SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA
South Carolina
VIRGINIA

W8 L23
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In the excitement of
basketball and football
games, most people took
cheerleaders for granted.
Fans knew they would
see the cheerleaders at
every game.

But, cheerleaders
worked long and hard
each and every game.
They generally got to a
game two hours before it
started and were not able
to leave for 30 to 45 min-
utes after the game was
over. Because of the rig-
orous nature of their
sport, the cheerleaders,
according to team man-

ager Teddy Reed, strove
in practice for "endurance
and a true love for cheer-
leading."

The N.C. State cheer-
leading team was com-
posed of 40 members
which included the mas-
cots, coach Cathy
Buckey, assistant coach
Ouida Bell, and Teddy
Reed. There were two
squads, the Red and the
White. The Red squad
was the competition or
travelling squad. The
white team served as the
second string, cheering at
women's basketball

@ngm W9 M the Actions:

games and replaced the
Red squad when they
were away.

The Red Squad went
to Los Angeles to Film an
ESPN special, which
gave the White squad
some experience when
they cheered at the Big
East-ACC Challenge.
According to Coach
Buckey, her white squad
"performed admirably
and gained some invalu—
able experience and con-
fidence."

In addition to cheering
at games and going to
competitions the N.C.

State Cheerleaders also
served in a public rela-
tions capacity for the uni-
versity. They attended
charity events, fundrais-
ers and even went to
local high school competi-
tions to lend their exper-
tise as judges.

Playing so many
important roles for the
teams, fans and the uni-
versity kept the cheer-
leaders on the go. But,
with their energy and
school pride, squads
managed to have some
fun while doing it.

161Cheerleading



N . C . S t a t e ' s
Cheerleaders, under the
direction of coach Cathy
Buckey for the last
eleven years, have estab-
lished a tradition of
excellence in all areas of
their sport.

Wolfpack squads have
appeared in the finals of
all seven National
Cheerleading
Championships that have
been held. In 1986 the
Pack claimed the
National Championship

162 , Cheerleading

and have placed no lower
than fourth in all seven
competitions.In their
most recent appearance ,
the squad claimed the
National Championship
for the second time in
five years.

The Pack's outstand—
ing record in the
National Championships
was what gave them
national prominence, but
that was not the whole
story. During summer
training camp, where

squads from all over the
country converged to
learn the latest routines
and techniques in the
sport, the cheerleaders
were voted as being most
collegiate. This was a
great honor to the cheer-
leaders and a great
reflection on the universi-
ty as a whole.

In addition to team
honors, individual mem-
bers of the Wolfpack
squad also showed their
excellence. Two sopho-

g7
The @ompefifiive E l.

mores were ranked in the
top five in the country in
partner stunt competi-
tion and the mascots, Mr.
and Mrs. Wuf, were both
ranked in the top twenty
during the National
Collegiate Cheerleading
Championships.
Time and time again,

the cheerleaders proudly
represented the best in
college athletics and ‘
upheld the spirit of the
university.
—



'l‘akin r it eas in the sun-fa .shine, Mr. and Mrs. Wul'
watch the excitement of the
homecoming game against
Virginia. Tom Olsen

Rushing onto the field with
the football team in their
wake, the Cheerleaders create
a wave of spirit that brings the
crowd to their feet. The
Wolfpack squad established
itself as an integral part of
NC. State football and basket-
ball tradition. Steve Blair

Rain or shine, win or lose, the
cheerleaders of NC. State
always have a smile to lift
your spirits. Captains
Catherine Lutz and Larry
Peebles brave the elements
during the football game
against Kent State. Catherine
Lutz was the only four year
senior on the 89—90 squad.
Jim Buynitzky
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ost people
probably
didn’t real-
ize it, but
N.C. State

had two fine athletic
teams in its men’s and
women’s varsity fencing
teams.

First year head coach
Kelly Williams said she
was pleased with how the
Wolfpack’s season had
gone.

“I don’t think I could
. have asked for a better
'3: team to coach in my first

year,” Williams said.
P “They have been tremen-
f: dous.”

NCSU’s men’s team
q faced a rebuilding year
3 because of its inexperi—

ence. Team captain

-

Camil Samaha was the
only senior on the squad
and there was only one
junior.

The women’s team was
led by team captain
Cindy Ballenger. The
fencing of Angela
Restrepo and Tricia
Lupi complemented the
team effort.

“First year fencers
Mandy Moody, Karen
Pachuta, and Lissa
Kriner are doing a great
job and really add to the
team,” Ballenger said.
Many people didn’t

realize the hard work the
fencers put in. The team
practiced two and a half
hours every day except
Friday and had two
morning workouts a

A @ersonoifl Fouelm

week, concentrating on
weight training.

Since there was not
much fan support in fenc-
ing, the teams relied on
each other for support,
Ballenger said.

Ballenger said that
although there was much
travel involved, the team
put academics first.

“It is a credit to the
team that we can still be
successful while being
academically oriented.”
Ballenger said.
One difficulty the sport

of fencing faced in this
region was the lack of
exposure it received, and
therefore its relative lack
of participators. Only two
women and no men on
the Wolfpack team had

experience in fencing
before coming to N.C.
State.

Also, high school pro-
grams were much
stronger in areas of the
North and the Midwest.
The regional concentra-
tion of fencing programs
created big problems for
the State team as all the
big meets were in the
North or Midwest.

“It is easier for one or
two teams to go up there
than for six or seven to
come down here,”
Williams said.

The only other schools
in the ACC that had fenc-
ing teams were Duke and
North Carolina.

Executing common moves was
part of the regimen at prac-
tices. The fencing room in the
Carmichael Addition was a
feature the team enjoyed.
Ravi Lalka
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All - For ' Fun

and

CPRO it

Who could ever forget (or

remember) their pledge party? Or,

better still, their most fun formal

or their best funraising project?

Each fraternity and sorority had

tons of events -- social and service

-- to keep all of the members busy.

Each and every fraternity

and sorority was comprised of

So, eachdistinct individuals.

house had its own personality.

Life was different depending on

whether the house was on or off

the row or whatever traditions

dictated for each chapter.

At any rate, fraternity and

had fun

competing against each other, and

sorority members

working together, to prove to

themselves and to the community

that they were the Leaders of the

Pack!

Greeks



, yr, jcommon‘ sight during
as pledges on the march

cross the brickyard. Rush
~ practices varied from fraternity to
fraternity and were usually kept in
secrecy. Saju Joy

The wearing of letters was a
privilege every pledge looked
forward to and it was the most
definite way to tell Greeks from
non-Greeks. Swayne Hall

Selling t-shirts was a great way to
make money, but it also provided
excellent advertisement for
upcoming events. Some brothers
from Kappa Sigma show off their
wares for the SunTan Jam outside
of the Free Expression Tunnel.
Swayne Hall



Vet But Still Wild

Anticipation was high, coolers
were iced and loaded, the bands
were ready to play and the forecast
was...rain‘?! Correction, on
Saturday, September 16, the
forecast was fun!! For once again
it was time to gather together and
enjoy that outdoor party classic,
the Delta Sigma Phi Lawn Party.

Sunshine, sunglasses, cold beer
and cool tunes usually came to
mind when thinking of the Lawn
Party, but this time around the

High humidity made the heat of
September seem all the worse as itpushed up the heat index. Students
relied on their coolers full of iced down
beverages to keep them cool.
Tanya Stephens (2)
Huddling together at the annual Delta
Sig Lawn Party the group seeks shelter
from the sudden rain. Luckily, the
weather held out for most of the morning
so attendance was not really affected by a
rainy forecast.

Lawn Party

final thoughts were of rain.
Although it was a bit wetter than
usual, the rain did not put a
damper on the fun when the lawn
opened at 11:00. The downpour
simply added to the madness --
creating wild mud slides and
drenching the crowd of party
goers.

Those who braved the weather
enjoyed the musical talents of the
Waller Family and the Fantastic
Shakers.

Because of the tremendous
success of past years, ticket sales;
were limited to create a safe,
manageable party atmosphere. ,

Overall, everyone was pleased
with the success of the day. The
sponsors did not have as much:
time as usual to sell their goods?
and the entertainment was cut
short, but with the proceeds raised
for the United Way nobody could
truly say that it had rained on
their parade.



”Sitting on a cooler, these partygoersfl
take a break fmng the mud fights that
broke out after tlgfimin stopped. The1‘ ,weather threw :1 c1 0 at people but they
Just Invented new ways to have fun.
Tanya Stephens

Lawn Party
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Sun Tan JamSwayne Hall (3)

ought In A Jam





I

2': Dustin Wagner.
Little David Evans receives gifts from
Pi Kappa Alpha brothers Jon Taylor and

The fraternity
sponsored 10 kids for Christmas from the

. Governor Morehead school for the blind.
Taylor and Wagner were both volunteers
at the school.
Debbie Mathis

At least one thing all
fraternities and soroities had in
common was service projects.
Whether a social or a service
organization, just about every one
of them did something during the
year to benefit the community.
A good deal of the parties

throughout the year were to help
some charitable organization. The
Delta Sigma Phi Lawn Party
turned its proceeds over to the
United Way. Kappa Sigma's major
party ofd the Spring semester, the
Sun Tan Jam, was to aid the Wake

erving time

County Hospice Association.
Portions of Greek Week even went
to raise money for charity.

Not only were there major
events like these, but there were
also smaller projects. Delta Chi
and Sigma Phi Epsilon sponsored
Red Cross Bloodmobiles. There
were also woodchops, food drives,
and sponsoring needy children for
Christmas.
No matter what the need or how

much time required, the fraternity
and soroity members were always
there to help out.
Several Delta Sigma Phi brothers try
to encourage meal plan holders to give up
a meal for the Wake County Food Bank.
Students signed up to donate their meal
to the charity and in turn the WCFB
received proceeds from the event.
Jennifer Logue
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Cutting loose at Panhellenic Night at a
Lady Wolfpack game, this Zeta Tau Alpha
sister dances with the mascot. The night
was supposed to give sorority members a
chance to meet and socialize with those in
other chapters. Marc Kawanishi



Overseeing the fraternities and
sororities were the Inter-
Fraternity Council and the
Panhellenic Council. They were
more or less self-governing boards
as they were made up of members
from each fraternity and sorority.
One of the major goals of the

councils was, of course, to make
sure that each fraternity and
sorority followed the rules set
down by national as well as by the
local chapters and the councils

themselves.
The other main purpose of the

IFC and PHC was to lend some
unity and cohesiveness to the
Greek system. Competition and
rivalry were not uncommon among
houses so it was sometimes
necessary to pull everyone
together for the common good.
This was done through things like
Greek Week, which put the
competition to good use to raise
money for charity as one big happy

family. Panhellenic night at a
women's basketball game gave the
different sororities the chance to
socialize together as sisters to all
rather than just as sisters to the
ones in their chapter.

Overseeing such a large body of
people was not easy, especially
when they were all so different,
but the councils did an admirable
job in developing camraderie,
companionship, and charity.

Monthly meetings were the norm for
the Inter—Fraternity Council. Led by
President Matthew Brenner the council
dealt with problems on a small scale like
Violations of Dry Rush and planned larger
campaigns against date rape.
Scott Jackson
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Traditions were something very
near and dear to the heart of all
fraternities and sororities.
Countless numbers of things were
done a certain way because that
was the way they had always been
done. It was no different with the
Theta Chi brothers and their
annual frog jumping contest.

For the 24th straight year the
brothers took a (pretend) journey

i , ,

to Calaveras County and tried to
find that legendary frog.

Actually, the event was held on
the State Fairgrounds right down
the road from campus. There was
no real purpose for the event,
except for the fact that it provided
a good reason to hang out together
and have a great time. Oh, it also
made some money from
contestants who paid to enter, but

that was not necessarily the main
purpose.

Because it was a way to have
fun, the brothers were not too
particular about which frog they
pulled for or played with or
showed off. For once, at least, it
really was how you played the
game and not whether you won or
lost.

Slapping the ground to scare the frog
into action, Brad Whaley encourages a
contestant's entrant. John Ilzhoefer
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The way to a man's heart is
through his stomach. That is the
way the old saying goes, but it held
true for women and children, too.
By providing food for needy
families, the fraternity and
sorority memebers managed to
restore some faith in humanity.

Sometimes the goods were
collected door to door to help
people who were beaten down by
circumstances and embittered by
poverty. Other times the food was
collected at large events like
football games like when the Inter-
Fraternity Council encouraged

people to bring canned goods to
help those people who had
reverses thrust upon them by
natural disasters like Hurricane
Hugo.

In a way it seemed insignificant
to provide only food to people, as if
only symptoms of a problem were
being treated rather than a
problem itself. But looked at
more closely, one realized that a lot
more could be done and thought
about more clearly if the stomach
was full. So, the food drives were
an easy means to help bring about
a great end.
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Up

C~L-O-S-E

and

Cpensomall

Who could ever forget the

class clown? Or even better, the

class flirt, the class athlete or the

class brain? Every class had

someone that fit into one of these

stereotypical roles, yet each class

was unique. It was this individu-

ality that allowed students to

branch out into the community

and touch other people's lives.

There were beauty queens, all-

ACC sports players, and academic

scholarship recipients.

Every aspect of society was

covered because of the medley of

people from all over the nation

and in some cases even the world.

The blending of people with such

varied backgrounds created an

amazingly powerful determina-

tion to excel. Individually, stu-

dents were confident and success-

ful, and as a group they were a

dominating force that could not be

stopped. With such assurance and

charm, students excelled at every-

thing. They were the Leaders of

the Pack!

People

, . People Divider



students are only a‘
big school, but Stat

Studying was one thing students
could just not escape. This student
studies on a bench on Hillsborough
street during a break in classes.
Swayne Hall

Spending time with friends is what
college is all about. Mark Inman
and some of his pals from
Technician tailgate at Carter-
Finley. JimBuynitzky



' Undergraduates '

John Adams junior
Theresa Adams Sophomore
Dean Baker Freshman
Sylvia Balchin Freshman

Shantelle Barbour Freshman
Nicole Barker Sophomore
Donna Bamhill Sophomore
Shannon Beasley Freshman

Julie Bock junior
Julie Brill Freshman
Natalie Britt junior
Julie Brown Freshman

I Undergraduate Portraits



Jonathon Cain Sophomore
Aliza Carrino Freshman
David Cherry Sophomore
Stacy Chomicz Freshman

Tammy Clemmer Freshman
Nicoa Clemmons junior
Susanne Conrad junior
Peter Crawford Freshman

James Crisp Sophomore
Amy Crossley Freshman
Julie Cudd Sophomore
Bizzell Davis Freshman

Leonard Dingman Freshman
Heidi Emerson Sophomore
Timmy Farmer Freshman
Laura Favor junior

Deborah Flake junior
Kelly Fox Freshman
Brian Garrett Sophomore
Sundee Goodman Sophomore

Undergraduate Portraits
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Christie Coodson junior
Amy Cupton Sophomore
Kimberly Hale Sophomore
Jennifer Harris Sophomore

Sidonia Harrison Freshman
Mary Henry Sophomore
Robert High junior
Carrie Hunt Freshman

Undergraduate Portraits
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Judy Hutto junior
Sean Hynes Sophomore
Elizabeth Ijames junior
Kimberly Ingold junior

Rhonda Isaac junior
Robbin Isaac junior
Teresa Jones Freshman
Kenneth Keel junior



Pa er, a er everywhere!
Tanpya Igtgphens (So h—
omore, LSE) proves t at
Liberal Arts majors are not
the onl ones buried under
a sea 0%] papers as she does
her Physics homework
surrounded by notes.
Andrew Liepins

Derrick Kiker Sophomore
Kevin Kiser junior
Donna Koontz junior
Ronald Krall junior



Laura Lathan junior
James McCougan Sophomore
Amy McKissick Freshman
Sheldon McNeil Sophomore

Jennifer Manning junior
Lori Marlow Sophomore
Roger Mathena Freshman
Keith Miller Sophomore

Tracy Miller Sophomore
Wyndi Miller junior
Carol Molnar Sophomore
April Moon junior

Tamara Moore junior
Elizabeth Ogle Freshman
Audrey Porter Freshman
Jack Powell junior

Dana Reese Freshman
Dale Rogers junior
Masoumek Seyed junior
Nicole Soland Freshman

Undergraduate Portraits ‘



Maria Sowers Freshman
William Starling Freshman
Robert Stephenson junior
Melissa Stoutt junior

Laura Stowe Sophomore
Jennifer Suther Freshman
Tyson Swallow Sophomore
Ardis Taylor Freshman

Undergraduate Portraits



Keith Taylor junior
Paul Tucker Sophomore
Diana Ward junior
Maria Ward Sophomore

Cynthia Warden Freshman
Yolanda Washington Freshman
Bobby West junior
Alison Whitesell junior

Julie Wilson junior
Andrea Wright Freshman

Undergraduate Portraits



' Senior

Tuhina Aggarwal EE
Cary, NC
Melanie Agnew LAS
Raleigh, NC
Elbert Alexander LEB
jaclesonville, NC ,
Heather Allen EDV
Wz'nston—Salem,NC

Stephanie Alston LEB
Brooklyn NY
Carol Altman LEB
Dunn, NC
John Anderson EE
Hot Springs, NC
Regina Anderson LEB
Raleigh, NC

Lisa Angel LEB
Raleigh, NC
James Askew LEB
Maxtorz, NC
Richard Auerweck IE
Southampton/ PA
David Aydlett ME
Camden, NC

Senior Portraits



Kimberly Ayer LAC
Havana, FL
David Bailey ME
Newport, NC
Mitchell Baise CE
Winston—Salem, NC
John Barbara EDA
Raleigh, NC

Tabatha Barbour IE
Benson, NC
Kelly Barefoot SZO
China Grove, NC
Kyle Barger LEB
Raleigh, NC
Elizabeth Barker ABM
Raleigh, NC

Jeffrey Barlow EE
Kinston, NC
Elizabeth Bartle MDS
Raleigh, NC
Kutota Basisa CE
Raleigh, NC
Michael Batchelor lAE
Zehulon, NC

Jonas Batten ME
Lilhurh, CA
Michael Batts CPE
Wendell, NC
Ronald Baucom LEB
Charlotte, NC
Carolista Baum LEB
Nags Head, NC

Kenneth Baynes LEB
jamestown, NC
Elena Beadles Hay BCH
Durham, NC
Amy Beal LAE/LEB
Charlotte, NC
Eric Beam LAP
Lincolnton, NC



Gregory Beam LJP
Salisbury, NC
Walter Bean LEB
jamestown,NC
Mary Beasley LAP
Youngsville, NC
Jinan Bennett TE
Raleigh, NC
Victor Blizard LWE
Matthews, NC

William Bishop CSC
Raleigh, NC
Roy Bivens ME
Raleigh, NC
David Black CE
Lexington, NC
William Blackwell Cl-lA
Creenshoro, NC
Christina Blandi LAC
Raleigh, NC

Tiffany Boggs LAH
Lincolnton, NC
Clark Bone LAP
Pensacola, FL
Haley Boone LAN
Burlington, NC
Jay Borrell WST
Roanolee Rapids, NC
Jay Bouzigard CSC
Kinston, NC

Peggy Bowen LTN
Raleigh, NC
Stephon Bowens LAP
Raleigh, NC
Thomas Boyette MAA
Warsaw, NC
Charles Brabec PY
Raleigh, NC
Michael Brack BE
Raleigh, NC

Robert Brakes THO
West Point, VA
Ioseph Briggs LEB
Goldshoro, NC
Patrick Brittain ME
Connelly Springs, NC
Susan Brooks LAN
Whiteville, NC
John Brotherton ME
Sherrills Fora’, NC
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Michael Brotherton EE
Sherrz'lls Ford, NC
Carol Brown CSC
Chapel Hill, NC
Charmette Brown LEA
Paulsboro, N]
Stuart Brown ME
Cary, NC

David Bryson EDA
Charlotte, NC
Todd Buchanan SFW
WinstomSalem ,NC
Douglas Bunting SZO
Pz'netops, NC
Randall Burris TBE
Newton, NC
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The photographers had almost as much
fIiguring out how to take this picture as
or Ramsey (Sr, SFW) did dressing up

as his favorite movie stars.
john Ilzhoefer

Summylin Burton LAC
Midway Par/e, NC
William Burton CHA
Conover, NC
Tammy Butler LEA
Clinton, NC
Michelle Byrd SZO
Coats, NC

James Caliri IA
Southern Pines, NC
Philip Campion LAC
Raleigh, NC
Sharon Cannady LTh
Clinton, NC
Glenn Capel LAC
Raleigh, NC
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David Carpenter TE
Gastonia, NC
Paul Carpenter ME
Charlotte, NC
LaMonica Carr LEB
Raleigh, NC
Leigh Anne Keller CH
Raleigh, NC
Rebecca Carson ME
Raleigh, NC

Darrin Carter LEB
Raleigh, NC
Donna Carter CPE
Charlotte, NC
Christopher Caskey LEB
Cary, NC
James Caviness LAH
Chaa’hourn, NC
Christina Chang LEB
Charlotte, NC

Douglas Chapman ME
Hicleory, NC
Samuel Chatmon BCH
Angier, NC
Kipp Cheel< CM
Charlotte, NC
David Chesnutt CHA
Tar/eey, NC
Curtis Chi EDA
Conover, NC

Kristin Clemmer LAC
High Point, NC
George Clubb CPE
Bessemer City, NC
Edward Coats LEB
Raleigh, NC
Tammi Coleman LEB
Charlotte, NC
Sharon Collins BSM
East Bena’, NC

Carla Combs CSC
Granite Falls, NC
Rodney Connor ME
Cary, NC
Charles Conrad CSC
Hathoro, PA
Van Cooke AED
Mt. Airy, NC
Sherry Coonse TE
Granite Falls, NC
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Felicia Cope TAA
Winston-Salem, NC
Eric Copeland LAP
Belvidere, NC
Linda Copeland TXM
Greensboro, NC
Lisa Coston LWE
Greensboro, NC

Celia Cotton ME
Greensboro, NC
Michael Covington LA]
Garner, NC
Darin Cox PY
Rnleng,NC
Erica Craft IE
Raleigh, NC

Wanda Creech LEA
Zebulon, NC
James Crenshaw EE
Wilmington, NC
Adrina Crichlow LAC
Wheatley Heights, NY
Yvette Cropper LAP
Riverside, CT
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Michele Crouch CON
Raleigh, NC
Michael Crusenberry H
Raleigh, NC
John Crutchfield BCH
Raleigh/ NC
Sarah Dale PMS
Raleigh, NC

Robert D'Amato MTE
Moherley, MO
Joseph Danzy LEB
Walnut Cove, NC
Dale Davis ME
Thomasville, NC
John Davis ME
Pittshoro, NC

Joseph Davis EE
Newport, NC
Kimberly Davis TX
Lumherton, NC
Michael Davis MAA
Raleigh NC
Della Dennis LAC
Louishurg, NC
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Tiffany Dern LEA
Raleigh, NC
Jacqueline DiGregorio LEB
Raleigh. NC
Michael Dixon SBE
East Bend, NC
Glen Doggett AE
Raleigh, NC
John Dowell FMM
Newton, NC

Richard Drummond IE
Laurinhurg, NC
Susan Dunbar IE
Raleigh, NC
Peggy Duncan SDM
Clarendon, NC
Sedrick Dunson LAH
Dudley, NC
Robert Earp TXM
Raleigh, NC

Jessica Eason LEA
Tarhoro, NC
Michael Edmonds LLP
Garner, NC
Kenneth Ellis CSC
Raleigh, NC
Regina Erhard LSW
Belle Harbor, NY
Omar Essader

Asaad Fadel IE
Raleigh, NC
Laura Faggart TXM
Concord, NC
Robin Ferguson LAN
Dunwoody, GA
Jeff Flake LEB
Creenville, NC
Katherine Follett PSY
Cary, NC

Katherine Fowler EDV
Raleigh, NC
Jack Freeman SDM
Ellenhoro, NC
Joseph Freeman IE
Whitaleers, NC
Karen Freeman MTE
Charlotte, NC
William Fullenwider PPT
Lewisport, KY



Gina Fuller RRA
Selma, NC
David Galloway ME
Garner, NC
Gregory Gambill IAE
Piney Cree/e, NC
Lori Gard LEB
Hertfora’, NC

James Garner LJP
Winston—Salem, NC
Tracey Garner GHA
Greenshoro, NC
Ronald Garrett ABM
Durham, NC
Rebecca Garrison EDV
Roc/ey Mount, NC

Michael Gaston BE
Raleigh, NC
Angela Gentry LAP
Charlotte, NC
Michael George LEB
Raleigh, NC
Nathan Gittiner AE
Charlotte, NC

Pamela Glass BSM
Frederick, MD
James Godwin CSC
Rocky Mount, NC
Scott Gottfried FOR
Hope Mills, NC
Kevin Gramelspacher PPT
Tellcity, IN

Joyce Greene SAS
Collettsville, NC
Paul Greene GSC
Raleigh, NC
Carey Gregory LAS
Advance, NC
John Grove LEB
Greensboro, NC



Stanley Gryder ME
Hiddem'te/ NC
Alberita Guess MED
Marion, SC
Katherine Gunther LAM
Raleigh NC
David Guthrie EE
Kz'nston/ NC

James Guy TXM
Raefomfl NC
Meredyth Haigler MSM
Monroe NC
Suzanne Haithcock SFS
Cary, NC
Carolyn Handy LEB
Mt'dlothz'an/ VA



Pauline Hankins IE
Bolivia, NC
Reid Harris EE
Seaboard, NC
Rodney Harris SPS
Raleigh, NC
Warren Harris LLP
Durham, NC

David Hash AE
Boone, NC
George Hatley SZO
New London/ NC
James Hedgpeth LWE
Garner, NC
Matthew Hedrick LEB
Winston-Salem, NC
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Sightings of Elvis were reported on a
regular basis and the debate raged on as
to whether or not he was really alive.
Well, at least he lived on in memory ——
although more graphically for some t an
others. John Ilzhoefer

Thomas Hedrick AE
Thomasvz’lle, NC
Kevin Hefner FMM
Sherrz'lls Ford, NC
Robert Helms LAC
Advance, NC
Suzanne Henkel SZO
Rocley Mount, NC

Susan Hennis LEB
Winston-Salem, NC
Gregory Henry LEB
Raleigh, NC
Charlie Hilliard CPE
Raleigh, NC
Gretchen Hobbs CE
Hobbsvz'lle, NC
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Alan Hoffler AE
Titasville, FL
Margery Hollis MED
Charlotte, NC
Chris Horne MA
Raleigh, NC
Robin Howell PSY
New Bern, NC
Daren Hubers TAB
Panteso, NC

Paul Huffman PY
Winston-Salem, NC
Brian Huggins LEB
Raleigh, NC
Amanda Hunter BLS
Raleigh, NC
Perrin Hunter IE
Sanford, NC
Mark Inman LAC
Raleigh, NC

Holly Ivey MED
Lumherton, NC
Greg Jackson ME
Sanford, NC
Tamra Jackson IE
Randallstown, MD
Teresa James LAS
Cary, NC
Angela Jarrett CHE
Newton, NC

Robert Jasany LEB
Sanford, NC
Jennifer Jenkins LJP
Matthews, NC
Brian Johnson CSC
Raleigh, NC
Elaine Jonczak EE
Castonia, NC
Joy Jones LAC
Raleigh, NC

Kenneth Jones LEB
Raleigh, NC
Laney Jones CE
Raleigh, NC
Stewart Jones LEB
Circle, SC
Kimberly Juliano MED
Parle, N]
Patrick Kalemba LEB
Raleigh, NC



Could it be the next sin ing sensationé Ra'
Shunmugam (sr., EE), Beth orris (In, LTH), an
David Carlone (In, LAP) give it a whirl and try to
visualize themselves as stars. Andrew Liepins

Senior Portrait: 5‘ r'x 225W
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Demetra Katsoudas LEB
Sanford, NC
Kristin Keidel ME
Muskegon, MI
George Kelley ME
Rural Hall, NC
Karen Kennedy SZO
Winston—Salem, NC

Cary Kilpatrick ME
Statesville, NC
William Knighten CHE
Raleigh, NC
Cerritt Koetse CSC
Yorktown Heights, NY
Kevin Konrad ME
Raleigh, NC

Robert Ladd LEB
Charlotte, NC
Tracy Ladue SZO
Statesville, NC
Mary Lasley LEA
Sanford, NC
Michele Laur AE
Raleigh, NC

Andrea Lawrence SED
Raleigh, NC
Joan Lee PPT
Seahoara’, NC ‘ \ g y- ' , . -> ‘ g ' - - _ ; ,, w
MicheleLefeber TC l:_ - j . " , 3? ' '» ,7 _- ‘ ‘ ‘ f ‘ r. i: , ' ”$3”
Morganton, NC I L L I x i {
Laura Lehman CSC
Cary, NC

Mark Lemons BCH
famestown, NC
William Lennon LAC
Wilmington, NC
Hua Li TXM
Raleigh, NC
Sharon Lingle BCH
Raleigh, NC
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Donald Lloyd CEC
Raleigh, NC
John Lomick CSC
Bessemer City, NC
Donald Long THL
Raleigh, NC
Stacy Long LIP
Herna’on, VA

Stuart Long LEA
Cary, NC
Carol Lowe SZO
Greensboro, NC
Clint Lowry EE
Pernhrohe, NC
David Lucas EE
Charlotte, NC

Mitchell Malcorn PPT
Centerville, GA
Mohammad Malel< ME
Raleigh, NC
Betsy Manners LEB
Springfield, VA
Nader Mansouri EE
Raleigh, NC

Tiffany Martz LAC
Raleigh, NC
WaelMasri IE
Raleigh, NC
Ashley Matthews IE
W/ilmington, NC
Alexandra Maxwell THO
Seven Springs, NC

Wiley Mayo TE
Farmville, NC
Dewey McCafferty CH
Raleigh, NC
Scott McCollurn EE
Yaa’hinville, NC
Diane McCowin ST
Caithershurg MD
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Elaine McKay LAP
Maz'den/ NC
Bryan McKinney ME
Fletcher, NC
Karen McLennan MED
Charlotte, NC
Cheryl McMaster SZO
Charlotte/ NC

4m”fie



Nyhisha Meaders LAP
Broolelyn, NY
Sheridan Medlin LEB
Charlotte, NC
Catherine Meloling LEB
Raleigh, NC
Tonya Melvin EE
Raleigh, NC

Alicia Messina LEB
New Providence, RI
Craig Miller LEB
Kansas City, MO
Randall Mizelle IE
Washington, NC
Mark Molinaro LEB
Durham, NC

Tracy Mollura LAC
Paoli, PA
Lesley Morris SZO
Roxhoro, NC
Susan Mullaney LEB
Kensington, MD
Thad Mullis CSC
Raleigh, NC

.«Ja.“‘g vM.r

Stephanie Murrill EDA
Wilmington, NC
Elizabeth Myles SZO
Virginia Beach, VA
Shahene Neshat ME
Charlotte, NC
Laurie Newkirk EE
Raleigh, NC

Kimberly Newnam CPE
Cary, NC
Chinh NCuyen CSC
Raleigh, NC
Joel Nicholson ME
Hicleory, NC
Lori Nicholson ME
Elizabeth City, NC
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Dennis Nield ME
Midland MD
Wendy Norris AED
Garland NC
Laura Nutter SZO
Charlotte, NC
Thomas O'Brien EDA
Raleigh, NC

Sharon O'Dell LAP
Hickory, NC
Candace Olive CSC
Apex, NC
Thomas Olsen CHE/BLS
Wilmington, DE
LeeAnn O'Neal RRA
Louisburg NC

Hey Baby! Give me a lifté Although not
using the typical interpretation of that phrase,
Horace Stainback (Sr, EE) horsts Patr1c1a
Adeleke (Ir, SDM) into the air.
Tanya Stephens
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Allison O'Neill LAC
Hendersonville, NC
Robert Overby MTE
Reidsville, NC
Pamela Overcash MED
Gastom’a, NC
Derek Owens CHE
Gloucester, VA

Keith Parise ME
Bryans Road/ VA
Sherry Patterson TX
Raleigh, NC
Noel Paul SZO
New Bern, NC
Roscoe Peele FMM
Apex, NC



Toni Pence CH
Harrishurg VA
Richard Perkins EE
Raleigh, NC
Shannon Perry PSY
Raleigh, NC
Rachelle Peterson FOR
Ashehoro, NC
Carol Petrie LEB
Raleigh, NC

Shahrarn Peykarnian EE
Raleigh, NC
Martha Pinckney LAC
Wilmington, NC
Bernadine Pitts TXM
Fayetteville, NC
Ellen Pitts CSC
Raleigh, NC
Lisa Pletcher ME
Rocleville, MD

Jill Poindexter LEA
Charlotte, NC
Roger Poindexter WPS
Troy, NC
Lisa Potts LEB
Raefora’, NC
David Powell FOR
Pranlelin, VA
Nila Price LEB
Raleigh, NC

Michael Propst LAC
Bogalusa, LA
Diane Prosser PSY
Huntsville, AL
David Purvis ME
Bennett, NC
Rhonda Ragland MKE
Brevara’, NC
Donald Ramsey ME
Crouse, NC

Joan Reavis SED
Kings Mountain, NC
Scott Reece SEC/ABM
Cana’or, NC
Falisa Richardson LEB
Castalia, NC
Melissa Roberts THO/THF
Willow Springs, NC
Robert Roberts CH
Shelhy, NC





Stanley Robinson DVM
Raleigh, NC
William Rogers EE
Pisgal Forest, NC
Logan Rothstein PSY
Raleigh, NC
Elizabeth Rourke SZO
Hicleory, NC

Travis Rouse LEB
Washington, NC
Kevin Rowles SAS
Knighta’ale, NC
Richard Ruff EE
Eden, NC
Scott Rushing CE
Monroe, NC

Heerad Sabeti CPE
Raleigh, NC
Ali Sadri EE
Raleigh, NC
Wendy Sanderson LEA
Raleigh, NC
Danielle Saunders CSC
Raleigh, NC

Shubhra Sawardeker LAP/LAC
Raleigh, NC
Robert Scherer LEB
Cary, NC
Michele Schrarnm LAC
Raleigh, NC
Kevin Schrirnper SDM
Raleigh, NC

Karen Schroner LAP
Raleigh, NC
David Scott IAE
Leonard Wood, MD
Laura Scott LEA
Kinston, NC
Robert Scott TPS
Raleigh, NC
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Aida Semunegus TX
Raleigh, NC
Jennifer Seymour PSY
Fayetteville, NC
Maryam Shamsjosdany EE
Raleigh, NC
Jewel Sharpe EE
Roc/ey Mount, NC

Cameron Shearon MTE
Raleigh, NC
Kimberly Shelton IE
Marshall, NC
Philip Shivar TPS
Dudley, NC
Angela Shook EGS
Advance, NC

Donna Shook MED
Advance, NC
Dhanaraj Shunmugam EE
Singapore
Simon Sin EE
Winston-Salem, NC
Francis Skinner EE
Candler, NC

Ann Slifer LTH
Atlanta, GA
Sarah Small LAC
Raleigh, NC
David Smith IE
Raleigh, NC
Evelyn Smith MED
Greensboro, NC

James Smith EE
Sparta, NC
Leah Smith LAP
Charlotte, NC
Russell Smith ME
Raleigh, NC
Timothy Smith ME
Clayton, NC
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Donn Snipes LEB
Morganton, NC
Rachel Spangler PSY
Monroe, NC
Crystal Spivey LAH
Sanford, NC

Michael Springston lE
Winston—Salem, NC
Rebecca Squires AE
Greensboro, NC
Rhonda Stanton CSC
Long Branch, NJ

Wendy Stephenson IE
Willow Springs, NC
Thomasina Stikeleather LEA
Kernersville, NC
Robert Stimart PSY
Charlotte, NC

Kim Stitzinger LSL
Raleigh, NC
Melanie Stogner LAC
Raleigh, NC
Debbie Strickland PSY
Mia’a’lesex, NC

Anne Stubbins MED
Mooresville, NC
David Surridge EDP
Raleigh, NC
Donald Sutter CSC
Raleigh, NC
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, -, just don't see eye to
V/isgtfla cliche, but Rob

rt (Sr., PSY) and Tim Phillips
., CS) have devised at least one

'ay to make it a concrete reality
ScottJackson

Terry Swain LEB
Salisbury/ NC

Scott Syme ME
Shelby, NC

Daniel Talbot IE
Islip, NY

Arles Taylor BCH/CH
Carthage, NC

Stephanie Taylor SBE
Silver Springs/ MD
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Students working with the Leadership
Center on the Third Floor of the Student
Center were almost always seen around
the building. Ra' Shunmu am (Sr, EE),
Katherine Meadlows (Sr, DM), Cheryl
Smith (In, SZM), and Swayne Hall (Sr,
CPE) manage to find some time to have
their picture taken. Tanya Stephens

William Thames LAS
Ralezgh, NC
Paulette Thomas PPT
jacksonvz'lle, NC
Rebecca ThOmpson LEB
Creenville, NC
Michael Todd AE
Barlee, VA

Lori Toth CHE
Cary, NC
George Tsappas EDA
Raleigh, NC
Kurt Tugman LEB
Raleigh, NC
Denise Tunnell LEA
Baltimore, MD
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Janice Tunnell LEA
Baltimore/ MD
Annette Turner LEA
Kerhersville, NC
Joseph Tyson CSC
Raleigh, NC
Eleny Tzamaras BLS
Washington, DC

Evan Upchurch PSY
Maggie, NC
Ioost Van Haaren CHE
Raleigh, NC
Dinah Vannoy THO
Lillihgwh, NC
Nathan Vannoy CE
Lillingtoa, NC



John Vaughan EMM
Galax, VA
Pamela Vehling MED
St. Paul, MN
Robert Verrier SED
Autreyvi/le, NC
Maria Viego MED
Wilmington, NC

Todd Wagoner EE
Snow Camp, NC
Bobby Walston CE
Tarboro, NC
Charley Warner LAC
Savannah, GA

Mark Watkins IE
Raleigh, NC
Regina Watkins LAS
Knightdale, NC
John Watlington AED
Yanceyville, NC
P. Lynn Watson LEA
Olnex, MD

Melena Weinhold MED
Salisbury, NC
Mark Wellons TAB/ABM
Princeton, NC
Brian Wells MED
Melaane, NC
David Wells LEB
Clayton, NC

Kenneth Wetherington ME
New Bern, NC
Dana White EED
Burlee, VA
Bradley Willett IE
Greensboro, NC
Hope Williams EE
Kernersville, NC



.Looking suave. .13 ' d
H'OWard (I,n,,ED, : :

. album cover. {Ken
V spare time. Scott'Ja
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Iason Williams LEB
Cary, NC
Jeffrey Williams LEA
Clayton, NC
Matthew Williams LEA/LEE
Clayton, NC
Nathaniel Williams EDV
Pfafftown, NC
Diane Willingham LEB
New Bern, NC

Mary Willingham PSY
Raleigh, NC
Lee Willis LAP
Alliance, NC
Lisa Wilson LEB
Roanolee Rapids, NC
Wesley Wilson BLS
Lenoir, NC
Sonya Windham CH
Charlotte, NC

Karen Winningham BCH
Winston—Salem, NC
Jean Woessner LAC
Cary, NC
Kori Wolfe SZO
Fletcher, NC
Margaret Woodlief CPE/EE
Raleigh, NC
Mark Woodworth LAP
Raleigh, NC

Paul Woolverton LAC
Raleigh, NC
Gerald Wynn CE
Sanford, NC
Andrew Yanoschak ME
Raleigh, NC
Terry Young AE
Lelana', NC
Woosung Yun BLS
Raleigh, NC

Yousef Zaatar EE
Leicester, NC
Richard Zanfardino CLP/LAC
Myrtle Beach, SC
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«2” The 19703. Some would say it was

the decade that taste forgot but
Jennifer Gaffney and her friend
seem to side with the '70s
preservation society. Jim Mahaffee



Norman Aminuppin TXM
Raleigh, NC
Richard Cohan MAA/CSC
Charlotte, NC
Katherine Frankos LAH
Raleigh, NC
Katherine Meadows SZO
Lewz'svz'lle, NC
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Remember when there were

guest speakers at club meetings?

Or better yet remember trips and

Clubs

organizations were always looking

contests? and

for new and different things to

make the year better and more

interesting. There were seminars,

t-shirt sales and special projects.

Some clubs were primarily

service oriented but they also

managed to amuse themselves.

Parties abounded especially

around holidays. And, there were

some fun community service

projects like operating a day care

center or collecting cans and other

non-perishable foods for victims of

Hurricane Hugo or those less

fortunate.

Reaching out to the

community was obviously

something done by organizations

as well as individuals. Inter-

Residence Councils, writing

competitions and the bloodmabile

were all ways of becoming the

Leaders ofthe Pack!

Organizations

.6",“ Organizations Dividerow



As part of the Student Involvement
Fair, Agromeck Editor Wyndi
Miller advertises for senior
pictures. The Fair was to celebrate
the return of the brickyard behind
the library. Swayne Hall

Food, fun and fellowship. What
could be better? Engineer's Day
gave all students majoring in
engineering the chance to relax
and get to know each other
better. Jim Mahaffee

Organizations Dividerv
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Many people thought of engi-
neering students as having a life of
demanding schedules, tons of
homework, and some of the tough-
est classes on campus.

So, in order to show everyone
that when engineers got together
they could do more than just study,
there was the annual Engineers
Day.
Each fall the N.C. State

Engineers Council sponsored this
event for engineering students to
let loose.

Engineer's Day

Engineering students learned the

hysics of Fun

Engineers Day was a time when
all the engineering departments
came together for a day of fun,
food, and competition.
Some of the many events and

activities included pumpkin carv-
ing, relay racing, hula hoop racing,
an egg toss, a tug-of-war, the ever-
popular grapefruit relay, and even
a trivia contest.

For those who worked up an ap-
petite, there was plenty of barbe-
cue and all the trimmings.

The engineering departments

went head to head in the many
challenging events. After all the
events were over, however, it was
the chemical engineers who came
out the overall winners.

The annual event was funded in
part by student fees.
Michael Reece, president of

the Engineers Council, said, "It's
mainly an opportunity for engi-
neering students to get together
and just have a little fun."

Passing a grapefruit from one chin to an-
other is not as easy as it looks. The grape-
fruit pass was just one of a full slate of
activities that included pumpkin carving
and an egg toss.
Jim Mahaffee



After the grapefruit pass, this engineer-
ing student finds a new use for the grape-
fruits. Engineer's Day provided a time for
fun and fellowship, allowing engineering
students to get to know each other.Jim Mahafiee

Standing in line, members of the
Engineer's Council fill up thier plates.
The students worked up quite an appetite
as they participated in a full day of games
and activities.Jim Mahaffee

Engineer's Day 249



F Participant or visitor: Different viewpoint l

amily Affair or

Foreign Affair

Remember how scared or
excited you were when you first
left home for college? Well, just
imagine how someone from a
different country must have felt
when they arrived on campus. To
make matters worse,
homesickness could not be cured
by a simple or inexpensive trip
home.

So there was a need to associate
with others from the same country

Dancing was a popular form of
entertainment at International Nights.
Each and every group had its own distinct
culture and the dances of their native
lands to go along with it. Saju Joy

International Nights11"

E

to keep in touch with the ways andl
customs of home. Even if they
were total strangers when arriving
in America international students
from the same place had an
instant bond.

Alexander Residence Hall was‘i
reserved for international students
and provided a program whereby ; F
American students could room
with the students from different
cultures. Since the students were

Another often used entertainment was
singing and the music of the mother
countries. These participants of India«
Night perform for their fellow Indian
students. Saju Joy



College Students were always ready toeat, no matter what the time or place.Latin American students used their nightof fellowship to treat their tastebuds tosome real home cooking. Saju Joy

Scheduled performers were always on
hand, but this member of the audience
makes an unplanned, unannounced
appearance at Arabian Night. Saju Joy

International Nights K" 251
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Many dances originated for symbolic or‘
religious reasons. These students do a
traditional dance for a good harvest.
Saju Joy

International Nights
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Dinner and dancing from home provided

Cultivated Pleasures
in a relatively small locale, there
were programs, parties, and
whatever else sounded good at the
time to experience other ways of
life as well as to keep in touch with
the ways of the homeland.
One of the major ways this was

accomplished was by having
International Nights at the
Student Center. On these nights
Latin American, Indian,

Dramatic skits were another form of
entertainment. These Indian students
reenact a familiar story from home.
Saju Joy

Vietnamese, and Arabian students,
just to name a few, could get
together and eat home cooking
and entertain each other with
dances and skits from home.
Another great advantage of

these events was that whoever was
present could learn so much about
the lands that some of the most
unique students came from.

The varied instruments of different lands
gave unique sounds to folk music. These
students perform for their friends on
Arabian night. Saju Joy
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It doesn't matter if you win or lose, it's

If you wanted all the excitement
of competition but didn't have the
time to spare, the club sports and
intramurals programs at N.C.
State was for you.

Offering everything from rodeo
to rowing and sailing to skiing --
water and snow -- the club sports
at State catered to every sport par—
ticipant.

The club sports program provid-
ed competition, recreation, fitness,
and social opportunities for stu-
dents, faculty, and staff.

Intramural sports were separat-
ed into divisions consisting of
women's residence/sorority, wom-
en's open, men's residence, men's
open, fraternity, and co-recreation-
al. Intramural sports included soft-

254 ' Intramurals/Club Sports

How You Play

The Game
ball, bowling, tennis, soccer, and
many other team and individual
sporting events.
Sophomore Tanya Stephens

said, "If you didn't have the time
for varsity sports, intramural
sports were the next best thing.
It's a great way to have fun and
get some competition."
Teams who who their division

and sport competed in Big Four
Day at Wake Forest. ACC schools
with intramural programs partici-
pated and awards and trophies
were given to the winners.

Competition. Fun. Friends. That
was what the club sports and in-
tramural programs at N.C. State
were all about.
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Sometimes you needed help to

Know Your Place

In the new Student Services
Center addition to Harris Hall,
there was a handy place known as
Career Planning and Placement.
Staffing the office were people
always willing to help students
find jobs, internships, and co-op
positions.

Internships and co-ops were
plentiful because of the close
proximity of Research Triangle
Park. Companies like IBM,
Burroughs Wellcorne and Northern
Telecom were always on the
lookout forenterprising young
people who wanted to get hands on
experience while they were still in
school. But despite the fact that
these jobs were plentiful, they
were not exactly easy to come by.
Competition was fierce and the
jobs were most often snapped up
as quickly as they became

available.
The center was open all year

long but it was never put to better
use than during the times that
companies came to campus to
recruit students as they prepared
to graduate and start on their
careers. At times like these
students flocked to the office to try
and be the first one on the list so
they could wow the prospective
employers right off the bat.
Students would get up at hours
unheard of by college students just
to accomplish that feat.

Being the early bird did not
always mean that you got the
worm. For most people it was
sheerly persistence and a little
help from their friends at the
Career Planning and Placement
Center that helped them get their
jobs.

At no time more so than interviewing
season was the Career Planning and
Placement center helpful. Walter B.
Jones discusses future plans with Ed
Sharpe and Nancy Neely after their
interviews with chemical engineering
firms. Swayne Hall





Like so many other things
throughout the year, the student
government was connected with
controversy. That is not to say
that it was a bad year. In fact, it
was a very good year. There were
just so many heavy topics to deal
with.

The first thing Brian Nixon
faced when he took over the
officeof Student Body President
was the Personal Fouls scandal
that rocked the world of Wolfpack
basketball. Nixon and Brooks
Raiford, Student Senate
President, repeatedly called for
Valvano's ousting, whether it was
by resignation or firing. The main
argument was that the misconduct
of Jim Valvano was damaging the
reputation of the university.
A correlative of all of this hub-

bub was the resignation of

Speaking at a forum behind the Student
Center, junior Eric Nobles addresses
some campus concerns. Student
government arranged several
opportunities for students to get to know
the candidates for Student Body
President. Chris Hondros

258 Student Government

Government had to forge ahead

Chancellor Bruce Poulton and
the ensuing search for an interim
chancellor and ultimately a
permanent replacement. Here
again, Nixon and Raiford were
very vocal about things they
thought should be brought into
consideration and tried to present
the thoughts, feelings, and
concerns of their constituents to
the selection committee.
Larry Monteith, Dean of

Engineering, was chosen to fill the
position both times. Along with
the student government, he tried
to bring about a spirit of renewal
on campus through things like the
Student Involvement Fair, Dry
Days, and awareness of important
social issues like racism and
sexism.

These were very real issues as
Brian Nixon could attest to like

Matter What

no other. He was attacked in the ’
parking lot of his residence hall.
and received several threats to his
personal safety at other times. I ‘
the end, the strain on his family,
his grades, and his peace of mind
was such that Nixon resigned
shortly before his term was over. .
Here entered another-

controversy for the year. Since Ed
Stack was not to be sworn in for a
few weeks, Brooks Raiford took
over as Student Body President
and after much debate andl
shuffling about in the Senate,
Susan Brooks filled in as
president of that group.

So, although it was a busy year;
connected with many:
unprecedented happenings, it was!
still a productive year that every}
member of the government could
take pride1n.



At a press conference about Poulton's
resignation, Student Body President
Brian Nixon fields questions from the
press. Much of Nixon's year was spent
dealing with fallout from the scandal
regarding Personal Fouls and the
basketball program. Scott Jackson

, «xx/V“
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Please be gentle. . .

't ’s

It came closer and closer and
closer.

Fear mounted--your eyes got
wider, your heart started beating
faster and you clenched your teeth.

The next thing you knew, it was
over.

Giving blood for the first time

My First Time

was a scary experience for a lot
people. Of course, most people had
already given blood at some time
before getting to college. But,
there were those who managed to
avoid that fate until they arrived
on campus.
Thanks to the high pressure

"sales campaigns" of the students
outside of the Free Expression
Tunnel, many students caved in

despite their fears. The ACC
Blood Battle also inspired some
students to overcome their
anxieties just so they could beat
beat Duke and Carolina. Some
even gave blood just so they could
get free food.

Whatever the reasons, students
all joined in and participated to
make the Bloodmobiles a success.

In the words of Pete Townsend, "Give
BloodH" Delta Upsilon brothers
sponsored this drive along with the
American Red Cross in the lounge of
Caldwell Hall. Chris Hondros

Ooh, I just can't look, says freshman
Tara Benson as she prepares to do her
part for the Amerocan Red Cross. This
was just one of the many occasions

provided during the year to donate blood.
This drive was sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega. Samantha Adriance

Blood Drive%
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Viewing West Campus was easy through
the gaping hole left in the back of the
Annex. Sullivan looks as if it is
ominously towering over Bragaw from
this unusal angle. Tanya Stephens

With weather on the side of the
construction for a change, the building of
the Student Center Annex moved along at
a pretty good pace. Tanya Stephens
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Blocks, boards, and nails:
The Student Center Annex was

Housing the offices for many
organizations was a major function
of the Student Center, but, as the
student population went up, so did
the demand for space. As a result
of this, university officials decided
to build an annex to the center.

So, they chose the vacant lot
behind Harris Hall and started to
build. Although the location was
just down Case Avenue from the
original Student Center, the
prospect of moving caused much
discussion and dilemma for some
groups.
Not least among these was

WKNC, the campus radio station.
Not only was moving all of the
records, tapes, and compact discs

'n the Works
going to be tedious, but moving the
equipment was also going to be
expensive. As a matter of fact
general managers Elbert
Alexander (1989-90) and Chris
Newton (1990-91) both set aside
money in their annual budgets.

For most other groups, the
annoyance of moving years of
records, plans, and equipment was
the major concern. Imagine
moving student government
records or Technicians clip files.

Despite the aggravation and
cost, most student leaders and the
members of their organizations
were looking forward to life in new
quarters.
—

Student Center Annex



The marching band was in step and practicing

The Art Of Noise 1

"And now for your halftime
pleasure, the N.C. State Marching
Band!"

It was a sound familiar to us all.
The music they played got us on
our feet —- the fight song, the Alma
Mater.
Two hundred students made up

the marching band. They were the
driving force behind crowd support
at home games and the sole voice
for the Pack at away games. They
only received one credit hour for a
toil that they believed was worse

Blowmg away at the Middle TennesseeState game at Carter-Finley, this tubaplayer struts his stuff during halftime.The tuba section was known as the "ani-mal" section. Tom Olsen
Waiting for their cue, the band forms a
line at the Georgia Tech game. The drum
majors directed the band's every step.Tom Olsen

than PE 100 —- practice. Each
member devoted about five hours a
week to practice under the
direction of Dr. Frank Hammond
(they just called him "Doc").
From piccolos to tubas, they

came out on the field in a blaze of
brass. Marching to the beat regu-
lated by the three drum majors,
they formed spectacular patterns
on the field.

The renegades of the band were
the tuba players. Referred to as
"the Animal Section," they tended

to improvise on much of the mat ;
rial. While the rest of the ban
was marching in formation the
ran aimlessly through the ranks.“
Sometimes they just took time 17:.
toss the ball around during half 1
time.

"We do everything we want to
do," said junior tuba player Larry
Dixon. "We love to act crazy!"

Win, lose, or tie -- the N.C. State
Marching Band kept up the tempo
and the spirit of Wolfpack football. ‘
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Since Cathy Buckey coached the
Wolfpack cheerleaders to the National
Championship, it was only fitting that she
host a cheerleading camp on campus.
Instructors cheer the young cheerleaders
on the lawn behind the Student Center.
Chris Hondros

Basketball, volleyball, soccer and wrestling

Something For

Everyone

It was always one of the most
eagerly awaited events of summer
-- camp. Remember the
excitement of going away from
home to master some skill or
another? Or, maybe it was just a
camp to have fun. It did not really
matter, just so long as it was away
from home.

That was probably the way the
thousands of kids felt as they
descended on campus throughout
the summer for volleyball camp,
Kay Yow's basketball camp, Dick
Sheridan's football camp, and the
list goes on.

The number of students may
have fallen during the summer
sessions, but the population on
campus could not have decreased
by that much because there were
too many little bodies around. It
seemed as though everywhere you
turned there was one of Cathy
Buckey's cheerleaders or Les
Robinson's basketball players.

All of the extra groups of people
and the increased construction
during the summer months kept
summer school students on their
toes and kept them from getting
quite too serious.

Summer Camps %§ 2699
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The NCSU media always kept us in tune with

utlandish Talk

What would you have done
Without the services of the student
media at N.C. State? Watch
WRAL, listen to WRDU, read The
News and Observer? What do they
have to do with NCSU?
Funded by student fees and cov-

ering the news of NCSU,
"4 Technician, Agromeck, WKNC FM-

88.1, and the Windhover kept us
personally in touch with the uni-
lversity.
Where else could you have

found out about dorm safety, how
things were progressing with cam-

~ pus events, and when the book-
.. store was having a sale? The
Technician was published every

' tSure getting into games free was part of
the job, but photography was real work.
Photographers John Ilzhoefer, Scott
Jackson, and Michael Russell hang out
and enjoy the relative peace of halftime of
the Clemson game. Tanya Stephens

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
and was distributed free of charge
around campus. When you wanted
to know what was going on at
NCSU, all you had to do was pick
up a Technician.
When you began to reminisce

about your college days, how did
you remember who the
Homecoming Queen was, when
President Bush came to visit, and
what Reynolds Coliseum looked
like after a big win? The
Agromeck retold the year in words
and pictures for all posterity. And
for only $15, it was a bargain!

Where else could students listen
to commercial-free radio, hear all

Since so much of the life at Agromeck and
Technician revolved around computers, it
was only natural to have someone around
who could keep them in working order.
Paul Lowell filled those shoes and man-
aged to ham it up with other staff mem-
bers sometimes.
Michael D. Russell

the women's basketball games,
and know that their request would
be played? WKNC was the rocking
station that kept up with what
was going on around campus and
the world.
And what about original litera-

ture? The literary magazine
Windhover was distributed free
and showcased work from talented
students.

The N.C. State media was run
by students, for students, and was
about students. The media kept
you informed and entertained of
the happenings at NCSU.

Now, aren't you glad someone
did?

Student Media % 271 3
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Clubs and organizations wanted students to

Come and Join Up

So you want to be noticed, do
you? And you want to meet some
new people? Then don't just sit
there like a wallflower! Jump,
shout, knock yourself out!

Clubs and organizations did
whatever it took to make
themselves noticeable and
appealing. The Sailing Club
frequently took a sailboat onto the
brickyard as an advertising
gimmick.
Of course, not every club

”dMembership Drives"fly-€27/
274

resorted to the use of large aquatic
vehicles as a means of
recruitment. Some just used the
age old method of sitting outside of
the Free Expression Tunnel and
advertising by word of mouth.
But, the hardsale tactics used by
most of the club members made up
for the lack of any eye catchers.

It goes without saying that in a
large university organizations had
to do something to let students
know they existed. Flyers, posters,

and bulletins were the mos»
popular ways to reach maSS
numbers of people with relative:
ease. The Free Expression Tunnei
was also a favorite form oi
advertisement. 1

It was great that there wer;
reliable ways to communicate Witi
potential members, but the mor
outrageous schemes sometime
worked best for recruitment.

l
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The events only lasted a moment, but in this case

Th
During the Summer when most

students were not in school and
the activity on campus calmed
down a bit, different organizations
came and used different university
facilities. One such group was the
Special Olympics; The State
games were held in June at the
track and field area.

Special Olympics teams from all
around the state traveled to
compete. It was such a treat for
most of the contestants to travel

With a flawless hand off, Anthony Stephens
hands off the baton to Michael Brown in the
4x100 meter relay race. The two were there
competing with the Orange County Special
Olympics Team. Ravi Lalka

e Moment ls Forever

away from home that they really
did not mind whether they won or
lost. They simply enjoyed being
there.

Their enthusiasm and general
good nature could not help but rub
off on the volunteers Who were
working as officials, chaperones,
medical personnel and the like.
Although there were people who
worked and volunteered with the
Special Olympics program on a
regular basis, Volunteer Services

Leaping as hard as she can, Connie
Kittrel 0f Carteret County competes in
the long jump. Connie ended up winning
the gold medal in her division.
Ravi Lalka

5,69E 276 g“ Special Olympics

on campus was a valuable sourcé
from which to pull extra hands:
that were necessary for an event of
such a grand scale.

Volunteers and contestants
alike reaped great rewards from
the competition. For the lucky few
there was the moment in the
winner's circle and for everyone
else there was the warm,
contented feeling that came from
sharing someone else's joy.



She could not be happier. Monica
Walker of Orange County Special
Olympics is all smiles as she receives her
gold medal in the 400 meter run
competition. Ravi Lalka

Special OlympicsW 277







Every day and night found the NCSU Police

Back

For all the griping, complaining,
and joking done at the expense of
Public Safety Officers, it was a
comforting thought that someone
was watching over campus. For
the most part their work was
routine and monotonous. Driving
the same route over and over at
night to make certain everything
was secure was surely not exciting,
but it was a necessary part of their
job.

One of the places they were
most noticeable When they were
working was at Fraternity Court
on the weekends. Checking IDs

Duties of Public Safety officers weremany and varied. Here an officer checksa fire hydrant in front of the StudentCenter. Don Hunnicutt

280 ‘ Public Safety/NCSU Police

in the Saddle Again

and keeping crowds under control
were their major goals down there.
They were particularly strict
during Dry Rush.

Occasionally, something out of
the ordinary would happen to spice
up their duties. Rowdy crowd
members at Wolfstock had to be
reigned in or there was a
burgularly somewhere that they
had to work on solving. Of course,
this spice was not always pleasant.
During Fall semester a student
decided to lead a Public Safety
officer on a high speed chase
around campus and ended up

killing himself by running into a
brick wall by the belltower.

During the Spring Semester, '
Public Safety changed to NCSU
Police in an attempt to proffer a
more professional image.
Naturally, scoffs and complaints
accompanied that announcement,
but then again they were common.
reactions to anything associated
with the campus peace officers.

Even though they were often:
the butt of jokes and disrespectful
comments the NCSU police didw
their best to ensure a safe campus.



Chatting with some other university
employees, the Mounted Patrol takes a
Pepsi break. Being on horseback allowed
officers more freedom of mobility in some
tighter spots on campus. Fritz Kuntze

Parked in Riddick Lot on East Campus,
this NCSU Police car shows the old Public
Safety decal. The new decal was smaller
and more modern looking.
Technician File Photo

Public Safety/NCSL' Police R’g‘ 281 9
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Condom Awareness Week

Covering All

of the Bases

All right! How many times a
year do you see people looking
through the bushes on a Great
Condom Hunt? Or, how about
seeing college students walking
around dressed as giant condoms?

Well, depending on Where you
are from, that answer could
conceivably vary, but on campus
the answer should be once.

Only during Condom Awareness
Week can even college students be
persuaded to do such outrageous

things. Sponsored and supported
by organizations such as the
Center for Health Directions and
the Gay and Lesbian Student
Union, the week was devoted to
informing students of the risk of
AIDS and the measures that could
prevent the spread of the disease.
As much as possible was done to

make the week fun, interesting
and light-hearted without diluting
the seriousness and substance of
the message.
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Remember the silliest com-

mercial you ever saw? Or, how

about the most clever advertise-

ment? Ads played a big role in

life. They were the way to find out

about senior and underclass por-

traits, which tanning salon was

giving the best deal over Spring

Break, and where the big sales

were around town. Without adver-

tising it would be impossible to

pass information on to a vast

number ofpeople.

Communication was only

one reason for selling ads. The

revenue generated also figured in.

The cost ofpublishing an excellent

book was tremendous, so Anthony

Advertising ofAtlanta was con-

tracted to sell ads. The income

was used to allay costs to the uni-

versity and students. Take time to

look over this section because it

was a major reason that

Agromeck could show the

Leaders ofthe Pack!

Advertisements
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Tanya Stephej ‘

Although college was generally a
fun thing, there were some un—
pleasant activities. Maybe this
resident of University Towers
should let her fingers do the
walking. Thnya Stephens

As a landmark ofN. C. State, the
belltower not only told time, but
it was also a symbol of the uni-
versity. As such it was used on a
number of marketable products
like sweatshirts and class rings.
Jim Mahaffee

Advertisements Divider
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CONSULTING SINCE 1959

ANTHONY

ADVERTISING
INCORPORATED

SPECIALISTS IN

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE

YEARBOOK AND HANDBOOK

ADVERTISING

A few pages of selected advertising will help defray soaring
printing costs. Student Publication Advisors and Publishers’
Representatives are welcome to call us for further information.
Our staff of professionals will work closely with you and your
publisher.

1517 LaVlSTA ROAD, NORTHEAST ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30329
(404) 329-0016 FAX (404) 329-0972
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LEE ANDREW WILLIS III

‘0 C
Q‘ 802 Purser Drive 0.

401 South
Raleigh, N. C. 27603

PIIIllIPS
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FUEL OIL - KEROSENE - GASOLINE - MOTOR OIL

S. HENRY BALL, JR.
President

BUS. (919) 772-1944
RES. (919) 772-4319

COMPUCHEM

CORPORATION

Setting the Standard

for Pbrensie Drug

and Environmental Testing”

PO. Box 12652 . 3308 Chapel Hill/Nelson Highway
Research Triangle Park, NC. 27709 . 919—549-8263

Exciting assignments for
imaginative people
Sandia National Laboratories has career op-

portunities for outstanding MS 8: PhD can-
didates in engineering 8: the physical sciences.
One of the nation’s largest multi-program
laboratories, Sandia is engaged in research 8:
development, addressing important national
security issues with emphasis on nuclear
weapons, advanced energy systems 8: related
technologies.
Challenging assignments exist in such areas

as the application of intense ion beams to iner-
tial confinement fusion; use of lasers 8: other
analytical tools to improve understanding of the
combustion process 8: development of special
silicon 8: hybrid micro circuits for defense 8:
energy programs. Supporting this work is a full
complement of modern laboratory equipment 8:
facilities, a large central network of mainline
computers, including several CRAY—IS systems
8: a CRAY-X/MP together with a large number
of smaller distributed systems of the VAX
11/780 class.
The Labs’ principal locations, Albuquerque,

New Mexico 8: Livermore, California offer a
complete range of cultural 8: recreational ac-
tivities combined with the informal living style
of the west. Sandia’s benefit package includes
paid health care, life insurance, retirement 8: 24
days vacation.
Qualified candidates write to: Staff Recruiting

8: Employment, 3531 Sandia National
Laboratories, Post Office Box 5800, Albuquer-
que, New Mexico 87185 or Personnel Div. 8022,

I Sandia National Laboratories, Post Office
Box 969, Livermore, California 94550.

@ Sandia National laboratories
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/V/H

US. CITIZENSHIP IS REQUIRED

We;
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DID YOU KNOW THAT BIGGERS BROTHERS, INC. . . .

8199

AT BIGGERS BROTHERS, ONE CALL GETS IT ALL!

HAS BEEN IN FOODSERVICE DISTRIBUTION
FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS

HAS OVER 10,000 ITEMS IN ITS WAREHOUSE
SELLING WHOLESALE FROZEN AND CANNED
FOODS, FRESH SEAFOOD, MEAT AND PRODUCE,
RESTAURANT SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND
SMALLWARES

IS ONE OF THE LARGEST FOODSERVICE
DISTRIBUTORS IN THE SOUTHEAST SERVICING
CUSTOMERS IN NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH
CAROLINA, GEORGIA, TENNESSEE, VIRGINIA
AND WEST VIRGINIA

ers

Brothers, Inc.

‘ WhOIQSfiIQ f00d distributors—
P.O. BOX 34156, CHARLOTTE, N.C. 28234, TELEPHONE 1-704-394-7121

A ”NIP! COMPANY
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Congratulations

to the new

crop of

graduates.

VALENTW
7

Generating Ideas.
An uncompromising trust in the future. A dynamic
commitment to making it better. That‘s the power of
DUKE POWER COMPANY.
For more than 80 years, Duke Power has been a leader
in the electric utility industry. We’re a company that
believes in new ideas. Thanks to the creativity, dedi—
cation and determination of our employees, the com—
pany operates the most efficient generating system in
the nation.
Duke Power is dedicated to excellence and leadership.
That dedication begins with our people, who know the °
power of an idea and have the expertise to carry it congratlllathnS
through. Their vision and accomplishments prove that
Duke Power is a company made up of outstanding from
individuals, each making a contribution and each
making a difference. EX€CutiVC TemporariCS, InC-The company is committed to leading the way into the
future. We will be the supplier of choice by our cus—
tomers, the employer of choice by our co-workers
and our communities, the investment of choice by
our owners and the model of integrity and excellence
for business and industry. Cary Raleigh

117 Edinburgh South 4101 Lake Boone Trail
Suite 100 S 't 112

DUKEPOWER Cary, NC 27511 Raleig‘l: 12C 27607
481—0093 783-6695
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Overhead Door Company of Raleigh, Inc.
3224 GRESHAM LAKE RD.. P13. BOX 58493

RALEIGH. NC. 27658

THOMAS F. WOLFE Peon: 876-0637

Commercial — IndustrialElectrical Contractor
P. 0. Box 52219

Raleigh, NC 72612
(9 19) 783—6600

Fax # (919) 783~6955
24 Hour Service
Radio Dispatched

Plant RelocationNew Construction
Renovations Emergency Power Generators
Consultation U.P.S. Systems
Computer Rooms Power Distribution

5227 HILLSBOROUGH STREET
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 27606

5.

Congratulations Graduates!

SCDATA INC.
2200 New Bern Ave. / Raleigh, North Carolina 27610

Celebrating 20 Years.

OLD FASHIONED

Helps keep you fit,

Helping to build a better
Tomorrow in Agriculture

in Western North Carolina!

Milkco, Inc.
Asheville, NC.

COMPLIMENTS OF

FEDERAL
PAPER BOARD COMPANY. INC.

:‘ INNS OF AMERICA

*x¥**

Sundown Inn North
3801 US Highway 1 N
Raleigh, NC 27604
(919) 790-8480
'l‘()LL-l“Rl£E RESERVATIONS
] -800-553-7749 Call For

SPECIAL
WEEKEND RATES

EXECUTIVE CONTINENTAL BREAKFASTLOCAL PHONE CALLSFREE 524 HR. COFFEE AND JUICEFREE CHOICE USA TODAY OR NEWS 8. OBSERVERREMOTE CONTROL SAT. TV / HBO 8x ESPN

FREE
FREE
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BOOTH CWINES,INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL. MECHANICAL, CIVIL ENGINEERING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Providing Professional Services

For Over 25 Years
Full Mapping And Computer Aided Drafting Services

Complete Communication System Engineering
1011 SCHAUB DRIVE . RALEIGH . 27606

RALEIGH: (919) 851-8770 WINSTON-SALEM: (919) 724—9929
FAX: 859-5918

Manufacturer of
Fashionably Crafted Upholstery

weenie!

Hickory, N.C.

. .a quick source of supplies
and technical information
on a broad spectrum of
name—brand products.

Fast, Friendly Service
Satisfaction Guaranteed

800 /633-7592
RC. Box 100

Dothan, AL 36302

Welcome To

Hilton Quality.

Quality. An uncompromised commitment.
You feel it instinctively. The obvious atten-
tion to detail. The elegantly subtle decor. The
grand hotel hospitality.

Our 545 guest rooms, extensive meeting facili—
ties, elegant Lofton's restaurant, innovative
Bowties lounge, and indoor pool and spa provide
you With complete accommodations in the highest
of standards.

At the North Raleigh Hilton and Convention
Center, quality is ingrained — because you accept

][
NORTH RALEIGH HILTON

CONVENTION CENTER
“Raleigh’s largest convention botel "

3415 Old Wake Forest Road, Raleigh, NC 27609 - 919—872—2323

nothing less.

Chesapeake

is committed to

producing

the highest quality

products

while conserving

natural resources

and improving the

environment.

EEChesqpeoke
Resourceful by nature.

James Center Richmond. VA 23218-2350

We Advertisementflw



CUSTOMHDE CHEMICHLS

SPECIHLTV CHEMICHLS
TOLL MHNUFHCTUBING

(FILL Customodc Chemicals

704-588-1 738
PO. Box 7221 - Charlotte, N.C. 28241

Marriott People ]
know bow
to bring you
their best.

fiAMSCO

0 Manufacturers of sterilizers, surgical and specialtytables, surgical lights, microbiological control productsand accessories for the health-care and scientific fields
0 Worldwide service and distribution
0 Quality products Since 1894

ANIERICAN STERILIZER CONIPANY

2424 West 23 Street. Erie. PA 16514 (814) 452-3100
1002 Lufkln Road. Aoex, NC 27502 (919) 362-0842

The best rooms. the best food.the best recreation and the bestmeeting facilities available Theseare all superlatives And they areall true. In every area, in everyway. you “'1” not find a betterlodging experience than Marriott.Because Marriott people knowhowFrom the first impression tothe lasting memories of an unlor»

gettahle stay. there is no questionthat the experience, taste and train-ing of every Marriott person is akey reason people like you returnto Marriott again and againWe have earned our reputationthrough performancePerformance around the world.And here at homeIt is simply a matter of know-ing how.

RALEIGHMarr|Ott
CRABTRU VALLH4500 Marriott Dnvt‘ Ralwyt. Nn'th Quinn 27612 (919, 751-7000

ALL NEW

Best Western Crabtree

. ‘ :3»; ' .._.. I Wr-‘Yf—ZJFQJVJC ~4- "o :9 —-l_; a... 1.2— 4. :5 "‘‘ I
6209 Glenwood Ave. - Hwy. 70 W.

Raleigh, NC 27612
(919) 782-1112

142 Deluxe Rooms
10 Jacuzzi Suites
OutdoorPool
Health Spa

Continental Breakfast
Bus Parking

Satellite TV/ESPN, Showtime
Convenient to Crabtree Mall

Restaurant and LoungeAdjacent

. ...V::§;;‘Enviro mental
Specra neslnc.

WE SUPPORT THE NOLFPACK

Manufacturers of Controlled Environment Chambers
4412 Holly Springs Road, Raleigh, NC 27607 l919l 829-9300

“filly J

CW -—— RALEIGH
VALVE

o FITTING co.

2621 Rowland Road 0 Raleigh. North Carolina 27615
Tel: (919)878-8085

"Authorlzed Stocking Dlstrlbutor"

Fax: (919) 872-5009

ratifies
dvertisements



Servitex
RALEIGH LINEN SERVICE
SERVING NORTH CAROUNA
AND VIRGINIA SINCE 1930.

FULL SERVICE RENTAL PROGRAMS
Featuring

Restaurant Unens
Industrial Unilon'ns
Medlcal/Lab Apparel
Clean Room Garments
Health Care Llnens
Hotel/ Motel Unens
Entry Mats/Dust Mops
Restroom Services
SERVICE CENTERS

Raleigh. NC Durham, NC
Kinston. NC Greensboro, NC
Danville, VA Salem. VA

Virginia Beach, VA

ission

28 Great Stores
Including

Restaurants And
Cinema V!

All Within Walking Distance

Avent Ferry Rd./Cardina| Gibbons Dr.

k

\mr

BARTLETT
MILLING COMPANY

ESTABLISHED l898

Telephone 704-872-9581
Statesville, NC 28677

N.C. Toll Free Number
I ~800-222-8626

Out-of-Stcle Toll Free Number
1-800-438-60 l 6

NORTH CAROLINA BRANCHES:
ASHEVILLE
704-253-657]
GOLDSBORO
919-735-1924
RALEIGH
919-832-7315

SOUTH CAROLINA BRANCHES:
FLORENCE
803 -669-641 5
803-669-6450
GREENVILLE
803-244-3556

I . 3’;at r 1’11... 1.}
MGENERATION?]
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ATLANTIC RIGGING & CONTRACTING
corp.

PO Box 25571, Raleigh, NC 27611

Michael L. Stironek
VICE PRESIDENT

RIGGING 0 MILLWIGHTS
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

PLANT RELOCATION
(919) 779-0001
(919) 2666327 home

WARD TILE AND TERRAZZO INC

SERVING RALEIGH FOR
OVER 30 YEARS

Commercial 81 Industrial
Ceramic Tile 0 Quarry Tile 0 Stone

Marble & Terrazzo
DEALER FOR AMERICAN OCEAN
TILES: UPCO JOINT FILLERS
FINANCING ARRANGED

613 Mercury Dr 828-7580

CONVENIENCE STORE SPECIALIST
DESIGN - LAYOUT - EQUIPMENT

Jeffreys Cabinet Company utilizes state-of—the—art computer
drafting equipment to insure the proper fit of everything in the
interior of your store.
The Jeffreys salesman assigned to your territory actually lives
within that territory, allowing for convenientand timelyfollow-up
on drawings and quotes. Computer quotations are reliable and
eliminate second-guessing when matching quotes tO invoices.

II IIQualified Jeffreys personnel provide resource assistance in the
areas of service and warranties, consultation, and food service
expertise. An on-going educational program is offered through
different schools and seminars throughout the year.
Jeffreys boasts a 120,000 square foot storage warehouse for the
co-ordination of equipment from manufacturers prior to delivery
to your store. Complete store packages are delivered by Jeffreys
drivers on company-owned trucks to insure maximum protection
and safe-delivery Of your equipment.
All installations are completed by qualified, experienced
personnel who are kept informed on the very latest in proper
installation and service.

P.O. BOX 2105
GOLDSBORO, N.C. 27530

NC: 800-672-5850
SC-VA-MD: 800-334-1606

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
mHAZEN AND SAWYER, P.C.

WASTEWATEFI - WATER ° SOLID WASTES
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Serving the Carolina ’3 for over 35 years

4000 WESTCHASE BOULEVARD .DanAM NC SUITE 550 .CnAHLuTTt “a. RALEIGH NC 27607 .Newman! news in 191918337152 .noumooo n FAXI9191833 1828MALKM‘ M. m'n‘ N: h VLrHF 'u

XEROX

We Document The World
A Complete Line of Copiers/Typewriters/Lasers/Desktop Publishing
Smear;
0 Features and Options
° Ease of Operation
° Reliability Call for a Free Demonstration
' P'ke ' “"3"“?! XEROX CORPORATION0 Service 4601 Six Forks Road, Suite 300

Raleigh, North Carolina 27609
(919) 7824820 or 800 662-71 I 7

SANFORD TURF SUPPLY
POST OFFICE BOX 2666
SANFORD, N.C.27330

Jimmie & Grady Poole Well 00., Inc.
Well Drilling

Pump Sales & Service
Water Conditioning

NC License No. 298 Reg. No. 479

Rt. 12, Hwy 64 East Box 3
Raleigh, NC. 27610

Office 266-2185; 266-0187

JIM POOLE GRADY POOLE é _- ,1, ~ ‘
Night 266-1420 Night 265-3440. ‘

304 We
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Standard Trap_:

The dayyou startyournewjob

couldbe the day

you lose control ofyour career.

When you get out of school with your brand new
degree in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering (or
with your hard-won MBA), you think you know just where
your career is headed. You feel in control for a change.

Then a couple of years go by, and you find out that
somebody’s been stringing you along — right from the
beginning.

It happens all the time. Because whenever people
join companies whose needs and goals are different than
their own, they give up some control over their careers.
Sometimes a lot more than they realize.

Data General has needs and goals that we think
will complement yours.

We have a lot to accomplish in a short amount of
time. We want your contribution on a small team doing
indispensable work. Right now, we’re integrating voice,
data, image and fax into a high-speed network for the
largest market-capitalized company in the world; developing
a UNIXTM-based product line on the industry’s leading
RISC architecture; designing a 100 MIPS ECL chip;
and more.

We’ll give you a chance to do real, important
work. To put your name on it, and take the credit.
To double the value of your professional assets in
one year — if you’ve got the stuff to do it.

Find out more about how you can pull your
own strings at Data General. Send your resume to
Corporate College Relations, Data General Corporation,
4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

‘7 DataGeneral
We Don’t Compromise Standards.

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell laboratories.
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It's Not Always

This Simple.

Trademark of Kobe Steel, Ltd.

Back in 1849, Walter Ireland Hunt had a great idea
that changed the world in a small but pervasive way.
His safety pin was the essence of good invention: simple,
effective, and pertinent to a real need.
We at Kobe Steel know a good invention when we see

one. After all, we’ve made quite a few of them ourselves over
the years, in fields that range from steelmaking to surface
processing, biotechnology, and computer software. And
although our high-tech innovations are a far cry from the simplicity
of the safety pin, they come from the same kind of inspiration.
Kobe Steel. We’ve got ideas that are changing the world.

<> KOBE STEEL, LTD.
Tekko Bldg, 8-2, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, TOKYO, 100 JAPAN
Tel: (03) 218-7111/Telex: 02223601 KOBSTL J

SUTTON—KENNERLY

& ASSOCIATES

Engineers 0 Designers 0 Planners
serving

Industry 0 Government 0 Commerce
‘ Great taste is all great taters get

Greensboro Office on the day they get to be Gordon’s.

300 Pomono Drive
Greensboro, NC 27407

919—855—0993

Asheville Office can”. mas
DIVISION OF STERLING FOODS, INC.

530 Hendersonville Rood
Asheville, NC 28803

704—274—4440



WHEN SOME PEOPLE LOOK AT THE FARM MARKET,
THEY SEE PROBLEMS.

AT RHONE-POULENC, WE SEE SOLUTIONS.

Today, it’s easy to have doubts about
the future of American agriculture. But
at Rhone-Poulenc Ag Company, we
remain committed to keeping Amer-
ican agriculture the most productive in
the world.

Over the past few years, we’ve in-
creased our commitment to servicing
America’s agribusiness community.
By offering such cost-effective prod-
ucts as BUCTRIL® brand herbicide,
LARV|N® and SEV|N® brand insecti-
cides, ROVRAL® and ALIETTE® brand
fungicides, ETHRELS’D CERONE® and
PREPTM brand plant growth regulators,

and TEMIK® brand pesticide. By build-
ing the most professional service
organization in the country By devot-
ing our finest research efforts to dis-
covering environmentally sound,
economical and effective chemicals
that protect and improve the crops and
livestock produced by America’s
farmers. And, by being an industry
leader with a Stewardship Program on
the proper use of our products.
As we see it, the sun is not setting on
American agriculture. it’s just the dawn
of a new era. One that belongs to
companies that can find new solutions.

@RH5NE-POULENC
Rhone-Poulenc Ag Company 2 T.W. Alexander Drive Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

ALIETTE, BUCTRIL, CERONE. ETHREL. LARVIN. ROVRAL. SEVIN and TEMIK are registered trademarks of thne-Poulenc.PREP is the trademark of Rhéne-Poulenc for ethephon cotton boll opener. £1990 Rhone-Poulenc Ag CompanyBUCTRIL" AND TEMIK" BRAND ALDICARB ARE RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDES.



9 SUMITOMU ELECTRIC

FIBER OPTIC

CABLE
LOOSE TUBE CDNSTRUG'HON

Post Office Box 13445
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709

Telephone: 919/541-8100

Congratulations
and Best Wishes to

Tomorrow’s World Leaders!

i

l i ' a)

PIN Ea

UNiSYs

and You, the PoWer of2

V0"

COUBI‘Ed

if you’re looking for fine printing
papers—coverortext—lookat
thebottomofthisadandcaliyour
nearest Urijax branch. we've got the
know-how, the samples and the
products you’re looking for.

For printing papers and graphic
arts needs we’ve got you covered.

(A
rRaIeegh, NC 9i9-828-723i, 800-662-7686 anI]qx

mummmammums-menu»

In..---II“‘II...-I.I“‘
II...-III‘“
II...-lll\\\
III..-III\\\

III...II\\\\
INTERIOR SPACE MANAGEMENT

“WE ARE TOTALLY COMMITED TO CUSTOMER SERVICE"

832-0943
uunou

e Office Supplies
0 Printing
0 Forms

a Open Plan Systems 0 Office Furnitme
a Design Service New-Used
0 installation 0 Custom flood

Working
e Factory Trained

e AmericanSeating
Systemii

e Crar‘ar
Cu. .iarSpace

a Major Brands
Available

91 9-494-541 7
105 MAIN STREET. P.O. BOX 507, FRANKLINTON, NC. 27525



PART OFWHAT'S
GREATAND GROWING
IN AMERICA.
Northern Telecom welcomes America’s new graduates to
the pursuit of excellence. At work and at home—in every
aspect of American life—there’s a call for fresh ideas and
innovative approaches. We invite you to join the growing
number of business people who are working with
renewed dedication to shape a better America.

From Concord, New Hampshire, to San Diego,
California, the 20,000 US. employees of Northern Telecom
are part of it. We develop, manufacture and support the
voice and data systems that help keep America
great and growing.

northern
rclccom

©1988NorthernTelecom

. 9Advertisements @333?”3
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With an outstanding reputation and tradition for academic and technical excellence, North
Carolina State University is one of the preferred schools for recruiting by Cooper Industries and
CooperTools. We seek top graduates for entry-level opportunities in Engineering and Sales, as
well as for our Corporate Manufacturing Training Program for challenging positions nationwide.
Seniors are invited to interview for careers with Cooper Industries during our Spring semester
recruiting visits.

(nggerTools)
7" ® ® ® ® ® 0 "i Q Q 0 ® 0BREWER-WHENER CAMPBELL COVERT CRESCENT LUFKIN MERRILL NICHOLSON PLUMB H.K.PORTER TURNER WELLER WEE-WRAP WISS XCELITE
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Utility Applaudéd

.
for Promtirig

as the nation’s best—manggedrgfigcgtglclgtlillity.
C8reer Development 7

For the second consecutive year, ’
Power & Light has been selected to ref ‘
Protessional Development Award in HOIIIII'SI
from the national society of Prof 1987
Engineers. The award presented annur 8119883

“molt nDéC,-ba,g¢fj qrganivr‘hr‘ Career
«*3 Development

Award. 1986: Edison Award. To name a tew.

nelerences: Ask any of our more than
14,500 employees.Wavy...»

Baubles: Swimming, fishing, bicycling,
boating, 365 days a year.

We’re one of the fastest-
growing utilities in the country

To keep pace, we’re looking for

a few good engineers. If our
resumé sparks some interest,

take a moment to send us
yours. FPL, Dept. NCU—REC,
Box 029100 — PER/GO, Miami,
Florida 33102.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.‘

years of successful operation. Four nuclear units. Newest completed years ahead of schedule.
Exnerlence: Over 62



Durham Life Insurance Company

providing

security

III:

with

up-to-date fl

policies

B

and

services/

Durham Life
Insurance Company

HOME OFFICERaleigh, North Carolina

OaCorolim Millsm
Manufacturer of
Quality Textiles,

Solid Wood Tables,
and

Upholstered Furniture

*SALES YARN
*Knit Finishing

*CANTON FLANNEL
*Upholstery Fabrics

*FURNITURE

Hickory Newton

Lincolnton Statesville

Maiden Ranlo

Emphyer of over two tfiousandandseven Hundred
'great {People'

BUILDING QUALITY

IN THE

TRIANGLE

A&M Construction Company, Inc.
PO. Box 1726

Raleigh. NC 27619
919-876-2809

Wer 312 . .WAdvemsemoms
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HARRIS.
x a A COMPANY

~ ' ORTH STUDYING.
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W

If you’re thinking about what life holds
for you after college, Harris is a company worth
looking into.

A Fortune 200 company vu'th mrldwide sales of more than
$3 billion, Harris is focused on four major businesses: advanced
electronic systems,'connnunications, semiconductors, and an office-
equipment distribution network. The Company focuses on advanced
technologies to provide innovative solutions for processing and
communicating data, voice, text and video information.

And if you have the right qualifications, you could become part
of one of the engineering teams responsible for such products as
integrated circuit using CMOS, dielectric-isolation, GaAs, smart power,
and radiation hardening technologies; super-minicomputers; radio and

‘2l9
4¢“‘£44

-------

‘ TV broadcast transmission equipment; No—
way radios for short- and long—range communi-

cations; supervisory control and data acquisition sys-
tems; document processing systems and dictation equipment;

and custom electronic systems centered on information processing,
communications and C31 which play a vital role in national defense.

Career opportunities are available in California, Florida, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and right here at the Harris Microelectronics
Center, PO. Box 13049, Research Triangle Parlg NC 27709.

We are an equal opportunity employer, M/F/H/V.

@HARRIS

Mg Advertisements 313
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The Element 0f Trust Is In All That We Do

ITexasgulfmc.

Offering challenging careers
in Civil and Structural
Engineering, including the following:

Highway Design
Water & Wastewater Design
Traffic Engineering
Construction Management
CADD

Structure Design
Site Design
Transportation Planning
Environmental Document
Preparation

FrankColeman

&Associates

Consulting Engineers

1\‘ ,‘ ' . '1 5

1‘ ' ‘._;;)-‘y‘<>‘ 1:1,
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HABIT SOGDDD

Our Wolf Packaocs are something to howl
about Special ratesand special e1ents so every
game weekend1s a winner All with the Velvet
Touches that 1111l<e us the homeawax TI"7
from home of the Wolfnack Call for VE]VET
details and p1ices. \ouli see why the CLOJ‘K
Wtflfnever hat. it so good. [NW
1505 Hillsl‘orough 511.. Ralcigh. NC 3760?. (910) 2528433 5’). In NC. 18096626829.

We



ClBA—GEIGY

BringsToThe Partnership

Whom You Can Trust To Do It Right

Start with the best qualified people. Instill them with the desire for excellence. Pro-
vide them with the tools to do the job right the first time. Give them the freedom to take
actiorli. And reward them for anticipating needs. That's thephilosophy that sets ClBA—GEIGY
peop e apart.

And it's another big reason why ClBA—GEIGY people make such good partners.
Genuine partnership requires sharing information and skills as well as goals-so it pays to
pick your partners carefully. When you consider our People, our Products, our Systems.

our Research, our Facfiities, and our Perfor-
ClBA_GEIGY mance, we think you'll be excited about whatwe w

bring to the partnership. So call 1—800334—9481.
Textile Dyes & Chemicals You’ll find that we're your kind of people. fl

“53%
\\~



WHERE OPPORTUNITY AND POWER CONVERGE

Real power means being able to
adapt to an ever-changing world.
That’s a principle that we follow to
the letter, one that’s helped us
become an internatibnal leader in

ment industry. Now we need
others who can change when
change demands it, inspired team
players ready to seize the oppor-
tunity. And the opportunity is there
for you, only it you understand
how vital change is to us.

the electrical and electronic equip-

lt you’re a person of imagination,
skill, and commitment, this is
where you belong. You’ll have
every opportunity here to grow,
while you help contribute to our
growth. Square D offers the
salaries and benefits you expect
from an industry leader. Send
your resume to: R0. Box 27446,
Raleigh, NC 27611. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F.

In 1938,NaturalGasWasTheMostEfficient
Energy SourceAvailable. Nothing’s Changed.

Since the company‘s founding in 1958. two things have
remained constant at Public Semce Company of North Camlina—-
the energy efficiency of natural gas and the commitment to serving
our customers.

'llxlay. hundreds of thousands of North ()arolinians enjoy
the zuh'antages of natural gas— whether it‘s heating a home. supply-
ing hot water, providing energy to a business. or cooking hamburgers
in the backyard. Natural gas remains the most efficient fomi of

energy available, as well as the least expensive. And new technological
developments will carry this advantage into the 19903 and beyond.

At Public Service (bmpany. we remgniae the trust placed in us by
our customers over the last 50 years. And, over the next 50 years,
we‘ll continue to take every step necessary to maintain the highest
level of service, for the gas users of today and tomorrow.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANYOF NORTH CAROUNA lNC
Raleigh 1720 Hillsborough St. 0 Phone 833-6641 Durham 400 Cleveland St. 0 Phone 682-5661 Chapel Hill 200 Elliott Rd. 0 Phone 942-5104

Cary 223 E. Chatham Sr. 0 Phone 469—9461 Fuquay-Van'na 1308 N. Main St. (Sunset Plaza Shopping Center) 0 Phone 552-0662

Advertisements We



What’s in a

name?

You probably know us as “the tree growing
company” and we're proud of that image.

We still grow trees and make high quality
paper, pulp and wood products but,
\. . today, our good name is

» . ; \ moving in new
i ’ i if ‘ directions.\e\.&

We’re making innovative
new paper and wood
products and offering
services like real estate,

mortgage banking,
construction, land developing
and transportation. We

do a lot and we do it with pride.

‘ *‘° ° 0—0\-o>

Jilllull »
f

.....IIII . i """".II I

Weyerhaeuser . . . the name
means more than ever.

Weyerhaeuser

Advertisemenw



Woodson-Tenent Laboratories, Inc.
345 Adams Avenue. Memphis TN 38103

Phone: (90]) 525—6333

Woodson—lenent Laboratories. Inc. serves the Argribusiness
throughout the world with quality analytical chemistry services.
We offer you a variety of chemical analyses on agri—products.
feed and food including full proximate analyses: nutrition
labeling; drug & antibiotic testing; aflatoxin mycotoxin screen-
ing; vitamin. lipid and mineral analyses; microbiological assays;
and pesticide and other residue analyses. For more information
please contact the branch nearest you.

BRANCH LOCATIONS

Gainesville GA Phone: (404) 536—5909
Des Moines. IA (5l5) 265—l4ol
North Little Rock‘ AR (50l) 374-5181
Dayton. OH (513) 222-4l79
Goldston, NC (9l9) 837—2l2l

Support for this publication
has been provided by

LITHCO
A subsidiary of FMC Corporation

the world’s largest
producer and marketer of lithium chemicals

A REWARDING PLACE TO WORK

Lithium Corporation of America
449 Cox Road

Gastonia, North Carolina 28054
(704) 868-5300

Caugnatuflafim

III the

Cflaoo III) ’90

E. M. A. INC.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Raleigh. North Carolina

BOON—I CWINE, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, CIVIL ENGINEERING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Providing Professional Services

For Over 25 Years
Full Mapping And Computer Aided Drafting ServicesComplete Communication System Engineering

1011 SCHAUB DRIVE ° RALEIGH ' 27606

RALEIGH 919—85L8770 FAX N0. 919—859-5978

WHEN CATASTROPHE THAT‘S WHY WE‘RE HERESTRIKES . . . We are proudtooflerthewservice possibie forYOU NEED CATASTROPHE CLEANUP!
SERVICE from donning b Cormrueo'on, Carpal Sales 0"STI - MW. Wallpaper, Punting. Flood RepairI I Specuhsts,Doodau’ation,Movinngnmpe

“we Do rr ALL"
When you need us. WE'RE THERE!

AMERICANDISASTER RESTORATIONAmat’ulm
an: Dory! not 0 Raleigh. u.c. my(010) 332.5531



Start your career with the best.

We’re CRS Sirrine, Inc, a full—service
design/construction management company
that has engineered hundreds of industrial
facilities nationwide over the last eight decades.
In the process, we’ve earned an outstanding
reputation as the leader in design/CM
services, while providing a superior work
environment for our employees. In fact, our
company has been selected one of the 100
best firms to work for in the nation.

It’s no wonder we continue to attract
some of the top engineering and technical
graduates North Carolina State has to
offer. If you’d like a chance to start your
career with the leader in the engineering
business, give us a call. Why settle for
less than the best?

(IRS Shrine, lllt‘.
North Camlim Division
551] Capital Center Drive, Suite 500
Raleigh, North Carolina 27606
919/859—5000

I-'\:‘

Engineering Group Headquarters: Greenville, SC
Corporate Headquarters: Houston, TX
Ofiices in principal cities across the United States.

Wag



THOMPSON
3:833me 1215 Jones Franklin Road
_ Suite 203, North Building

Raleigh, NC 27606

(919) 851-7144I“

x9/ OFFICE SUPPLIES

CED (2:3
Office Essentials

North Raleigh’s Complete Office Products Center

North Market Square
1689-8 North Market Drive
Raleigh, NC. 27609
Fax (919) 790—7816

(0

Comm/Scope. Inc.

0 World’s Largest Quality
Coaxial Cable Manufacturer.

0 World Class Technology
World Class Company.

0 Major Supplier of Coaxial,
Fiber Optic, LAN, TVRO
Cables to the CATV, Com-
puter and Satellite TV
Markets.

( ' ) Comm/ScopeJnc.
Hickory, NC

Their world needs

your skills...
...and to assist in your practice,

rely on Haver to provide you with
a complete line of pharmaceuticals
and biologicals. Exclusively for the

Veterinary Profession.®Mobay CorporationAnimal Health DivisionShawnee, Kansas66201, U.S.A.

NJINOMOTO.
AJINOMOTO U.S.A.. INC.
4020 AJINOMOTO DRIVE

RALEIGH. NORTH CAROLINA 27610

Manufacturer Of Amino Acids

ASKEW-TAYLOR PAINT, INC.

Mo‘a'r'ei‘A
mums

~3- QUALITY WALLPAPERS E
PAINTER'S SUPPLIES

I IO GLENWOOD AVE. RALEIGH. NC 27603

flu
COMMERCIALFINE ARTS

Blue
'Edqé .

t. K. TAYLOR - rassnosm
éPHONEéT. max nmoa - VICE PRESIDENT 834-4497

dvertisements'
arts—tat



gJIF YOU HAlUN’T GOP NEW VALBAZ

YOU HAVEN’T GOT ENOUGH.

'llipmwrms

‘Valbazen’

lvomeo‘ 64:9?«14%:

Tramrsol fig

Levasole/
lbtalonm

Safe—Guard/ {59?
Panaour’ " * *

Curatrem‘

* Efficacy claimed against inhibited ()slwrlagz’a and tapeworms when administered at 2x the label dosage,

If you’re using a conventional cattle
dewormer, you don’t have all the ammunition
you need against internal parasites. That’s
why you should load up with new ‘Valbazen’
from Norden Laboratories.

‘Valbazen’ kills more types of worms—
inoluding tapeworms and liver flukes—
than any other brand. Even ‘lvomeo’. Safely
Without setback.

So what have you got against worms?
With new ‘Valbazen’, you’ve got " .
everything you need. For more ‘
detailed information, see your
veterinarian today
“-_—— if“

N ‘MEN® » gya.” brand 01 Albendazole «

N BroaderSpertm m Worm Control

‘l\'oiiiw’ and 'I‘iirairvm‘ zii‘ervgixtmwlImdvnmrksol‘.\lvh‘k&('o .llli’ . ‘Tmmisol‘ 15.1 registeredtrademarkot‘,\nierii‘anl'\'aii;iinid m. 'l4t‘\'El\Hll" and "l‘otiiloii‘ are li‘;l(ll‘llllll‘k\ ofl’iiiiiziirlioorv 'Sal‘o-(iiizird' and ‘l‘ziiiat'iir' are registeredIradwiniirks oi lliwi‘hsI—lhuiiswl .1: ltlllll. Norden Inboraioriiw. lllt 34MB
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Robertson Stamp & Seal Works, Inc.
SINCE 1923

HAND STAMPS a SEALS o MARKING DEVICES
Telephone: (919) 833-1858 - 834-4262
719 N. Person Street - P. O. Box 11128

Raleigh, North Carolina 27604

CANAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
HlGHWAY 501 EAST

P. 0. BOX 830
CONWAY. SOUTH CAROLlNA 29525

The Hamlin Companies

8 HAMLIN ROOFING C0. (1] HAMLIN SHEET METAL C0.
. A - HAMLIN sneer METAL co. 15A"mu” ROOFFNG 00' '71". m.” “is. , FMlth‘Al'UK AM) lelAlJl.“ m hiltlti 1'AN“ 'MWJ'S Tm" "”“M’WM' m hb Miami. AND LlLilll' (mm: l’lAl‘l. i'lmim‘ is0F“°‘“'5‘ INCLUDING 1m l\\'t)l{l\,1flA)V\ l‘ll'l;stmtts mm“ i'rm‘mw. mwu: Mli'l‘Al.’S‘N‘JWS‘IUM‘ My “1 AND Sl’lx‘WJD' i-‘MJIUL‘AI an n Ems.Akcun' T ‘ .. . l .-tJUlL_'l‘ up

1‘.
:3W....L._= A- W“ "

PO. BOX 4651411 W, GARNER RDLGARNER, NC. 27529PHONE (919) 772—8780
HAMLLN ROOFING C0. IS ALSO A[)15'1‘RlliU'l‘l-th l-‘(JR ALUCOBOND AND ACARLISLE CENTURION CONTRACTOR.

ULTPATECH1111113113111; ll-JC
ULTRATECH is a primary manufacturer of control systems.We speClaiize in the meaSurement and control of air How and low pressure

GOOD LUCK

IN THE FUTURE! ! !

@COEUR®
LABORATORIES INC.

2101 Harrod Street. Raleigh. North Carolina 27604.

(919) 876—7070. 1-800-334-5113

FAX Number (919) 790—9791

We Support

North Carolina State

University

W:
4020 WestChase Boulevard, Suite 450 Raleigh, NC 27607

$(S®outhern Case,Inc.

QUALITY ENGINEERED
BLOW MOLDED PLASTIC

CARRY CASES

2315 Laurelbrook St.
Raleigh, NC. 27604—1430
Tel: (919) 821—0877

PO. Box 28147
Raleigh, NC. 27611—8147
Fax: (919) 839-2361

ewe
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Everything you want to know

about Schering Animal Health

products... just a

toll-free phone call away!

Have you ever had any special questions
about Schering products and compounds?
Or any unusual questions about specific ’
indications, or about problematic cases?

Have you ever wished to utilize the
complimentary laboratory serVices at
Schenng?

Have you ever wished you could find
a technically up—to—date speaker for your
next assocration meeting?

lf you have, Schering has a toll—free
phone number tor you to call. When you
make the call, you‘ll be in touch with
Schering veterinarians who have extensive,
in-depth knowledge concerning Schering
pharmaceuticals, biologicals and other
animal health products.

As an arm of Schering Research,
Schering Technical Services functions as an
in—depth resource for veterinarians by
providing information on all pharmacological
and research aspects of Schering Animal
Health compounds and products.

You can take advantage of this oomph»
mentary service to determine the most
effective use of Schering products“.
even in the most unusual or
problematic cases.
Sohenng’s support to .
animal health prolessronals:
I Consultation and information
on Schering pharma-
ceuticals, biologicalsy
and animal health
products, including
problematic and
unusualuses

I Broad base of expertise in animal
health knowledge, including bovine,
porcine, equine and small animal
applications

I Consultations leading to complimen—
tary laboratory servrces for:
E3 Selenium testing

. E3 Haemophitus Serotyping
(H. pleuropneumoniae]

El Pinkeye pill—typing ~M. bovis
[isolation/pili—typing)

Cl For additional information,
please call

I Schering Professional Speaker’s
Bureau, a complimentary service
to veterinary groups that makes
Schering Technical Service personnel
available for speaking on Schering
products at local and state association
meetings—~ask about it.

News

‘....\

Scherlng would like to hear from you.
For consultation and intormation as one
professional to another, call.

800-932-0473
ln New Jersey: (201) 8206264

é“ Schering Animal Health
U ...and YOU, making a difference every 63y

Advertisements



SIEMENS ENERGY & AUTOMATION
P.O. BOX 29503

RALEIGH NC 27626
919—365-6660

EROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES

MECHANICAL CONTROLS INC.
P.0. BOX 14183

RALEIGH NC 27620
919—832-3207

NOLAND COMPANY
1117 DOWNTOWN BLVD.
RALEIGH NC 26028

919—832—2071

HNTB

410 OBERLIN ROAD SUITE 306
RALEIGH NC 27605

919—833-0684

“ONE TASTE AND YOU’LL BE BACK”

CK!

FAMOUS FROZEN YOGURT

2302-104 Hillsborough St.
(across from NCSU)

OVER 50 YEARS OF QUALITY

FISHER REX
SALADS SANDWICHES
MEATS PASTRIES

1519 BROOKSIDE DR.
RALEIGH. NC. 27604
8326494 / 832-4866

W. T‘ FISHER. JR.
PRESIDENT

TELETEC CORPORATION
P.0. BOX 20405

RALEIGH NC 27619
919—556—7800
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At MSDAGVE’II

building knowledge

isjust as important as -~ - _

7 developing pharmaceuticals.

l{ Effective new products alone MSD AGVET and our sister to benefit the
I aren’t enough to win the fight organization, Merck Sharp & profession.
" against animal disease. Dohme Research Laboratories, It’s all part of our
f Practitioners and educators routinely assist scientists from efforts to help make you the

also require a constant flow of around the world in exchanging best-informed, best-equipped
information that builds on both ideas on a variety of research health professional possible.
current knowledge and new and practical topics.
discovery. You get both from Our own specialists fre- ‘ ..
MSD AGVET. quently publish technical infor- ‘

mation and reference materials PO. Box 2000, Rahway. New Jersey 07065—0912
l 0 O O

D|v1s10n ofMerck 81 Co., Inc.
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Standard Trap_;

The dayyou startyournewjob

couldbe the day

you lose control ofyour career.

When you get out of school with your brand new
degree in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering (or
with your hard-won MBA), you think you know just where
your career is headed. You feel in control for a change.

Then a couple of years go by, and you find out that
somebody’s been stringing you along —— right from the
beginning.

It happens all the time. Because whenever people
join companies whose needs and goals are different than
their own, they give up some control over their careers.
Sometimes a lot more than they realize.

Data General has needs and goals that we think
will complement yours.

We have a lot to accomplish in a short amount of
time. We want your contribution on a small team doing
indispensable work. Right now, we’re integrating voice,
data. image and fax into a high-speed network for the
largest market-capitalized company in the world; developing
a UNlXTM-based product line on the industry’s leading
RISC architecture; designing a 100 MIPS ECL chip;
and more.

We’ll give you a chance to do real, important
work. To put your name on it, and take the credit.
To double the value of your professional assets in

, , - one year — if you’ve got the stuff to do it.
r _ . , ' f ‘ Find out more about how you can pull your

' ' ‘ " ‘ ' own strings at Data General. Send your resume to
Corporate College Relations, Data General Corporation,
4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

- .... .‘3‘»;

Ir DataGeneral
We Don’t Compromise Standards.

UNIX IS a registered trademark of ATAT Bell Laboratories.
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(All THE NUTRITION NUMBER

OF THE NINETIES.

Students, technicians and veterinarians ot the nineties are invited to call us at l-800—548—VETS (8387).
Specially-trained dietary management consultants will answer any questions you might have regarding
Hill's diets. Complex inquiries such as diagnosis or special cases are handled by staff clinicians with
advanced degrees and actual practice experience.

After four decades at veterinarians serving veterinarians, our lines of communication with the profession
continue to grow. Hill's toll-free number is an important part of our commitment to
serve you with products of unparalleled et‘iicacy at every stage of your career.
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Sprague Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitor Divi—
sion is headquartered in the Blue Ridge mountains
on the New River. in Lansing. North Carolina: our
operations take advantage of the abundant resources
of North Carolina—clean air. water. electrical power
—and North Carolina people.

Sprague manufactures and ships high-tech alumi-
num electrolytic capacitors to customers worldwide.
Sprague capacitors are used in computers. telecom-
munications. instruments and controls. and military

aerospace applications.
We are proud to be part of the great state of

North Carolina. We extend our congratulations on
your graduation from North Carolina State Univer-
sity. and we invite your inquiries and interest.

Please direct inquiries to: Sprague Electric
Company. Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors.
One Sprague Road. .. ‘
Lansing. NC ii. “I‘I SpRnGUE
28643. ‘11"
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It was the
pits! Everything
that had accum-
ulated in a
residence hall room
or worse yet a
fraternity house
room or apartment
had to be packed
up and hauled out
for the summer. At
least it was not as
hot in May as it

A packed house. That
is what people played
for in Reynold's
Coliseum whether they
were athletes or per-
formers.
Michael D. Russell
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was in August
when everybody
moved in.

Still, having
to say goodbye to
friends, even for
three months was
no fun. No more of
doing those silly
things only college
students did -—
things like staying
out all night and

going to the
International
House of Pancakes
(IHOP) for break-
fast before going
home to bed or just
hanging out until
three o'clock in the
morning and still
having enough
people awake and
willing to play
spades.



The construction of a
new parking deck
added parking space
for students and facul-

ty and more area for
Public Safety and
Parking Services to
cover. Tanya Stephens

Old and picturesque
were two words to
describe East Campus.
Students often lounged
in the sun while wait-
ing for their next class.
Jim Mahaffee
Money, money, money.
That is what it took for
students to build up
their wardrobes with t-
shirts. Besides being a
source of (practically)
wrinkle-free clothing, t-
shirts were also a
great, often amusing,
way to remember
events.
Andrew Liepins



A Sense of History.
That is what the old
smokestack provided
for students of a major
university as it remind-
ed them of the more
humble begin—nings of

Jimtheir alma mater.
Mahafi'ee

S'T°A'Y

for a

CWhile

Face it,
summer was not
the worst thing
that could happen.
It provided the
perfect opportunity
to show off that
body that spent so
many hours in the
gym over the year.

Not to men-
tion the fact that it
was a break from
classes. No more
reading three

350 ' Closing

hundred pages a
night or spending
hour upon hour in
the computer lab --
at least for a few
months anyway.

Besides it
gave students and
faculty the oppor—
tunity to unwind
and build up some
anticipation for the
next school year.

For who
students who stay-

ed in Raleigh to
work or even to go
to summer school,
it was more a
continuation of
their year, but they
still managed to
have fun while
staying ahead of
the game. They
proved they were
truly Leaders of
the Pack!



'tla a leap to ri
; ch‘ae '3 Jordan,
lRofizey Monroe dish-

es the ball to Kevin
Tho pson. The fancy

handling by the
' te'”: " a a "9‘
Coac ' j Bean Smith ner-
voii's enough to bite his
lip. Jim Mahaffee

A Very Political Year.
Not only did President
George Bush visit in
April, but Vice-

{Working was, , ‘ President Dan Quayle
ometimes unfortu» came down to speak at
ately, a part of 2‘ the Hilton over the
life. Senior Lisa _ ’ summer-
__ igdon cooks up ‘ ’ Chris Hondros
.ome waffle cones
it Zack’s Frozen
Mgurt.
uehoyaHan‘is
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the narrow

Some may have viewed
a sunset as the end of
the day, but most enter-
prising students saw it
as the beginning of a
night of endless possi-
bilities. The belltower
kept a watchful eye and
a friendly reminder of
the time for students as
they explored
Hillsborough Street
after dark.
Michael D. Russell
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